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H. RADIO VALVE

IULII
Price 21).
2 volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current..0.35 amps.
20-90 volts
Anode Volts.
Yrice 35,
B4 Valve
0 volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current..0.25 amps.
40-100 volts.
Anode Volts
Price &B5 Valve
3 volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current..0.06 amps.
90.90 volts.
Anode Volts.
Price 3-U.
B6 Valve
3 volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current..0.12 amps.
60-120
volts.
Anode Volts
i-rice l2/6
R Valve
4
volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current...0.63 amps.
20-80 volts
Anode Volts

B3 Valve

These five B.T.H. Valves meet every possible requirement of the
ordinary listener -in and the serious experimenter.
The B3,
B5, and R Valves can be used in any position, for detection or high

or low frequency amplification, while the B4 and B6 Valves are
intended primarily for low frequency power amplification.
Be sure your next valve is a B.T.H. Valve. Look for the initials

" B.T.H." which are the sign of high quality, and for the silvered
bulb which denotes a perfect vacuum.
Obtainable from all Electricians and Wireless Dealers.

The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.
TV orbs

Offices : Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2.

Coventry.

O

O

ARE YOU SURE
your Crystal is giv:ng best results ?
With the work of Science comes the
improvement in wireless crystals. And
the culminating point is reached in

BORGANITE
"The Best of All
IT IS SENSITIVE ALL OVER
For all you know you may be getting
only half the power from your set.

/M P.O. (which inclur'es silver

SEND .L IL)

.catswhisker) to.

Famous DL. Headphones
"MODEL DE LUXE"

4,000 OHMS TOTAL RESISTANCE

Every Pair Carries Our Money -Back Guarantee
OVER HALF -A -MILLION PAIRS IN USE TO -DAY.
Leather bound wire
headbands,

sliding

lead adjustment, &

ecch receiver detacha5le instuntanecusly

TOTAL WEIGHT
11 OZ.

Guaranteed highly .
efficient ; complete
with I lexi5le cord

and ready for

use

THE
MOST COMFORTABLE
PHONE on Le MARKET

BORGANITE CRYSTALS
1,

HIGH STREET, BARNET
Pair

Pair 1216

Post free
8.000 ohms, 14)'

Post free
8,000 ohms 14 -

Phosphor Bronze

SINGLE
HEADPHONES:

NOTE : We are
sole distributors

contact arm.

DL., 4,000 ohms, 6/6

and the Colonies.

Handsome nickel dial.
One hole fixing.
::

2/6

Prov. Pat.
12452.

Winding cannot bo damaged by ordinary use.
Size IF' diameter. r high.
From all Wireless Stores or direct from
THE

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO
CO., LTD.

16622

1216

Electrical Engineers and Manufacturers

CAM PI3L LL ROA D, BEDFORD

6 ohms
15 ohms
30 ohms
soAss§',A

itt

::

111IIMMI=

Post 3,1.

DL., 2,000 ohms, 5/6
Post 3d.

for Great Britain
TRADE HOUSE fcr
Everything- Wireless

Delivery from Stock.
Trade enquiries solicited.
WIRELESS DEPARTMENT,

E. SHIPTON Co' Co., Ltd.,

37, TOTHILL ST., WESTMINSTER
And at 14, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Tel. No.-Victoria 7.

Telegrams-RENTFONES, PARL
LarLia) s
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SECURITY
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BEHIND BONTONES

ANOTHER ;

SECURITY

TO THE DEALER
SECURITY
TO THE USER

E.E.C.1

Bontone PhonesBritain's best, backed by
Generous Guarantee.

TRIUMPH! I

1

I

The NEW

SENSITIVE,DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, & BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED.

"XTRAUDION "

I 1 SIGH

1416
BONTONE ORIGINAL.

NEnREQUENCY

VALVE

12/6
READY

N0W

.Beats toe Band !

Filament pressure, 3.5-4 volts. Maximum consumption, .5 amps.
Plate Potential, 30-80 volts.
This is not our Standard " XTRAUDION" fitted with a different
filament, but an entirely new valve designed specially for " H.F."
work. - NEW PLATE - NEW GRID- NEW FILAMENT - NEW
Fit one to your
CHARACTERISTIC - UNEQUALLED RESULTS.
set and bring in those distant stations

I ECONOMIC ELECTRIC LIMITED
Tth,thohe:
showrooms:
Head Office: 10, FITZROTI
SQUARE, LONDON, W.1 MUSEUM 1055 303, EUSTON RD., N.W.1

ona

Manufactured entirely by
BRITISH LABOUR.

MEN MINI MIR NMI WM MIN

MI

BONTONE
LIGHTWEIGHT

15/6

BONTONE PHONES ARE MANUFACTURED-

Up to a high efficiency.
Down to a low and popular price.

We agree to replace any 'phone, not giving complete satisfaction, if returned to us within seven
days of purchase undamaged. We further agree to repair, adjust, re -test any Bontone 'Phone
irrespective of the date of purchase, for the sum of 0/-, plus 65. postage, if returned to us, intact,
with remittance.'
What does it mean ? Why, an assurance for all time to users of Bontone 'Phones.
Compare these advantages over other makes of 'phones, particularly the cheap, continental type !
Have you recognised all the better qualifications which make BONTONE. the distinctive type'?
ihey are backed by a .04 yearn,. adaralllee.
Sensitive ! Why ? Simply that the magnets are made in our own works under our own supervision.
BONTONE will respond to the weakest signals.
Durability ? BONTONE are made of the best materials procurable, and their beautiful finis:i
is highly creditable to skilled craftsmanship.
Comfort ? Throughout exhaustive tests we have worn BONTONE and claim a maximum success.
BONTONE are easily adjusted. See you. buy BONTONE.
Apply to your local dealer or apply direct pining your dealer's name to :This is our Bond.

B. D. & Co, (EDWARD A. BOYNTON)
Works: GOSWELL Rd. and CITY Rd., LONDON, E.C.1.
Offices: 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

',Neran,e,MMUNitriswem.

41cS,
..............
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............................

The components illustrated are

1-9
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1. EFESCA LOW - FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER, TYPE B. A one -hole fixing transformer of unique design. A special feature is
that the windings and laminations are totally
enclosed in an insulating compound, thus giving
absolute immunity from Atmospheric Humidity.
This transformer gives maximum amplification
without distortion and is enclosed in metal
shroud which eliminates all parasitic noises.
Ratio 4-1, 22/6.
2. EFESCA VERNISTAT (Pat. applied for).
Of unique construction, the Vernistat gives
extremely delicate control and is smooth and
silent in operation and is specially suited to
High Frequency and Detector Valve filament
control. Resistance 5 ohms, 6/- each, complete
as illustrated.
3. EFESCA VARIABLE CONDENSER gives a
high standard of accuracy. Vanes are spaced
with micrometer exactitude, the construction
providing smooth action coupled with stability.
One -hole fixing. .001 mfd. 12/6, .0005 mfd. 8/6,
.0003 mfd. 7 / .00005 mfd. 5/6.

The full range of Efesca parts and
Efescaphone receiving sets will be
found in Catalogue 522. Send for
it to -day.

For those not interested in the constructional side
of wireless, there is a wide range of complete
Efescaphone sets front the simple crystal set to the
multi -valve receiver for loud -speaker and long
range work.

-"," "'V"

Components you can rely upon
SELECTIVITY, Loud Signals, Tonal
Qualities-these are but a few of the
many aims and desires of the wireless enEfesca components are designed
to aid you in reaching your objective.
Efesca components are a new departure in

wireless parts-each the result of careful
thought and embodying many unique and
novel features designed to produce the
utmost

efficiency.results-build

If

you want better

with

VF6Seill
ONE -HOLE FIXING COMPONENTS
4
.4
.

Scild by all Wireless Dealer's, Ironmongers
and Electricians.
Wholesale only

FALK, STADELMANN &Co., Ltd.,
Efesca Electrical Works,
83-85-87. Farringdon Road, LONDON. E.C.1
and at Glasgow. Manchester and Birmingham.

4,4, qt.*

4,

L lb Yzs

4444

4

thusiast.
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WITH A JUNK SET IN IRAQ
THE following is a description of what
the writers believe to be a unique effort
to receive the British telephony stations
in Iraq. The great initial difficulty was
lack of, apparatus, so it was decided to
make anything unobtainable.
It was
originally decided to use seven
valves, but owing to the high amplifier

frequency

Filament rheostats consist of iron wire
wound on pieces of wood, which are
mounted on the baseboard;. these are a
little noisy, but were the best that could
be produced under the circumstances. For
the low -frequency unit, only two burnt -out

t% in. with four pieces of waxed paper.

All terminals were taken from old dry
cells, these being mounted on odd pieces
of ebonite.'
Valve holders were unobtainable and so
it was necessary to make them. Pieces
of ebonite were cut with holes
drilled to conform to the valve

proving

the

pins,

sockets

themselves

rather unstable the number was
cut down to five. The arrange-

being made by winding a few
turns of brass wire round a
drill shank; these were pushed

H.F. being on the well-known

through the holes in the ebonite
and connections soldered to the
brass spirals. Condensers were
constructed to go across the
primaries of the transformers,

ment of the valves was two
high -frequency, one detector
and two low -frequency, the

-tuned-anode system. The circuit is shown in the accompanying diagram.
The tuner , consists of a
solenoid coil 4 in. in diameter
and 4J.; in. high, Wound with

also across the telephones and
H.T. battery.
Reaction was obtained by inserting a basket coil in the
anode circuit of the detector

wire with
five tappings and a .0005 variable condenser in series. This
No. 26 -gauge d.s.c.

valve and coupling it to the
aerial coil by means of a hinged

bracket.
tuner is mounted on the same
The Apparatus Used by the Authors.
The aerial was slung between
base -board as the H.F. amplifier, and gives a range of wavelengths transformers of the army type were avail- two electric -light standards, one of the
able. However, these transformers had to wires of the electric light system being
from 280 to Goo metres.
The high -frequency unit is, as men- he rewound, and, thanks to Mr. Henry earthed.
Readers will imagine the surprise when
tioned, of the tuned -anode type, the coils Ford, of motor -car fame, they were re -

testing the familiar
sound of a carrier wave was
heard.
On tuning more
carefully English speech
was heard, and once or
twice
N 0 was distin-

being of the basket type

on

with tappings; the second
anode coil is wound on an
ebonite tube 2 in. in ,diameter and 6 in. long; these
coils are also wound with
No. 26 wire and the latter

guished.

coil

taken from it.

Small condensers were
placed across the anode

was

coils; these were made by
cutting discs of brass, two
discs being used for each

one ' disc is
screwed to the baseboard
and the moving disc is

into

to

be

round

but With a little more experimenting it is hoped to
hear very plainly. Other

7he Circuit Employed.

+ LT -

found

The speech received at
present is slightly muffled,

stations are also heard, but

mounted on a brass spindle
screws

pre-

about 38o metres.

3014M5

condenser;

which

was

_This

sumed to be 5 N 0, for on
tuning with a Towrishend
wavemeter the wavelength

twelve tappings

has

they are not as distinct as

an

wound with the wire from his coils. The the assumed 5 N 0. The distance of the
old windings were cut from the trans- received signals is about 2,900 miles and
is brought-up to the fixed, and so varies former and the secondaries of the Ford is practically all over land.
A study of the photograph of. the receivignition coils wound on to the bobbins by
the capacity.
The coupling condensers were made means of a breast drill. The results far ing station will show how crude is most
of the apparatus employed and serve
with copper -foil and mica dielectric, and exceeded expectations:
insulated nut on the face of the fixed disc.
As the spindle is rotated the moving disc

grid leaks were made of red fibre with
a pencil line between two terminals.

The

grid

condenser

was

separating two copper plates

made
2

in.

by
by

emphasise
obtained.

to

the

remarkable

results

J. A. and P. M.
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Constructional Details of an Adaptor
Panel for the "A. W." System of
Multi -phone Reception. Invented by
John W. Miller.

Fig. 4.-

The Complete
Adaptor.

THIS article describes the actual construction of an instrument to enable
the reader to take advantage of the new
"many phones on one crystal set" system
(described in October 18 issue of "A.W.")
without the trouble and expense of building a new set.
It will be remembered that when a

20 :WC,

In addition the system allows phones

HOLES 5/32 DiA.

EBONITE

mrioe.,a
BRASS
TUBE

3/8 0 D.

of

their

As will be seen from Fig. i, the ebonite
for the panel should measure 7 in. square
and should have six holes arranged in a
circle to carry the mountings for the

detectors, the type of which is shown by
Figs. 2 and 3. Also there will require to
be a larger circle of holes for the crystal
cups actually fixed to the panel ; a pair of

terminals (C, Fig. 4) are
arranged one on each side of the detectors
as shown. There will also be two terminals (a) to be connected to the set in use.
Terminals with long stems should be
chosen so that the connecting wires may
telephone

be soldered to the ends without unduly
heating the ebonite. It will be noticed

from the wiring diagram, Fig. 5, that none
of the connecting wires cross each other,
so that thick bare wire may be used for the

readers will find this type to be very
stable. There are several types of detec-

tor using combination crystals that are
suitable for external connection to existing
sets.

ZINCITC
CRYSTAL

In conclusion, it will be as well to re-

in CUP

control over his own phones, and also
to get the same strength as if they were
any addition or removal
fellow -listeners' phones.

Fig. 5. -Details of Wiring.

Of course any type of detector may be
used in place of the one illustrated, but

with six pairs of telephone terminals.

of

NUTS 110L0111G

TERMINALS ETC.

off.

Fig. 2.-Detector Arm.

time.

using their phones alone on the same set.
The others, in fact, would not be aware

TO TUtER OF
CRYSTAL SET

Stability is important when using this
panel, as there will be six people adjusting their crystals at once, and a crystal
detector which would not stand a certain
amount of vibration would be useless, for
every time one listener adjusted his contact he would probably put the other five

NOS. BRONZE

of any resistance to be used at the same

With such a panel it will be possible for
six people to listen in and each to have

i" --

Stability

phone in use the effect is to render the
working of each phone entirely separate,
as if, for instance, each one was in connection with a separate aerial, earth and

Mulil-phone Detector
It is an easy matter to construct a panel
having six crystals and suitably provided

C01111ECT10116

ments have not actually been made with a height of 6 or 8 in. on to a bare wooden
any of the "whisker " crystals, there is table. It is suggested that experiments
every reason to believe that such crystals should be made with various combinations
would be unsuitable for this particular of crystals in order to ascertain which are
purpose, if only for the fact that a knock the best.

crystal is connected in series with each

set.

TINNED COPPER MK

MANY DIFFERENT
PHONES ON ONE
CRYSTAL SET

member that this system of `"crystal -per-

phone" applies equally as well to very
weak signals, and should prove a boon
to the enthusiast who is lucky or skilful

PANEL
BORN EEC

enough to get long-distance stations and
would like to share his reception with

CRYSTAL In CUP

Fig. 3.-Detalls of Detector..
HOLES FOR
WOOD SCREW,

/

\

SPACED ON G'DiA. PITCH CIRCLE

0

.

--(3/_

,©--®T -;

0\

°

others.

20, k32 DIA. HOLES EQUALLY

l

\ !/

0

/0

set should be short-circuited or the whisker
EBORITC
PANEL

0

7"X 7 -X

TRIO.

-9- --.

6

..`

1

i

.0.

i

0

.

0 32 DIA. HOLES
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I

!

6
.
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When using this device for connection to

an existing crystal set, the crystal on the

FIT TERMINALS In HOLES
'JARRED -1-

CRYSTAL CUPS INC"

ADD DETECTOR POSTS

pushed against the brass part of the cup.
When a crystal set is not available, this
device may, of course, be connected direct
to a variometer or any other tuning apparatus, without the addition of anything else
except the phones.

PHONE DIAPHRAGMS
CHEAP phones are often provided with
diaphragms which are thick and
therefore not sensitve.

or jar will easily put them out of action.

Thin and sensitive diapluagms can be
easily made from the inner covers of hermetically sealed containers of invalid and
baby foods (covers in which lettering is

has had crystals in use in detectors somewhat similar to those described which have
resisted all reasonable efforts to jar them
unwieldy, but it is actually the most effi- out of contact, even to the extent of pickcient for the purpose. Although experi- ing the whole set up and dropping it from

the metal to avoid buckling.
If after a time the diaphragms become
"dished" by the pull of the magnets,
reversing them will give them another
span of service.
A. H. P.

connections.

Irro"

Fig. 1.-Plan of Panel.

By tracing out the wiring diagram it With most of the combination crystals stamped are useless for the purpose).
will be seen that it is similar to the in- this does not usually happen. The writer Great care should be exercised. in cutting
strument illustrated in the previous
article.
The detector may appear very crude and

NOVEM3ER 1, 1924
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HETERODYNE
WAVEMETER
desired range is covered. Probably the
second pair will be most useful to the
experimenter, as this band of wavelengths
is crowded both with British and American broadcasting. The figures given are

only approximate, and it may be impossible to cover the given range with

one pair of

coils, but it is certainly
possible to cover the broadcast waves with
one pair whatever winding is employed.

The coils used by the writer are of the
ordinary basket type with single winding,
although double winding may be employed
with no decrease, in efficiency. The coils
Fig. 4.-The Complete Wavemeter.

ONE of the most essential things for the

real experimenter to possess is an

efficient wavemeter. Unfortunately they
are expensive and.not many amateurs wish

to purchase one, as five pounds or so can
be put to a more advantageous use. In
this article the writer will attempt to
remove all difficulties which may exist in
the construction of this useful instrument,
which need not cost more than twenty-five

were wound on fibre formers and not
Fig. 2.-Pair of Coils.
shellacked. If it is preferred, the reader
may wind the coils on a spider former with mica dielectric. The main advantage
gained from using this type of condenser
will be explained. When the pointer is
moved towards the increase position the
wavelength increases proportionately inL2
stead of the capacity,
is usually the
S+
L.T.

shillings. There are two main types of
wavemeter, the buzzer and the heterodyne.

The former, as its name shows, employs a
buzzer to generate the necessary oscillations, whereas the latter takes advantage
of the oscillating valve. The buzzer wave -

1.

case with air -dielectric condensers.

This

is a great advantage, for when the graph
is plotted it will be a straight line. -In the
case of the ordinary condenser, the first

few degrees of the scale cover a large

11111

band of wavelengths compared with the
last few degrees. In the Polar condensers

Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram.

the wavelengths are equally distributed
and shellac them, but as they are much round the scale. This advantage "will be
more fragile in this condition the former more apparent when the meter is calibrated.

meter, although slightly cheaper to con- method should be used.
struct, is by no means so efficient as the
The panel may conveniently be 9 in. by Calibration
When the components are mounted and
heterodyne from the point of view of 5 in. by 14 in. in order to accommodate
wired
up according to the circuit in Fig. i,
accuracy.
a Polar condenser, Ormond rheostat, valve
the next step is to calibrate the wave holder
and
six
terminals.
Any
standard
The Circuit
For this purpose it is necessary to
valve will do, so an R -type valve meter.
The circuit shown by Fig. i will be hard
have
either
(I) a wavemeter already caliholder is mounted on the panel. The
recognised as being the usual local oscillator circuit. The inductance Li is shunted
by a variable condenser, which may be of
the order of .00i microfarad. It will also

valve in the photograph

is

a Cossor

brated, or (2) a valve set with direct aerial

and also at least one stage of
The connections were made with coupling
high -frequency amplification. It should be
noted that once the meter has been calibe noticed that the coil Li is coupled to a soldered.
brated the H.T. and L.T. must be kept
The
variable
condenser
used
was
a
Polar
reaction coil L2 at a fixed angle. This
constant in value.
angle must obviously be constant, because
The wavemeter should, first of all, be
if the coupling is varied the wavelength
placed near the receiver and connected up
Pz.

No. IS tinned -copper wire, all joints being

of.the tuned circuit will be altered and the
condenser readings thrown out.

to high- and low-tension, separate batteries
being employed where possible.

coming this difficulty is to clamp the coils
together in a basket -coil holder as shown

Le Petit Parisien station, which usually
works on 340 metres, could be tuned in on
the set. When clear signals are obtained,

The best and easiest method of over-

turn up the filament of the wavemeter

in Fig. 2, and connect up Li to the plug
and L2 to two extra terminals. Thus,
when changing the coils, it is only necessary to remove one pair of wires. This
method also keeps the coils rigid. The
first pair of coils could have a range of,
say, 15o to 300 metres, the second pair

300 to Soo metres, and so on, until the

valve and rotate the condenser knob until
a chirp is heard in the phones. If there

is no sound the reaction coil should be
reversed. The object now is to find the
X
CONDENSER READINGS

Fig. 3.-Example of Wavemeter Graph.

silent point between the chirps in a similar
way as an ordinary carrier wave would be
treated. When this has been obtained with

matkur Wiraes3

the greatest possible accuracy, make a note
of the wavelength and condenser reading,

which should be as near to the beginning
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Assuming that a series of points cover- length and tune the set until the chirp is

ing the condenser scale have been successfully obtained, a "graph may now be
plotted. The graph will be a straight line,
as shown in Fig. 3. Thus separate graphs
may be plotted for any number of pairs of
coils, giving the wavemeter-an. almost unlimited range, but it is rarely necessary to
exceed 3,000 metres.

heard. Having found the silent point, the
receiver is tuned to 385 metres. Providing

the apparatus is capable and the conditions good, the desired station should be
heard:siyhen the wavemeter is switched off.

Such is the operation of an instrument
'which will prove of great value to any

/Milky

The writer finds it most useful on broadcast wavelengths, especially for testing the

range of new receivers and for receiving
American broadcasting.

When employing the wavemeter to find
the wavelength of an unknown station the
proceeding is similar to that of calibrating
it. When clear signals are obtained, the
condenser knob is rotated until the chirps
are heard. Note the condenser reading at
the silent tils4it and read off from the

graph the wavelength corresponding to

that particular setting. If the wavelength
of the station is known, a description of
the transmission and the time, it is usually
easy to deduce its origin.
Fig46.-Under Side of Panel.
Fig. 5.-Top Side of Panel.
Another use of the wavemeter is that of
of the scale as possible.' This, then, is facifilating the finding of a distant station. amateur who takes the trouble to construct
the first point of the graph for the pair Suppose it is desired to receive an Ameri- one on these lines. The other photographs,
of coils in use. Other points must be can station on 385 metres; all that is Figs. 4, 5 and 6, show the completed inplotted at, as near as .possible, regular necessary 'is to set the wavemeter Ur -the strument and the top and under sides of
position which corresponds to the wave- the panel.
E. L. M.
intervals.

WIRELESS IN NEW ZEALAND
if.

IN New Zealand it is only during the amplifiers to receive Sydney, Suva, etc.,
last few months that the general public
has become at all interested in wireless
and even now the popular impression is
that wireless is only for scientists and

and the nearer' American stations.

and occasionally they do a little low -power
broadcasting on 140 metres.

Broadcast:fig

of licence

Broadcasting is carried out in an endifferent manner from that in EngTo a certain extent there tirely
land.
In Auckland there are now two
are some grounds for this belief, for anyone whose purse will not run to at least broadcasting stations, and one of these is
by a corporation of wireless -apparatus
three valves has but little inducement to run
dealers, while the other station is in the
take up wireless.
millionaires.

hands of a gramophone company. Up to
the present the broadcast programmes

Few Transmissions
Being

so

far from the

commercial

centres of the world, the ether is by no
means overburdened, and the crystal enthusiast has but a poor time. There are
usually a few messages to be picked up
from ships, but air station transmissions

have not reached a high state of perfection, owing possibly to a kind of deadlock existing between broadcasters and
amateurs. The companies will not take

In New Zealand there is only one kind
for receiving apparatus, and

this will allow the use of. any kind of
set, whether it is a crystal or multi -valve,
bought or home constructed. The only restriction is that reaction must not be
coupled direct to the primary of the aerial
tuning inductance. The dimensions and
type of the aerial are unlimited. The
total cost of taking out the licence is eight
shillings.

C. G. P.

PRESS TRANSMISSIONS

any important steps to improve their trans- pOR some time past Reuters, by agreemissions until they are assured of a
ment' with the General Post Office, have
are non-existent. There is not a great greater sale of apparatus, while people been using Northolt 'for the transmission
number of land stations either, for are not inclined to buy sets until the of Press news simultaneously addressed to
although each of the four centres-Auck- broadcasting shows a decided improve- numerous correspondents in countries
abroad.
land, Wellington, Christchurch and Dune- ment in quality.
din-has its Government -controlled station, Auckland
In view of the satisfactory results
there are only two other high -power
The larger of the Auckland stations, obtained, the French Administration, in

stations of any importance. These are
Y A, works four nights a week on a conjunction with the Havas Agency, has
Awanui in the north and Awaroa in the wavelength of 26o metres, with a power decided to establish a similar service. The
south.
of 400 watts. Two of the remaining nights W.T. station of Tours (Saint -Pierre -des Time signals are transmitted from the a week the other station, 1 Y B, trans- Corps) Y G, 6,000 metres, has been adopted
Post Offices of the four cities, but apart mits on go watts, and once a month, on for the purpose. Tests are already being
from these there is not very much doing Sundays, the same station broadcasts made at o8. so, 08.50, 10.0o, 13.10, 14.15,
except Government official messages, sermons.
Several amateurs have taken 14.40 and 16.00 daily. In most cases the
unless one is provided with the necessary out transmitting licences near Auckland, transmission is in slow Morse.
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entatur Wireless

now Ek Radio

(ilia Name
"Is it natural"?

Does your receiver reveal the real qualities of the human
voice ?

Does it

give

you

the changing inflection

registered by varying emotion and expression, or bring
the technique of the trained singer? Or yet the strains
of a delicate instrument throbbing with nervous life
beneath the hands of a master? The beautiful texture
of the notes of a skilfully woven melody-are they
detected with ease-is their fineness unblemished? Let
Brandes' receiving instruments achieve this end for

YOU-the "Matched Tone" Headphones and TableTalker bring your receiver to life with no hint of
the distance between. Let them give the thought to
your imagination that you stand watching the actual
performance-that you are but a step away from the
golden voice.

Ask your Dealer for Brandes.
All Brandes Products are obtainable
from any reputable Dealer and carry
our official money -back guarantee,
enabling you to return them within
10 days if dissatisfied.

Wardise:d %the
RADIO HEADPHONES

za7-

42744

Win withBrandesMatched7One
Wine

'Radio Readphones
on Listen with13'rdade$
Talker

Brandes Limited, 296, Regent Street, W.I

Works: Slough, Bucks

mateur Ws
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The Loud Speaker
Superlative
AMPLION LOUD SPEAKERS
are world-famous for sensitivity,
full volume, clarity and wonderfully
natural tone-qualities due to incor-

poration of many exclusive features, including a non -resonating sound conduit

with wood horn and an improved unit
embodying the " floating " diaphragm.
Irtite for Illustrated Leaflet, II/D11, post free.

ALFRED GRAHAM & Co.,
(E. A. GRAHAM), St. Andrew's Works,

CROFTON PARK, LONDON, S.E.4,

The SUPER Transformer
and .1 ONE
IN QUALITY - EFFICIEN C 1.

SUPER U.

SUPER

COMPARE IT AGAINSt ANY OTHER L.F. ON THE
MARKET I NOS E ITS PRICE! ! NOTE ITS FINISH 1!

REPRODUCTION
THAT SURPASSES
BELIEF

MADE an,

EVERY L.F.

TESTED B1

BEARING

EXPERT.

the

1 RADE
MARK of the
U.S. RADIO

ONLY

CO LI D
Ratio -5 - 1

The extreme sensitivity and complete absence of distortion

the New Improved M.E.L. Phone, coupled with the
greater volume and clarity of reproduction which they
afford, simply surpasses all belief of those who have not
of

tried them.
The spring Slider Adjustment of the Earpieces allows of
instant and easy setting to the most comfortable position
and prevents any " sloppiness " due to wear. Each pair
of Phones is individually matched and tutted, resulting in
perfect " balance."
M.E.L. Phones are the unswerving choice of every expert
And amateur who has used them.
Your usual Dealer will be clad to show you a pair
.--ask hint to let you try them, a test will readily
convince you.
Price only 17/6 per pair.

is

Is

5 to

U.S. No.

Thoroughly

Tested

AND

and is

CUM:AA-FEED

F NISH

146

and

D -IGNED

IL

LIKE A GUN

I

'mew 1 816 each

The Secret of the U.S. Super's Success :
They are wound by experienced winders, with the correct amount of
the right gauge wire. They are packed with Stalloy iron of sufficient
quantity to allow the transformer its maximum amplification. No part
of this exceptionally fine instrument is neglected.
IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, WRITE TO U.S.

U.S RA1I0 CO., LTD. 155,

HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM

WIRELESS ; OMPONINT M NUFACTURERS LONDON, S.E.13.

Phone, LEE GREEN 2909
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If you want to know how
good your set is -test it
on the MARS Aerial -

Get this 84 -strand
special -alloy Otosphor..bronze aerial

wire from your
dealeri today. It

Surely you have a

spirally woven,
so that each strand
is

is air -insulated.

friend who owns a
Mars - over 30,000

IC

have now been sup-

has the lowest

plied.

ohmic resistance

Get him to try out

yet attained.

your set on his aerial

The

' Mars '

gives
increase
in
volume and clarity
50%

-if your present set
with 7/22's aerial is
good your present set
with the
Mars '

-the results will ex-

aerial will be just

ceed your
hopes.

.

highest

Don't worry about

making a super
crystal set or a
super valve set
until you have

proved the difference

the

super

aerial will make to
your present outfit.

.

.

.

wonderful.

Weigh, it up from
the technical stand-

point -80% greater
surface area must

make all the differ-

ence . . . and that's
the superiority of the
' Mars '
compared
with 7/22's.

The MARS
AERIAL

THE "MARS"

FINER TUNING

E. & W. G. MAKINSON LTD.
Wellington Works, Wellfield Rd., Preston.
Trade supplied through usual wholesale channels
Established over go years.

THE NAYLOR "FULSTOP " CONDENSER
enables tuning to be carried out with a
wider range of accuracy than has hitherto been
obtained.

916 IT'S WORTHIT

COSTS

Telegrams: " Gold, Preston."
Telephone: Preston 122.

4411

In addition to being a square law

condenser, which avoids the overcrowdinf, of

stations at any particular point, the dial of the

" Fulstop " Condenser is graduated over the complete circumference and geared at two to one in

relation to the moving plates, thereby giving
twice the rotary movement of any other condenser, and enabling stations to be picked out
with the greatest of ease. Further still, the

abolition of all hand capacity effects is guaranteed
unconditionally by the makers.

Read what " Modern Wireless"
says:

" We can strongly recommend this type of geared
condenser for careful tuning and for use in situations where hand capacity effects are troublesome."
October, 1924.

Protected Throughout the World
PRICES:

.001

.0005

... 13/6
... 11/3

I

.0003 ... 10/3
.0002 ... 9/6

HULLO !! C.Q.,WILL DAY CALLING
T'ANDCO BASKET COILS. (100 to 4,500 metres.)

Duplex wound, 25 gauge D.C.C. wire, sewn supports unwaxecl,
very firm and strong, recognised as the finest type Coils yet made.
Enamelled.
Size.
Each. No. Each.
4d.
1. 2 in. approximately
150 to 300 metres
5d.
I.
2.

21 in.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3

3. a in.

9.

t
..

a
.'

in.
51 in.
5

i.

to

J. H. NAYLOR, Ltd., Engineers, WIGAN

;

8-1c1.

,,

2/0

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

10d.

1/2
1/41
1/8

5d.
6d.
7d.
8d.
9d.
10d.

1/-

1/2
1/4
1/6
1/8

The new DAYZITE Variable Condensers fitted with Aluminium End Plates, and both sets of Vanes adjustable.
'001, 7/9 ea. ; -0005, 5/8 ea. ; -0003, 5/1 ea. ; '0002, 4/7 ea. ;

Vernier, 311 ea.

Postage 6d. each extra.

Ask to see the new " Dayzite " Automatic Shorting
Plug and Coil end, 2/- each.

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION

IVrite for

7zetli

Do not keep wasting money on crystals of unknown re -

Catalogue sent

puce. GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME,

Post

Free .on

mentioning this
Paper, ::
::
Postage a ad

Carriage on all
Goods extra.

msonsm

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

6d.
7d.

a

11.
12.

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but

if you have any difficulty write

250 to 400
350 to 550
450 to 650
600 to 750
700 to 1,000
950 to 1,350
1,300 to 1,750
1,700 to 2,660

ti

in.
31 in.
4 in.
41 in.

DAYZITE REGD.
As one delighted Customer writes: "Send another
Dayzite Crystal for my friend. It is as good as a
valve, and if the price was 5/ each it would be cheap."
Secure a Registered DAYZITE Crystal, sold only boxed
with Silver Cat's Whisker, 2/6 each, postage 3d extra.
Makes eicellent contact with Zincite for a Perikon Detector.

WILL DAY, LTD.,
19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.
'Phone: Regent 4577.

Telegrams: "Titles, Westrand, London."

&tattttr Wss
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BEST GOODS-LOWEST PRICES

SCRAP YOUR CRYSTAL

WOOLLDRIDGE WIRELESS

FIT A GUARANTEED
" MILLOPHONE"
SUPERTONE CRYSTAL

We can supply ALL your

ONE VALVE AMPLI-

WIRELESS NEEDS!

TWO VALVE SETS

Crystal Sets. with Plug-in
for Chelmsford, 12 9,

All Sets wet' made in Solid

F. t.),M5'.1:

/6

6X6
7X5
8X6
10 X 8
12 X 9
12 X 12
18 X 6

(Post Free)

THE LAST WORD IN WIRELESS
Ask for M LLOPHONE and refuse all substitutes. To be obtained
from agh-Class Wireless Stores or tired fr,,m the sole agen s as under

..
..
..

213

2/3
3,3
3/6
4/8

5/9
8/9

each
ft

7d.
1/ 3d.

hole lbdng

1;3

hole fixing

1/ 1/ -

Nickel Switch Arms, two -

The Most Effective Long Range Aerial in Existence. Phosphor Bronze
and other sound -producing Metals.
49 STRANDS
Eliminates Atmospherics and Purifies sound. Equally good

Nickel Stade

for Frame, Indoor or Outdoor. trill not corrode lice other
metals. Scrap your Aerial and use a AI illophone.
Every coil is packed in yellow box with blue and yellow label with

Two-way
Three; way

..

doe.

Nickel Flush Panel Valve
..4 for
Sockets
..
EBONITE COIL.

7d.

HOLDERS, Best Quality.
814, 3/8, 4/3
.. 4/10, 5,1
8/6, 9/6
Cam Vernier, two-way
Coil Plugs
95., 1/ Coil Mount,
..
1/, 1/3
Coll Stand on base
1/8

the name Millophone.

The Result will be a Revelation

DUSILIER CONDENSERS (fixed).

Ask for MILLOPHONE and refuse
all substitutes
To be obta ned from

2/8
.001 to .0005
Grid Leaks, 1, 2, 3, 4 weirs. 2/8

feet

3/6

100 feet

Trade Enquiries Incited

6/6

7b BISHOI'SGATE, E.C.2

Free

Telephone : London Wall 9897.

3/-

MAIL ORDERS DES. AxcliED

High -Class Wireless Stores or d rect from
the sole agents as and r

BANC ROF TIAN CO.

each

.001 to 000

SAME DAY.
and Add rel..
ALL VALVES STOCKED.
1/Lead- n wire. b yards for
Note

R.I. New Type

21/- .001 and 0001 to .0005 ..
25/- Grid Leaks ..

..

Other Makes

LIstiEer.

ORMOND VARIABLE
CONDENSERS.

8/-

1/-

5/0

..

.001 with Vernier

9,6
7/6

Complete with Knob and

Variable Grid Leak
Anode Resistance
Lissen Minor..
Lissenstat
On and OR Switch
Series Parallel
.
Lissen Coils Stocked.
Filament Diehl
Condenser Dials
.
Do. with Knob

rILAMENT RESISTANCES.
each
Igranie
4/1.
.
Ormond
T.C.B. 6. 13, 30 ohms
4/
Ricrostat for D.E. or R.
,

9 in.

LOUD SPEAKERS.
2/9 Magnora (Sole London Agents)
2/8 £2 2 0,
£3 3 0. £4 4 0
" Dragonfly " Amplion £1 5
Amplion Junior
£1 7
Sterling Baby
£2 15
Sterling Dinkie
10
HEADPHONES.
£415
Pair Sparta ..
Other Maker( in Stock.
N. and K. Pattern 4.000 ohms 11/i
Dr. Nesper Adjustable .. 12/c Loud Speaker Diaphragms.. a
Lightweight French
.. 15/ Sizes, 1/3 each.
Brunet
15/t Shaw's Genuine Hertzite
11Brown's F Type
25/- Galite
Sterlings..
.. .
25/ - Ne tron with' eafewhisker ..
1 El
Gilray with Ca' tswhisker
Western Electric
.
25/ - Super Cryeragog Ilertaite .. 1/6
114
Post 6d. Pair.
Britannic Batteries
1/9
Phone Leads..
1/8. 1/9 Columbine Do.
2/6
For D.E. Valves Post 8d.. extra
Please Do Not "end Starnes.
Valves

..

French one -hole fixing

Special Line, well made
Igranic Potentiometere

..

.

.'.

Wireless Stores,
39, LISLE STREET. Leicester
Square, London, W.C.2
iPhone Gerrard 7.136).
Sunday : 0-30 to 1-30

At last! A valve of superlative excellence at a really popular

A valve with a wide sphere of amplification and
economical to run. Adaptable as amplifier, audion and detector.
figure.

Suitable for every kind of switch in high or low frequency.

E PT E

ULL EMITTER VALVES
DEC
Filament Voltage.

3-3.5 Volts.

Amps.

.06-.07

The " R E C E P T E R" Valve consumes extremely little current.
Excellently adapted for working with pocket lamp batteries or dry
cells. the filament is short, stout and well supported. Mechanical
breakage is almost impossible. Smooth detection -and amplification without valve distortion. Until you have tried the " R E C E P'1' E R"
you have not heard your set at its best.

ALSO BRIGHT EMITTER VALVES,
POST

7/6

Filament Volts 3.0-3.5

9

9d.
1/3
1/8
1/ -

11d.

rValaVe
from NOW on

POST FREE

2/6
2/6
3/6
7/6
2,9

Poet 8d. extra Do. Dials, 'wine
Above are Engraved, not Stamped
Leal -in 'althea -

Dial

Open Daily 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

151

1/3
1/6
8d.

T. -WOOLLDRIDGE.

Free

Post

Name

B Il Wire, 12 earth(

Igranic

8/ft.,

Solder .
Nickel Switch Arms, one -

REVOLUTION IN AERIALS

-NAT I -I ...:12, E XVI..e1.
I -K, - rl.
TRArlar ORMERS.
EDISON BELL CONDae(SERS
Energo .. .. .. .. .. 12/6
Wined).
each

5/6
7/9
9/6
11/ -

418

FIBRE STRIP.
1 in. wide
.. 4
Soldering Irons

Mah,gsny Boxes

I in.

2
8/3

£1 7 6

2it.CEP '1'

.1t.t. M.:

EBONITE
n1 in.
.. 1/8
.. 1;6

20 X 10

TRADE FrOUIRIES INVITED

Post

A-

-

£3 10 0 ald £8 6 0

17 9, 91/6

A Scientific Discovery
There is no
The result will
be astounding
Crystal like it

50

FIERS

FREE.

Amps. .4.

11:111=11111117

DONT DELAY
ANOTHER DAY
BUYYOURVALVE

RECEPTEFi

Post at once to the Sole Agents :

F. J. BROWSE & CO.

56, Broad Street, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.
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-",-American Stations
THE U.S:A. broadcasting stations are
coming in extraordinarily well in this
country at the present moment. In fact
you may safely say that whenever two or
three wireless men meet just now all with
one accord start telling of their Transatlantic achievements. One in my neighbourhood, who had never before heard
America, picked up W G Y quite by
chance the other night when he was not
even attempting to get hold of anything
from across the water. As a matter of
fact, he was using an indoor aerial, so
you may imagine his feelings of triumph.
Since then he has tried three times for
him and got him at once on every occasion.
W J Z and W B Z are also giving

healthy signals, which are by no means

difficult

to get hold of if your set and

aerial are efficient. On the short waves-

that is, too metres and below-W J Z and
KDKA are,both going strong. The latter
is now transmitting simultaneously on
three wavelengths, his ordinary broadcast
length, ioo metres and 68 metres. The
68 transmission is by far the strongest
of the three in this country, but it takes
a bit of getting down to with most receiving sets. One of the greatest difficulties

is that there are, so far as I know, no

reasonably -priced wavemeters on the
market at the moment which register

below ioo metres. There should be a
good opening for an instrument reading
from 40 to 18o metres if some maker cares
to take up the idea.

American amateurs, by the way, are
going in most heartily , for short-wave
transmission. The shortest wavelength
allotted to them is 5 metres. Of course
you cannot receive that kind of thing on
any sort of straight set, but the super -sonic
or the super -heterodyne is now one of the

most popular types

of

receiver in the

States 'and with its help you can go down
without any difficulty to these amazingly
low wavelengths.
Girdling the Earth
My very best congratulations to those
amateurs who have recently achieved the
remarkable feat of working with New
Zealand confreres. Considering the small
power used and the enormous distance to
be covered this perhaps is one of the most
remarkable feats yet recorded in wireless
transmission. Mill Hill School is making

quite a name for itself in wireless, for
this station was one of the first, if not

actually the first, to accomplish two-way
working with American amateurs.
It is a pity, I think, that more Schools
do not make a special point of encouraging wireless as a -hobby amongst boys. It
is a thing that most boys are wildly keen

Ontateur Wirebts3

40%...0%.01%.0%0%.0-ftio

about, and it offers a wonderful opportunity of driving the elements of chemis-

away, though his own distance as his
waves waggle is ten times as far. You
try, physics and electricity into a boy's may say in your haste that this is due to
head without his realising that he is work- his coming straight across the sea. Take
ing. The schools are pretty well off in your map and lay the ruler between
wireless gear, _for O.T.C.'s obtained a London and Madrid. Ydu will be sursplendid issue of transmitting and receiv-: prised to find that he has first of all to
ing sets, as well as gadgets of all kinds, travel over a very long stretch of Spanish
after the war. Some of them do not go country of a mountainous type, and after
in fbr it very strongly.
crossing the Bay of Biscay, Brittany must_
be passed on the way. Besides their
strength the transmissions are amazingly
The Big Station
It seems to be fairly well settled now good, there being a surprising absence of
that the B.B.C.'s permanent big station mush or of any of the other kinds of interwill be situated somewhere in the neigh- ference that so often accompany longbourhood of Northampton: This should distance transmissions.
I picked up a quaint French station the
be quite a good position, since it is a very
other night that I have not heard before.
Central one.
The chief consideration that has decided It was very feeble at first, but I managed
the B.B.C. to adopt this part of the world to tune him in to good audible strength.
is that there is an underground' main trunk It was not the quality of his programme
telephone cable from London; the under- which attracted me, for this consisted
ground cable is essential for good'working entirely of gramophone records of the
at any distance, and it must be a cable baser and scrapier sort. It Was the fact
of a special kind. The existing north- that this station turned out to be that of
west cable is the only one which fulfils the S.E.R: (Societe Electrique a Radiot6lephonic), situated in the Boulevard
all requirements.
I thought when we first started our big Malesherbes in Paris. The power at which
station that America would feel compelled it is rated is only too watts. If this was
somehow to go one better. I see now that all that he was using at the time-and
a project has been mooted in the States he certainly was not using very muchfor the erection of a central broadcasting it is rather remarkable for one to hear him
station with a power of so kilowatts. If so plainly over 259 miles.
this comes into being, as I have no doubt
A Cheerful Evening
it will, the reception of American broadBournemouth's anniversary programme
casting stations on a crystal set should
become an everyday, or, rather, an every - on October 17 was a great success.
night, matter in this country. Whether It had all been arranged before it was
or not they will be able to overcome the known that Mr. Asquith's speech was to
enormous difficulty of modulating such be relayed from all stations in the early
an immense output is another matter alto- part of the evening. A less hardened
gether, but one feels sure that Uncle soul than the Bournemouth Director of
Sam's engineers will manage to tackle the Programmes would have made big cuts in
the items and would have finished up at
problem in a satisfactory way.
some time round about the normal time.
The European Stations
This kind of thing does not appeal to
If you have not picked up Madrid yet, 6 B M. They went straight through, givdo so without delay and you will be sur- ing every item as originally arranged, and
prised. On most evenings he goes on for closed down at what must be almost the
a long time after our own broadcasting record hour of 12.45 a.m. I do not know
stations have closed down. This is very how many people heard the programme
fortunate, for otherwise he is apt to clash out, but I did, for I had decided on that
rather badly with Newcastle. His wave- night to sit up for America. Those who
length is given in all tables as 392, metres, did prefer the delights of phones or loudbut when I picked him up the other night speaker to the comfort of bed will admit
I took the opportunity of measuring it that they had a jolly good entertainment.
with a very accurate wavemeter and found The company seemed to be enjoying themthat it was actually 405. He seems to vary selves most thoroughly-in fact I do not
a little in his tuning, for slightly different know when I have heard a cheerier piece
adjustments were needed on the following of broadcasting than " The Little Tin
night, though as I had no wavemeter by Soldier," in the rendering of which the

me I could not on that occasion verify orchestra joined most enthusiastically,
the wavelength,

"helping " the singer with twiddly bits on
You will be amazed at the power with various instruments. It is a good many
which he arrives. At my station he is years now since I first heard this song,
quite as good as Birmingham only 75 miles and I must have listened to it scores of
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On Your Wavelength ! (continued)
times altogether, but I am quite sure that
I have never heard a more effective rendering. At the close of the proceedings
the station director apologised for, so to
speak, closing down with the milk. Personally I was rather grateful, for it kept
me pleasantly amused during what would
otherwise have been a rather dead time

with long waves is exercising the mind slung not less than a couple of yards from
of the amateur at the present time, and the ground. In most cases such a countervarious theories for this have been poise gives greater signal strength than
advanced. I have a friend, Pro. Micro- the best earth and it nearly always adds
volt, a man read and learned in the wire- considerably to the selectivity of the set.
Be careful, though, of one thing : The
less art; and in order to place the opinion
of this learned man before my readers I aerial and counterpoise system is a very

called and asked him to make a short
and it gave me W G Y's tuning, which statement on, the subject. Before beginmight otherwise have been rather a ning to speak he took the R.M.S. value
of a couple of incoming carrier waves,
trouble.
found the inductance value of a lattice The Amateurs
Two stations which interested me im- wound coil two feet in diameter, and
mensely the other evening were 6 U T and

powerful radiator, therefore whatever you
do, do not let your set oscillate when you
are using it. A very good counterpoise
can be made from a single length of the
copper ribbon which
aerials.

calculated the velocity of an electron

They both appear to use alter- travelling between the plate and grid.
nating current as a source of high-tension After plunging his slide rule into cold
and their speech consequently suffers with water and setting a fan in motion to
the usual "pea in the microphone effect "; disperse the steam, he began to speak,
but what interested me more than anything whilst I hung on his carrier with eager6 H C.

is

now sold

for

The Vicar of Mirth

see that clever portrayer of clerical
humour, Mr. Vivian Foster, is touring all
stations. His friendly burlesques of the
I

old-time unctuous country clergyman are
thoroughly enjoyable, and evidently cause
was the fact that they both constantly sent ness.
no offence to the real clergy. If I remem"The use of short wavelengths result in ber, Mr. Foster was the first real music out test calls on wavelengths very close
together, and that although I heard up- a greater carrying power if they go further hall comedian to broadcast from Marconi
wards of half a dozen stations respond to than the longer ones," he said. "Two House, as well as being in "Business as
their calls both on C.W. and speech, amperes of current in an aerial transmit- Usual " at the Hippodrome and " Tabs ".
neither of them appeared to hear these ting on too metres or lower is likely to go. at the Vaudeville. To quote his own
responses. I wonder if their local A.C. further than a smaller reading on a higher famous catchphrase, "Yes, I think so."
hum spoils their reception as well as their wavelength. Providing that there are no
Amongst the Moderns
hills, valleys or land intervening between
transmission.
I believe in being patriotic, but between
I referred to 6 T D the other week: I the aerials the signals arc likely to reach
have since learned that his H.T. potential their required destination. If they arc ourselves I am not an enthusiast for the
-

is Ton volts and on 93 to 113 metres his set
is remarkably efficient in the way of aerial
radiation. His aerial is badly screened
locally, so that the way in which his

screened in the north you will receive them

British composer

of

the

ultra -modern

in the south if that is not screened." He school. If he would only try to write a
fell into a brown study, and whilst he tune instead of trying to describe catchabsentmindedly plotted out the angles of ing the last train home on the tube raillag in my brain, I crept away to place this way, he'd be all right; but, no, he leaves
signals travel is remarkable.
valuable information at your disposal. I off in the middle, and you spend the next
Less Oscillation
learn that he has not spoken since that minute or so trying to add the last notes
I don't know whether it is the same in day,
for him or waiting till he's thought of
Earths
all districts, but I notice that the oscillait for himself, till you hear the dulcet
I wonder if you have noticed what an tone, "Two minutes' interval, please."
tion nuisance is becoming less and less.
It is true that someone a few weeks back enormous difference a bad earth makes to
However, Newcastle decided that we
shook half the London area with a super- reception. If you have not, try the follow- should hear some good modern pianoforte
heterodyne or something similar, but ing little experiment and note the results. music, and we did too. Debussy's chromaapparently he was localised, for I heard Tune in a distant station, first of all using tic scales may not please everybody; persome amateurs bitterly complaining about your own good earth. Then remove the sonally they send cold shivers down my
him. Apparently he heard it, for we have 7/22 earth lead, which is or should be spine and make me think of the superstithere, and replace it with a piece of No. 3o tion that someone is walking over my
not been troubled by him since.
or even finer -gauge copper wire. Twist grave. You know the kind of feeling,
Sound Waves
the end of this round a metal rod-do not don't you ? early morning before the
Prof. Bragg's lecture from 2 L O on solder it-and push the rod an inch or Kruschen. Still, when it comes to piano!`What is Sound? " has profoundly im- two into the earth. Now try again and forte studies, Debussy is all there, and
pressed some people. I have a friend who you will find some strange results. In the his "Poisson d'Or " and " Jardins sous la
is almost afraid to move since then for first place your stability will have gone Pluie " (quite simple to translate) are
fear that he should set up too many sound - to pot, whilst your wonted selectivity no excellent examples of pyrotechnics.
-

wave trains and add to

the noises of

longer exists. Lastly, you will most prob-

Tongces of Brass
ably discover that the distant transmission
has entirely disappeared or that it is so
I don't mean some of the election
weak that you can barely get hold of it. speeches, although-well, never mind, I
The moral is quite obvious. Many mean some of those brass bands. The
amateurs are so situated that they cannot bands are all right, mind you, but their
obtain. a really satisfactory earth. To these selections arc not. I have the greatest
or open space totally unsuitable for the I would say, try a counterpoise instead. admiration for the brass band that played
instrument owing to the fact that the pro- The simplest kind of counterpoise consists last week, but when it comes to playing
jected sounds were reflected and flung of a coil of, say, 2o yd. of flex, which is the "Entry of the Gods into Valhalla "-Aabout by the echoing space.
simply thrown on to the floor anyhow near well, frankly, it sounded more like one
the set.
This gives surprisingly good of the German variety making for the
Why Short Waves Travel
results. A more ambitious counterpoise nearest-cr-Corner House. Choose suitApparently it has never occurred
to many otherwise intelligent citizens that
sound may be reflected. I have often
heard a perfectly good loud -speaker
accused of uttering uncouth sounds, when
the cause of the trouble was really a hall
London.

The remarkable travelling power dis- takes the form of a second aerial wire able works, and then brass away for all
played by the shorter waves as compared just as carefully insulated as the first you're worth. THERMION..
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WJAZ
:

A U.S.A. MOBILE
BROADCASTING STATION
-Dcoglacisasm=e=s1PC2211551311[4.

placed as far as 300 ft. from the truck,

THE photographs show the

Zenith
Portable Broadcasting station, W J A Z,

allowing the broadcasting of performances

in halls, etc., whilst the truck is outside.
The wavelength is 268 metres and the
call letters are WJAZ.

which is claimed to be the first entirely
self-contained broadcasting station in the
world. The station can be set up in the

Special switching --arrangements are pro-

middle of a field without any other power
supply than its

own and operate

in-

defintely, as it is equipped with a complete
charging outfit which is able to charge the
batteries w -bile the outfit is in broadcasting

The Mobile Broadcasting Station, W J A Z.

vided whereby the generating outfit not
only charges the 24 -volt battery, but also
charges the lighting and ignition batteries
of the truck at the same time, and also

operates a 24:,volt to 350 -volt motor
The transmitter has four 50 watt valves-two as oscillators and two as orchestral and one for studio purposes, generator which serVes to charge the H.T.
modulators.
where these are necessary. Cable is pro- batteries.
A complete receiving set with loudThe aerial when raised is 53 ft. high. vided whereby the microphones can be
speaker is provided for checking
It consists of four heavily braided
the modulation and also for maincopper cables of extremely fine
taining communication if this is
wire. These wires are provided at
desired at any time. In the transeach end with snap hooks, which
mitter proper the Hartley oscillator
are attached to rings which fasten
circuit is used with Heising moduto two spreaders. The entire framelation.
work and body of the truck, includThe truck is electrically lighted
ing the iron- strip on the floor, are
with lights on the panels as well as
connected together and earthed,
a number of lights so placed that
the earthing strips all being brought
they illuminate the aerial mast.
to .one point at the side of the
truck, where a heavy connecting lug
In a recent test the broadcasting
is attached.
was concluded at 12 a.m. and at
12.10 p.m. the aerial was down and
A 24 -volt battery is used, which
packed/up and the truck under way
is of 32o ampere -hours capacity.
to another district in which to begin
Three microphones may be used,
operation.

one

for

announcing,

one

for

further operations.

Close-up View of Interior.

FALSE ECONOMY
M OST listeners at some period of their
1 wireless career decide that the reception of the local broadcasting station
alone does not satisfy their ambition. The
next step of those who possess a mechani-

portant components as fixed or variable
condensers,

coil

holders,

coils,

valve

sockets, etc., is not only courting disaster
but further expense.
As a convincing proof of this argument,

cal bent is the home construction of a a few facts may be given regarding the
more elaborate receiving set. Here the unreliability of some of the wireless parts
amateur should be warned against the which find their way-mainly from Gerpurchase, from a point of view of many-to the English market. Take fixed
economy, of cheap, unbranded or unknown
components,

mostly of

foreign

make,

which are usually sold at "cut prices." -

True and False E:oromy

To construct a two-, three- or four -valve
set, which at the lowest estimate must cost
several pounds, and then, with the idea of

grid leaks and resistances it was found
that out of ten samples chosen at random
variation was equally considerable.

Several patterns of honeycomb coil of
foreign manufacture have at various times
been imported. Here, again, inaccuracy
was established not only in the windings,
but in the diameter of plugs and sockets,
and their distance from each other. In

condensers, for example. According to a some cases the mounts were so roughly
statement made by a German engineer in a made that actual contact did not exist.
Berlin wireless journal, samples were
drawn from various manufacturers, and Foreign Components
Against foreign -made valves less adverse
the capacity of these goods varied from
43 per cent. to 90 per cent. of their stated criticism can be offered, but here again
In some tests the condenser the mounts were of poor manufacture, of
value.

leaked. This might at first sight appear rough finish and diameter, and spacing
saving a few shillings on the total ex- to be an unimportant defect, but apart of valve pins deviated from the standard.
Of all the forengn-made cheap compense, to incorporate one or two cheap-or from one position, that is, where the con-

apparently cheap-components is truly denser is included in a one -valve receiver,
with the grid leak across it, it must be
false economy.

It is possible to cut down the cost of a
receiver by using goad seasoned wood as
a substitute for an ebonite panel, providing
all parts are adequately insulated. Such a

method is quite a practical one, but to
stint a few pence or shillings on such im-

ponents variable condensers were found to
be the worst. Not only were, some bought
where bad contacts existed betweel spindle

If such a faulty component
were used to connect the H.F. and de- and bush, but many had wobbly plates.
The amateur is therefore strongly adtector valves in a lunedLanode circuit, the
leakproof.

inevitable result would be that the second vised to buy his components from reputgrid (detector valve) would be rendered able firms. Most of these, if not all, .advertotally ineffective. In the case of cheap tise in the columns of "A.W." J. G. A.

DETECTOR RHEOSTAT

LF RHEOSTAT

'
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THE

THOUSAND -CIRCUIT
BOARD. -V
Fixing the Components and Wiring
Fig. 17.-Rheostats and Condensers Mounted.

WE can now proceed to fix up the
high-tension battery condenser and
those shunted across the primary of the
first transformer and the telephones. This
being done, we can fix the first stiffener
in place. The, best position for it is be,-,
tween the two L.F. transformers. Lay
the board face downwards upon the table
and place the frame over it. Then push
the stiffener down until it just touches the
various wires which are already soldered
up.

At the point of contact with each

We now fix the panel to the frame by
will serve quite well, provided that the
nuts are turned hard down. We now put means of round -headed wood screwsback the first transformer and wire it up, do not use countersunk screws or you will
connecting also the condenser which is in probably split the plywood at the short
shunt with its primary. At this stage the
telephone condenser and the high-tension
battery condenser may also be wired up.

now tackle the second stage of the wiring.
It is best to begin with the second low frequency transformer, removing the first
temporarily from the panel. If this is

done one has a good deal more space to
work in than would be the case if the first
transformer were dealt with before the
second.

Take a lead from each of the

transformer terminals to the terminals pro-

vided for its connections upon the panel.
It is best that these leads should be soldered at both ends, but if the transformer
had good strong screw connections these

the two anode
densers, drill a

CONDF_NSIR

00

0

00
0005

GRID CONDENDER "FP

00!
MID

con1 -in.

hole near each of the
four corners and cut

HFS CONOENsER

with a keyhole saw.

The anode tuning
condensers are now

C,N) EA S

PCILNT!

Fig. 16.-Wiring on Under Side of Panel.

mounted upon their small panel, which to one coiktact of each of the rheostats,
is fixed to the frame by screws (see joining the other contact of the first to
Fig. 17). The rheostats, which need not the wire between the negative legs
be insulated from the wood, for the reason of valves i and 2, that of the second
already given, are fixed directly to the to the negative legs of the rectifier, and
frame, and we .are ready to continue with that of the third to the link between the
the wiring (Fig. i8).
negative legs of valves 4 and 5. If five
Connect the positive grid -battery ter- rheostats are used instead of three, each
minal to L.T. negative, and take a lead will, of course, be connected separately to
from the other grid -battery terminal to its particular valve.
the single terminal which is placed just
The last stage of all is to take leads
below the extra H.T. plus busbar. This from the anode condensers to the terlead may conveniently minals, to which the coil holders above
run along the top of the

DETECTOR

-0()03 MFD

And then comes the only stage of the

wiring that is at all difficult; it is difficult
We next wire the A.T.C. and the small simply because the sides of the frame
variable condenser to their terminals. The rather cramp our efforts with the solderphotograph Fig. 16 shows this stage of ing -iron. Connect L.T. negative busbar
the wiring completed.
It will be best now to
TRANSFORMER
PHONE CONDENSER. LF TRAM iPOPME.'

lead'suake a pencil mark. Then withdraw turn our attention to
upon the
the stiffener and make arches in it to mounting
frame the condensers
clear the wires.
A simple method of doing this is as and rheostats which it
follows. Using a set -square, draw a line carries. Fig. 9 (p. 477,
from end to end of the stiffener about No. 123) shows how the
in. from the bottom. At the points front is marked out. To
where the v'rtical and horizontal lines make the hole measurintersect drill %-in. holes right through ing 8 in. by 4 in. for

the wood, afterwards cutting into them
from the edge with a small saw. A final
trim -up with a rasp and some glasspaper completes the process. Fix the
stiffener down by screws driven into it
from the surface of the panel. We can

edges.

H.F RHEOSTAT RHEOSTAT LE RHEOSTAT
MioEN,ER

first stiffener, a space
of 34 in. or so being

allowed between it and
the wood. Next con-

nect the legs

of the
fixed coil holderS above
valves
and 2 to the
terminals provided. The
x

second and third stiffeners are now fixed to

valves s and z are connected. The board
is then complete, and nothing is required
but to rub down the edges of the plywood
with glasspaper so as to make the joints
between the panel and the frame neat.
Some constructors may wonder whether
it is really necessary to use the three
stiffeners which have been recommended.
The set will, of course; work without
them, but their presence serves a double
purpose. In the first place, plywood is

the panel in the most rather inclined to warp, and even if it is
convenient
CR.D.
01.1

HPD F.TIFPENER

c.r,NDEP.sE

s

Fri

TRANSFORMER TRANSFORMER
t'd45
N'12

18.-Another Stage of the Wiring.

positions, quite thick the piece obtained will seldom
being placed so that all be perfectly flat. If we fasten it to
three are as nearly as the frame merely by screws round its
possible at equal distances.

edges we shall probably find that
(Continued on page 646)

it is
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UBILIE
PRODUCTS

Maximum

Ebonite boxes can be supplied at

Prices :

Capacity
Microfarad

s.

d.

0 17
1
0
2
1
1
5

6

£

0.0003
0.0005
0.0007
0.001

an extra charge of 7/6, 10/-,
12/6 according to capacity.

Calibration charts can be supplied at an extra charge of

0
6
0

10/6.

Extra for Vernier for all capacities except 0.0003 mfd. 2/6

Deceptive Simplicity.
The apparently simple things
in life are frequently the most

The spindle turns freely, but
does not work up and down

difficult to achieve.

causing unexpected variations in

Riding a bicycle looks easy-

capacity, and a fixed pointer is
provided just below the dial.

first time.

The moving plates are joined
to their terminal positively by

until you come to try it for the
There

is

little apparent dif-

ference between the ordinary
variable condenser of unknown
make and the Vanicon, but

when you examine a Vanicon

closely several things will strike
you.

The plates are accurately and
evenly spaced; they are stiff
and will
another.

Ducon Works,
Goldhawk Rd.,

London. W.12.

not

touch

one

means of a phosphor -bronze
strip - not by an uncertain

rubbing contact " ; thus good
electrical contact is' assured
always.

I"n fact, the Vanicon abounds in
instances where our twelve

years' experience enables us to
offer you a product which has
no equal on the market whatever
the price.

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO.LTD

E.P.S.84.

Telegrams :
Hivoltcon, Phone,
Lodon.

No. 7.
No. 8.
No. 9,
No. 10.
No. 12.
No. 13.

EVERYBODY!!---

Edison Bell 0003 and leak)
Terminals, doz. ... .....
1 /-

Large Pillar, doz. ....
Medium Pillar, doz

1 /1

No. 29.
No. 30.
No. 31.
No. 32.
No. 33.
.No. 35.
No. 36.
No. 37.

Fixed Condensers ...

BABY AMPLION (Dragon

No. 42.

Cam Vernier coil stand
6 11, 7'6, 9!-, 11/-, (list)

No. 43. Basket 2 -way coil stand

No. 48.
No. 49.
No. 50.

Edison Bell, shaped 1/3
.. . I /" Raymond "
Plug and brass clips 10d.
ALLEN GRID LEAK 1/9

also at 5'6, 5/11

(extra quality), 2 for... 2/6
Crystal Detector 1/3, 1 /6, 1(9

No. 53.
No. 54.
No. 55.
No. 56.

Coil plug 2 for 113
Variometer Ball Rotor... 5/11
ONE HOLE fixing .... 1,6
Accumulator, see list

All makes stocked
Post 6d. pair.

" BABY " COIL
STANDS (Ebonite)

COIL STANDS

GRAND VALUE

Ebonite 2 -way with Exteno
sion Handles Nickel Fittings
3,9, 4/ Ditto 3 -way, 5/3, 5/6
Cam -Vernier (2 -way) 7/6

6 x 6.

3/16th in. f in.
1/6 211/6 2/-

7x5.

3

9 x 6 ... ...... .. - .2/2 3/3

10 x 8 .

31- 4/2

12x 9 .....

12 x 12
14 x 10 .....

..

3/3
4/3
5/6
5/6

4/2
5/6
7/6
7/6

Cut to Size, 3/16 in. at Id.
square inch.

ENGINEERING
Patent Valve Holder ...1 ,'6
2 -Way Coil Stand ......9/ (Cam Operated Vernier)

D.C.C. Post Free
16
18
18
20

2/-

1 lb..
.

1 lb..

3/6
2/3
3/9

f lb.......... 1 /3
l lb.......... 1 /4
1/6
f

22
28

.00025 ..

.0005...............2/6

Type 577, .01

Grid Leaks each

...... ...7/6
2/6

AnodeResistance
50,000, 70,000, 80,000

100,000, on stand com-

plete

56

lb.......... 118
lb..........1 /10

26

CALLERS' PRICES

ELSEWHERE

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S
:74 GALLERY DOOR

7 10 ; 200, 8/8 ; 250, 9 /- ;

10 6
F11. Rheostat

500,

...........4'6.

Potentiometer .........7 /-

GOS WELL

STERLING
25 6
23/6

.005. ,006, Fixed .........3/.0001, .0002, .0003, .0004,

300, 9/5; 400, 10/3;

SQUARE LAW
30/-

.001, .002, .003, .004,

Brass Fittings, Knob Type,
on Base.

16 D.C.C.

25

28

31

46

29

35

47

49

48

32

50

33

36

30 -ohm Rheostat

7,' -

TRANSFORMERS
Radio Instruments ... 25 /Igranic, Shrouded ... 211Powquip, Shrouded 181Formo, Shrouded ... 18! General Radio 83...... 14/11
Brunet, Shrouded ... 13/6
...... 12/6
Formo, Open
Powquip, 2-1 or 4-1 14,6
Raymond
10/ Eureka Concert Grand 30 /.

Ditto, 2nd Stage ...... 22 6
Silvertown

FIBRE STRIP
for COILS
I in. wide, 12 ft., 11-.

42

41

40

Post 2d.

2 -Way, 2 6; by Post, 3/3 -Way, 4 3 ; by Post, 4/9

24

with Vernier.

DUBILIER.

IGRANIC. Post 2d.
Coils: 25, 5/-; 35, 5/-; 50,
5 2; 75, 5/6; 100, 7/-; 150,

EBONITE, Post 3d.

21

45

44

37

53

54

.

16/6

17/11

.

21

27

30

34

23

119, 2/ -

Nickel

.

Telefunken

23

26

4/11

No. 51.

all 4,000 ohms
.0001 to .0005 Fixed
1r3
25 /Sterling 4,000 .
.002 to .006
. 25 /B.T.H. 4,000
.001
Brandes (matched) 25/ - .0003 with Grid Leak ...2 6
General Radio .
20/ Variometer
... 10 6
51 Brunet (genuine) ... 16/6 Twin Detector
Do. Single 4,000 ...... 8/61
POST 2d. each.

Premier B.B.C.

--

Bretwood Valve Holder
119
Brass Switch Arm.
1/ Valve Holder 1!3 cut from
solid rod
Powquip " Bucks " L.F. 12,6
(For Reflex)
Formo L.F. (open) ........ 1216
Formo L.F. shrouded ... 18/ Basket Coil holder
1 /-

EDISON BELL

HEADPHONES

16

11 -

No. 41.

No. 47.

14

3 /(coils extra)
13 /-Dr. Nesper Phones
Square Law Condensers
(Please see lists)
Shaped coil plug
1/
On and off switch .....
1/6
Igranic Rheostat .
4/6
McMichael H.F. (List)
Energo or Raymond (List)
Tumbler Switch
1/6
11 Real Ebonite Dial

(cheap quality all capacities)
No. 40. FORMODENSER with
vernier (List)

No. 44.
No. 45.
No. 46.

taro_1

1 /6

4,6
No. 14.
No. 15. Grid Leak .... ...1 /-, 1 /3, ..4 '6
2/3
No. 16. Rheostat and Dial
113
No. 20. Murray Valve Holder
No. 21. Rheostat (one hole fixing) 1 /6
1 /9
No. 22. Set of Spanners . ... .
1/9
No. 25. S.P.D.T. china base
No. 25a. D.P.D.T. china base
2/3
No. 26. 2..way " Baby " Coil stand
No. 27.
No. 28.

POST FREE.

113

-1 1

VoltmeterNo.

,1

&T

1 i3

W. O. Pattern, doz.

'Phone 4 B.A., doz.
13a. 'Phone 2 B.A. doz

No. 3.
No. 4.
No. 5.
No. 6.
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LISSEN. Post 2d.
Variable Grid Leak 2/6
Anode Resistance ... 2/6

43

55

SUNDRIES
POST FREE U.K.

Lissen Minor............3/6 Screw Spade Terminals
7/6
Lissenstat
doz. 1 /Do. Universal ......... 10/6 Pin Screw Terminals
2 -Way Switch
2/9
Series Parallel
319
T1 Transformers .... .30/T2, 25 /--; T3, 16'6: Coils
25, 4/10, 30, 35, 40, 4!10;
50, 5/ , 60, 5 4; 75, 514;
100, 6;9

RHEOSTATS. Post 2d.
Ormond . ....... .... 2/ Raymond
1 /6
Do. with dial
2/ Extra value do.
2/6
T.C.B. 6 ohms
4/ Potentiometer T.C.B. 5 /-

Bunidept Dual

..

.

7/6

doz. 10d.
Spade Tags ...... doz. 5d.
Empire Tape,': in. 12 yds. 9d
Insulating Sleeving 6 yd. 2, -

Ebonite Knobs, 1/ in.

2 B.A.
6d.
Moulded Knobs
in. 2 for8
Ditto 1 in. 2 B.A. 2 for 8d.
Ebonite ex -handles 6 in. 9d.
D.C.C., 1 R.C. Bell Wire
10 yds. 1, -

Double 'Phone Cords,

Porcelain S.P.D.T. Switch

1'11

Ditto D.P.D.T. Switch 2 6
Ebonite Valve Holders
1 /3 and 1 /-

TRANSFORMERS

Lead-in Wire 4 h114
(H.F.) Post 3d.
10 yds. 2 6
McMichael. 300 600
7/ - Lead-in Wire 10 yds. 1 6
12 yds. 1 11
Ditto 1100 2000
71- Twin Flex
Energo, 250 700
3/11 100 ft. Aerial Wire with
four 7 22Insulators 3;6
Ditto 900 2000
4 /6
Raymond, 300 800 ... 2/9 Nugraving Titles or
8d.
Scales
Others Stocked.
" R.I." Choke Coil . 10,' Nickel Panel Switches,
.

Post 6d.

POLAR

56

SUNDRIES (col td.)
Gold Whisker
...... 9d.
Set of 5 (one gold) ... 6d.
Variometer (250,650)

3,3 and 2,6

Ditto Ebonite
4 11
Ditto Ball Rotor ... 6 11
Burndept Detector
5.6
" Soldo " and Soldering Iron ..
.... 2,6
Screw Wander Plugs
pair 6d.
Seven Twist Drills 1,11
Taps 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 2,-

Sorb., Ear Pads pair 19
Neutron Crystal ..... 1 6
Blue Tungstalite ..... 1 /6
Gecosite (G.E.C.)
Tumbler
Switches
(Ebonite)

Valve Sockets, Plain

1/3
1 /9

(nut and washer) doz. 1 /Sets of Spanners
2/ Single Coil Holder
mounted on ebonite
base and fitted with

terminals

1 '4

Ditto, swivel movement.
18
Valve Holder (flanged) 1 3
Dutch Detecting valves 5 11
Hard Dutch Valves ... 6 11
French" R " Valves... 7,11
'Phone Bobbins 1,000

1,5
Ditto, S.P.D.T. ...... 1,2
Insulating Sleeving,
ohms, per pair......
00031,
1,4
3 yds.
Ditto 2,000 ohm pair 4/ Micrometer Condenser 5/6 Tinned copper sq., 16
Cam Vernier 2 -way
gauge, 15 ft.......... 1 '- Copper Tape Aerial
100 ft.
Coil Holder
11 /- Spearpoint Whisker, gold 4d
3 /-

.001 var. Condenser

10/6

.0005 ,,

10 /6
10 /6

",,

D.P.D.T.

K.WIRELESS
RAYMOND
DEPOT

27, LISLE
STREET, W.C.2
'1P1-101VM: IGrM 162.1Et..A.3Rrs 4637
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered
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SUNDRIES

HULLO EVERYBODY!!

ALL ORDERS STRICTLY IN ROTATION. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR MANUFACTURERS' DELAY. RIGHT RESERVED
TO RETURN CASH.

RAYMOND'S

NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
ALL OUR CONDENSERS HAVE BEEN TESTED AND RECOMMENDED BY LEADING JOURNALS -UNSOLICITED.
-Exclusive design.
'DE LUXE' MODEL
-Stout vanes.

-Extra

insulation,
compact.

very

AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,
KNOB AND BUSH.

-Narrowest spacers

.001

(pressed aluminium).

-Centre rod cannot bend.
-Terminal
connections,
capacity guaranteed.
-Perfect efficiency.
-Handsome design.
-Takes up very little space

POST 6d. SET.

-Nickelled fittings.
-Beautifully made.
--New one -hole fixing UNSURPASSED FOR
method.

-Wonderful for portables.

FINE TUNING.

Costs a trifle more, a few pence only,
and is just what you want. Nice dial
and knob included.

/

POST

FREE
Composed of two equal
units of .00025 or .0003
mfd., operated by one

John Blair, Esq.,
Resell Pharmacy,

Millom.

says :

Your Condensers are a
REVELATION to me as a

Dealer.
Sept., 1924.
C. Walton, Esq., Andover.
Tested your Condensers on
Megger and got " INFINITY."

NEW MODEL

TWIN CONDENSER

9,-

..... 7/3

.0005 ..... 5/11
.0003 ..... 5/4
.0002 ..... 4/11

in panel.

WITH VERNIER

Callers Only (These 3 Co!umns)

WITHOUT VERNIER

Dutch valves .06......12/6
.06 .....15111
" Metal "
.04 .. 15111
Phillips
Dutch Detector ...... 419
Dutch Hard . .......... 51 Metal (French) " R " 6)11
Phillips " R " ......... 7 /6
Enclosed Detector
Large

.

1/ -

Also Brass on Nickel 1/3
Ditto terminal end... 1 /6
Small enclosed......... 9 d.
Burndept Detector...
Set four whiskers (one
gold)

Good Coil Plugs from 4.1d.

Edison Bell Shaped 1 /Raymond ditto ......10`)4.
Basket Adapters......
Also at 1 /- & 1 /3
2 -Way Coil Stands 2/6
With Extens. Handle 2/11

Also at 3/6, 4/-, 4/6
...... 4/3, 4/6, 5 /Goswell Cam Vernier 9/
... 12 6
Franco
Polar
11,'Etc., etc.
3 -Way

Coil Plug on Stand ...

Ditto, Swivel Movement 1 , 3
Coil Plug and Clips 6/4.
Microstat
2/6

Tumbler Switches

llll 1 /4
(Ebonite)
Easi Fix cups Id. and IA. Fibre
Strip (for Coils)
Neutron Crystal (fine) 116
3 feet 2/d.
D.C.C. Wire, per a lb. Hertzite Shaws genuine 1
.

Gold spearpoint whisker 3d.
Special whisker in Tube 6d.

Set of six Spanners... 114
Taps 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 21 Ditto with wrench ... 2111
Seven Twist Drills ... 1 /4
5 ohm Rheostat (extra) 113
113
One Hole Fixing
1/9
Ormond ..
1 /6
Ebonite Former
1
/10
Ditto and Dial
all
T.C.B.,
and
Igranic,
known makes.

619

.0005
.0003
.0002

SQUARE LAW

Wonderful Value
Special 250 600
1,'6

Extra with Clips

26

.

Ebonite . .. 3 /9, 4 6, 5/11
About 16 various Designs
No Rubbish
16 D.C.C. usually in stock

'Phone Cords (6 feet) 1 5

Nugraving
7/ d.
Good Knobs 2d. and 3d.
Small Knobs, 2014 B.A. 2.d
Studs, Nuts and Washers
doz. 41d.
Switch Arms 8d. to 1 /Copper Foil ... ft. 2)d.

18g. Sq. Tin Copper
15 feet

5d.

16g. Sq. Tin Copper

12 feet 5d.

18 g... 9d. 20 g. ...19d. Round Tin Copper,
22 g.. 10d. 24 g
1 /various Sizes.
26 g.. I /1. 28 g.
1 /3
Insulated Staples 5 a Id.
30 g. 116.
Etc -etc.
Insulated
Hooks 4 for 3d
Solder ... per stick 2d.
Shellac
5d. Rubber Lead in, 30 feet 1 3

Nickel Pillar Terminals2d.
Nickel Contact Studs
2 for 1-d.
Nickel Switch Arm
1/ (one hole fixing)
Loading Coil and Plug 8d.
Gamages Permanite 1/ Condenser Bushes
6d.
Strong Valve Template 4d.
Egg Insulators
ld.
Reel ditto
Id.
Thick Rubber Lead-in
per yard 2d., 3d.
EBONITE, 3/16 -in.
Ribbon Aerial 100 ft. 1/10
CALLERS' PRICES.
Panels Drilled
1/4 Radio Press Envelopes
6x 6
1 /4 Raymond Fixed Condensers
7x5.
8x6.
. 1 /10
.001, .0001 to .0005, 10d.
.
2/9x6.
31- .006 1 /3 ; .01 1 /9 ; .02 1/9
10 x 8 .
31- Polar Micrometer
12 x 6 .
.

.

.

53
WITH EBONITE DIAL
. 4,11
and TWO KNOBS.
4;6
Post 6d. Set.
Vernier, .00005 3;9
With the knob and dial
Post 6d. Set.
lllllll nu. ttttt
llllllllllll
.0003

1

VARIOMETERS

.

7/22 Copper Aerial,

100 feet 1/10)

Extra Heavy Aerial

100 ft. 21- & 2;3
Good Valve Holders 10d.
H.T.C. in Stock 1/6, 19
H.F.Transformers,,... 2,'9
Empire Tape, // in.,
2 yds.
ld.
6 in. Ebonite Anticap
8d.

Connecticut Switches
1,000 ohm Robbins...
2,000 ohm Bobbins...
Sorbo Rubber Ear
Caps .
.pr.
Adhesive Tape Roll
Basket Coils
Waxless ST100 (2) ...

1/4
1 /3

I /8
1 /4

.

2)d.

Condenser ..
5 /6
110
W.O. or Pillar Terminals Id.
Small Pillar
4 for 3/.d. Waxless (5) 200,2,000,
set
1/8
.0003
.
7/6
enabling you to tune two
'Phone 4 BA.
CUT TO SIZE, Id. sq. in.
With Vernier.
'Phone 2 B.A.
2 for 2d. Waxed (6), 200,3,600
circuits by one turn of the
WE
STOCK
I
-in.
EBONITE.
set
118
.0005 .
10/11
Valve Sockets
4 for 3d.
dial. Can be used in series
1,9
.0003..
....... 9/11
(Above with Nut Washer) Waxed (7), 150 '3,600
HERTZITE
SHAW'S
Complete
as
or parallel.
Post 6d.
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a Id. Chelmsford No. 8
shown with Knob and dial,
Knob and Dial included.
BEATS ALL
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
Tandeo............11-, 1 /6
11- Plug and Socket pr. ld.
fl OTHER " ITES "
EI
Spring Washers... 4 a Id. Chelmsford, D.C.C.... 1,'3
1
Complete with Adapter 2 3
Screws ..
Id.
MYERS VALVES Spade
Genuine
Pin Screws . ....2 for ld. (To use with variometer.)
THORPE K4 VALVES
GENUINE "N & K"
Spade Tags.........5 a Id. Allen var. Gd. Lk.... 1-3
. 12/6
Universal
DR. NESPER
Spring Pillar Terminals 21d Allen Anode Res ..... 1 3
HEADPHONES
(5 -pin) for IINIDYNE 17/6
HEADPHONES
Nuts, 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. doz. 2d, Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1 3
Guard
against
inferior
imi(Brass) 12 a ld.
10,/Adjustable diaphragm
HORPE Ki
5/- Washers
EXIDE
10d.
Porcelain D.P.D.T
which are "cleverly"
1 /7 - Dial (Ebonite)
detachable receivers, tations
D.T.
9
Type,
2
Volts
(Glass),
got
up
to
deceive.
Make
Porcelain
S.P.D.T
1 /3
Brunet Headphones 14 6
1'6 double leather - covered sure of the genuine article,
5 -Pin Valve -holder
(For .06)
MM. Panel D.P.D.T 1/- Twin Flex . .. 4 yds. 6d.
head -springs, long flexible
Min.Panel S.P.D.T. 1014. D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds.5d
cords, nickel -plated parts. the original " N Sr K," and
POST FREE
Very comfortably fitting avoid dissatisfaction. See
Concluded from
(Indiarubber covered)
that
the
letters
"
N
&
K
"
to the head.
yd. 4d.
ACCUMULATORS LOOK FOR THE TRADE -and no other -are FIRST 3 COLUMNS H.T. BATTERIES Sleeving
stamped.
pr. 3d.
Wander Plugs
MARK.
MADE BY WELL-KNOWN
LOUD SPEAKERS
Best
Made
30
v.......4/6v.......
Coloured
Plugs
each
1/d.
. 12'11
12/6 4,000 ohms .
4,000 ohms
FIRM FOR ME.
Sterling " Dinkie " ... 30/ - Best Made 60 v.......716
(All
screw
pattern)
Post
6c1.
pair.
Post
6d.
pair.
By
Best
Made
66
v.......9/
Junior Amplion New.
Electron Aerial ...... 1.3'.
2 v. 40 amps. 9'6. Post 10 6
13 /6'
BEWARE OF CHEAP PATTERNS.
est Model ............ 27/6 Ever -ready 66 v...
Ever -ready 108 v.
22/6 Polished Boxes, 8 by 6 3 6
17'6
4 v.40 amps. 16:6.
Junior De Luxe Oak
FRENCH
10 Siemens' " Q " 1.5
3 /- Lissen Choke
TELEFUNKEN
4 v. 60 amps. 19 /6. ,, 2016
. 42/ Trumpet
Ever -ready ditto ..
119 Do. Aux. Res..
13
THOMSON HOUSTON
4 v. 80 amps. 23 "6. ,, 24/6
Baby Sterling Splendid
4,000 ohms.
B.B.C. 9 volts
3 !4 Value
29155/ - B.B.C. 60 volts......... 9 i 6 5 -point Switch
6 v. 60 amps. 27 6.
100
pairs
only
(4,000
HEADPHONES
B.B.C. 36 volts
516 Legless Valve Holders 1 3
ohms) special price 12;11 Dragon Fly, Baby Am6 v. 00 amps. 33 -. ,, 34 /6
2 /6 Soldering Irons 6/ d., 13d.
plion
2.51 - B.B.C. 16 volts
Post 6d. pair.
6 v.105 amps.38 6. ,, 40 /6 As light as a Feather 17/11

Knob and Dial, thereby

.0005.

.

7/11

14 x 10.

5/6

.
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ATLANTIC OCEAN

BRIDGED-by the
"Bechstein" and One Valve!

During recent tests the " Bechstein " has been
used consistently in the reception of the American
Stations W G Y and K D K A on a one -valve reaction set.

How many out of the countless brands now offered
can "-withstand this test?

In every instance speech has been perfectly intelligible, volume being equal to that given by a
good -class, well -tuned crystal set receiving within a

mile of the station.
Signals unheard with ordinary headphones are perfectly audible and
undistorted as received by the " Bechstein." Thus the range of a set is
increased vastly without making any alteration in the circuit.
The " Bechstein " is the Headphone that amplifies-a new' departure in
mechanical and electro-magnetic principles.
A comfortable, light, well -fitting headset. the Bechstein " is guaranteed
in every way-each ear -piece being sealed when passed as perfect.
Elusive signals are dancing on your aerial. Buy your " Bechsteins " at
once and bring them in.

If your local dealer cannot supply
POST YOUR ORDER DIRECT

5,000 OHMS
INSIDE INFORMATION.
The

arrangement

which

makes

25/-

if

possible to increase the volume of the
cheapest crystal set by 25% by substituting " Becbsteins " for the very
best of other makes.
asesseliNisossinesi.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
Liverpool. Jr. Knivetown, Norman Road, Runcorn, Cheshire.

London. Penton Engineering Co.,
Street, King's Cross, W.C.1.

" HEADPHONES THAT AMPLIFY "

Sole Concessionaires for the British Empire

Vecbstein 'Rabic) COMPallr,
4, Canal Road, BRADFORD.
Telephone: BRADFORD 3358.

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED

15, Cromer

Manchester. Accelero Co., 7, Liverpool Road.
Leeds. Radio Productions Ltd., 107, Portland

Crescent.
Sheffield. Sheffield Wholesale Motor Supplies, 43,

Carver Street.
Glasgow. London Radio Stores, 11, Bath Street.
Nottingham. Super Radio Co., 32, Parliament
Street.
Birmingham. Forum & Co., Ltd., 7-9, F'ershore
Street.

NOVEMBER /, 1924
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ADDING
THE
AMPLIFIER
fication is employed, which, in the opinion

of many experimenters, is more efficient
than the well-known transformer coupling.
Readers who decide to construct the
amplifier should obtain a hard -wood box
as shown in Fig. i and a
or
ebonite panel to suit. Drilling details of
the panel are given in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3
gives the positions of the various components. A .00i-microfarad variable condenser of the one -hole fixing type is fitted
The Complete H.F. Amplifier.
in the H -in, diameter hole; this, as an
THE high -frequency amplifier described extra refinement, may be fitted with verin this article has been designed for nier attachment. The filament rheostat is
addition to any existing crystal set, and of the general-purpose kind (in the set conif correctly used will be found greatly to structed by the writer a Microstat is used).
extend the normal crystal range without The plug-in coil holder, tertninals, etc.,
greatly sacrificing that purity of reception may be of any good type.
Wiring up, using the usual square- or
for which the crystal is unequalled.
The tuned -anode method of H.F. ampli- round -section tinned -copper wire of a

Top View of Panel.

gauge preferably not smaller than No., /8,
should be carried out as shown in Figs. 4
and 5. Special care should be taken to

space out all leads as much as possible
in order to prevent possible interaction,
particular attention being paid to the connections to the valve sockets.
(Concluded in third column of next page)

ALL HOLES HOT MARKED

DRILL S/aa

0(g

OUTPUT

8

PLATE)

OUTPUT

,

1.61-

IT

!"31-2--)131
.47)'

32

/`

4/

13A,

8/

HOLES FOR

WOOD SCREWS

V11

Fig. 1.- Details of Case.

Fig. 2.-Panel Drilled.

Fig. 6 is shown on
FILAMENT RHEOSTAT -

/VALVE SOCKETS

the next page.

Fig. 5.-Details of Wiring.

0

'®)

OUTPUT

ojOJ
AERIAL

AERIAL

H F. AMPLIFYING VALVE

TERMINAL

HT+

4

OC;
HOLDER

VARIABLE

SHT
.).' LT -

CONDENSER

OUTPUT TO CRYSTAL
ELN

LT +

EARTH-

j

FILAMETIT
RHEOSTAT

SET

HT 4

PLUG -ITT

COIL HOLOER

0

LT

-

S LT +

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

Fig. 3, --Plan of Panel.

S

EARTH

TERMINAL

Under Side of Panel.

Fig. 4.-Circuit Diagram.
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MUSINGS BY MAGNET
I am glad to see bright -emitters still which now and then brought a writhing
going pretty strong. Candidly, I have glittering victim to the surface.
The scene changed. It was Piccadilly
a good earthing device at never found a dull -emitter of the "nought
the All -British Exhibition six " type worth having. On the other Circus at night. Animated signs winked
The hand, the former type is distinctly good. and flashed, advocating somebody's bread,
at the Albert Hall.
device, which is shown by
someone else's gin and the motor -cars of
yet another.
the photograph, is in the A Personal Opinion
My own experience is that the ordinary
The theatres and halls were emptying,
form of a copper pipe, with
a pointed end, drilled with type of dull -emitter is lacking in volume, and the cries of the newsvendors and the
holes and fitted with a microphonic in use, and dear to buy. I roar of the traffic came up in an almost
brass flange at the top to am no advocate of cheapness as such, but deafening chorus. As the various phases
stand a fair amount of I do believe in getting something fof the of the scene were revealed I read the
slogging. I have had two money, especially when the figure is loo words "Radio-chromo-scope," 1929 patents,
similar devices in use for per cent. over and above that of the bright - on the side of the pavilion-and woke
the past eighteen months, emitter. Now if anybody has got a dull - up. I had been asleep in the drawing MAGNET.
and the idea is distinctly emitter that will give equal results to the room !
AFTER aerials we come
to " earth."

I found

ordinary average "twelve -and -six " valve,

good.
Climax (Earth
Tube.

The

pattern

on

show

I wish he would step right up with the

What a blessing the use of
could with advantage have dope.
has been-to the makers-and
"getters
"
so
that
water
a larger hole at the top,
could be poured in without slopping it what a mess these dopes make of the bulbs.
In the case of dull -emitters it is extremely
over the earth terminal.
Earths arc strange things, and, like sets difficult to gauge the filament temperature
made of soap -boxes and bell wire, often and to sec if the grid and filament arc
work "much better than they should." I keeping at a respectful distance. For my
know of an aerial which has a "lead-in" own part I go for a clean bulb whenever
and the fact remains that one or
of about three feet, which part of the possible,
aerial is generally supposed to be the vital two firms can and will take the trouble
element of the collecting business. The to exhaust the bulbs to a high state of
"earth " goes upstairs, and is finally con- vacuum without chemical wangling.
nected to a hot-water tank in the attic. A Muse
And the results? They are unusually
After a wander right round the "at
good, so excellent that I advised the_user home " condescendingly held by the
to let well alone.
N.A.R.M. I sank into an easy chair and,
after the manner of Magnet, I mused.
Counterpoise Earths
On the stand, opposite was a type of
Where circumstances allow and space is
no object, I'll back the capacity or loud -speaker I had not noticed before.
counterpoise every time. Some of the The horn was a rather long funnel of
finest results I have ever obtained have square form, tapering up to a mouth of
been from fairly -well insulated capacities some three feet square, across which was
in lieu of direct earths. On one occasion fixed a sort of film or fine screen. As I
a bank of area railings set in concrete speculated as to the purport of the device
gave splendid results. The railings were the screen lit up with a flicking light,
drilled and proper contact made by insert- whicl. gradually cleared and finally reing a terminal. Concrete when dry is solved itself into a picture in colour. Sunquite a passable insulator. Another type shine flooded a sandy shore flanked with
of counterpoise was made by putting five palm -trees, which waved and nodded in
fence wires in parallel, the whole amount the breeze. The surf came rushing on in
of wire comprising some 300 ft. Here long rollers, which broke far up the beach
with a soft muffled thunder. Beyond highagain reception was excellent.
With regard to lightning arresters, the water mark -lay several dug -outs, and
only really safe method of arresting light- through the palms came dusky figures,
ning is to have the gap in a straight line who deposited their weapons in the primifrom lead-in to earth. The usual "loop," tive craft and chanted as they ran the
formed when the lead comes in and the little vessels down to the water's edge. A
earth goes out, is just the thing to tempt moment's battle with the surf, the swift
high -power oscillatory currents, and the plying of paddles amid sharp cries from
consequence is that should a really heavy the skipper, and then a rhythmic stroke
charge accumulate in the aerial, the from the bronze arms and a resumption
potential will leap across the loop and of the crooning chant as the craft swiftly
paSsed out of the picture.
probably blow the side of the wall out.
Such an accumulation is naturally rare,
The sun went down a ball of fire, and
as also are "direct hits." The average darkness, following on the heels of day,
earthing arrangement is better than none, as is the way in the tropics, brought out
as it does keep the aerial constantly dis- another flotilla with lights in the prow
charged, but it is not ideal by any means., and Herculean arms wielding harpoons,

'

"ADDING AN AMPLIFIER" (continued I rom prore,ing page)

Fig. 6 illustrates the method of coupling the amplifier to an existing crystal
set, which, it will be noticed, is of the
parallel -condenser tuned type, the maximum capacity of the condenser being in
the neighbourhood of .0005 microfarad.

Readers who desire to use crystal sets
of the slider or tapped -coil types Fhould
shunt the turns included, or in -the case
of variometer-tuned set the whole wind VARIABLE CONOEflSER
IN PARALLEL WITH COIL

PLUG -IN COIL

'

TERMINAL

EARTH

TERMINAL -

PHONE5

CRYSTAL SET
NF. OUTPUT
C_)

AERIAL

r-i

EARTH

T

LT.

H F., AMPLIFIER

Fig 6.-Method of Connecting Amplifier to
Crystal Set.

ing, by a fixed condenser of .0002 or .0003
microfarad capacity.
A series -tuning condenser in a crystal set
must, of course, be

short-circuited or

altered to the parallel position in order
to allow of the free passage of the H.T.
current in the amplifier circuit.
In tuning the combined amplifier and
crystal set, as the aerial -tuning inductance
value is increased or decreased the tuned anode turns or inductance-that is, the inductance across the crystal detector and

phones-must be increased or decreased'
simultaneously.
. R. N. Ws
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Valve Hints

Basket -coil Tip
WHEN making cardboard basket -coil

formers one segment should be cut
about an inch longer than the rest and a
small hole made in it. This segment serves

to mark a complete turn when winding,

Crystal Holder

NEVER leave valveS lying about on a IT is frequently a matter of difficulty to
bench; put them in boxes when not
explore the whole exposed surface of a
in holders on a set. Clean valve legs and crystal when using the ordinary type of
sockets periodically; the surfaces become crystal detector-that is, with single ball
oxidised when exposed.

Use the recommended value of H.T.
and L.T.; do not overrun the filaments.
A small fuse in the filament circuit may

111111,4

save you many shillings. Valves do not

last for ever; the filaments all burn out
sooner or later.

Coil Mounting

Useful Tag on Former.
to

hold the coil when shellac

HE following method of coil mounting
is being

applied to it, and to hang it up when being
baked.;
It is also sometimes useful when mounting the coil.
N. N.
,

I is efficient and easily accomplished.
Basket coils are mounted by clamping

them lightly between a strip of thin ebonite
about 5 in. long by i% in. wide and a

circular piece of cardboard. At the end
of the strip two small phone terminals are
fitted

Soldered Connections
NO set is really as efficient as it might
be

until

all the

R.

connections

are

i

joint on the catwhisker arm. The follow-

ing is a simple method of overcoming
this trouble.

The crystal cup is provided with a bah -

-socket joint, so that the top or sides
in. apart with the wire holes in and
of the crystal may be exposed to the cat whisker. A steel cycle ball (/ in.)
soldered to a short piece of threaded rod
may be utilised, while springy strip brass,
bored and bent to shape, will provide the

When soldering use as little
flux and solder as possible-better joints
will result. The best flux for electrical
soldered.

work is resin.

Improved Crystal Holder.

socket.

If preferred, the ball joint of a

bought holder may be adapted to serve the
same purpose.
W. W.

S.

Mounting Crystals

Dial Indicator

ANEAT method of securing a crystal

ADIAL indicating pointer which is
clamped in position by the nut holding
the
variable condenser or variometer
altering the setting of the crystal itself
to
the
panel
is shown below. Made preline. The ends of the wire forming the
is shoWn by the diagram.
ferably
of
white
ivorine or aluminium, the
coil
are
clamped
under
the
terminal
nuts
The lower portion is removed from an
pointer
is
adjusted
to its permanent posiordinary crystal cup by means of a metal as shown.
tion
before
tightening
up the nut.
The
coil
stand
consists
of
a
pair
of
saw or a half -round file. One of the
phone terminals mounted on a piece of
ebonite attached to the side of the cabinet,
is
or direct on the panel if it is vertical or
LOWER PORTION
OF CUP CUT AWAY
nearly so. The holes should be vertically
in line, and a piece of stiff wire, shaped
as shown, should be tightly clamped in
R. H. B.
each terminal.
BRA55 ROD OR

so that either side can be brought

into contact with the catwhisker without

TERMINAL

TRICK COPPER WIRE
SOLDERED TO CUP

Method of Coil Mounting

\ DRILL "A DA FOR 00571

Short-wave Reception
FOR receiving on wavelengths
I

of the

order of 5o to zoo metres a long aerial

04-F-- AL

is of no advantage over a short one-in
fact a short wire will give better results.
A loose -coupled tuner can be used, and
Method of Mounting Crystal.
the primary of this need not be tuned.
Between fifteen and twenty turns will
clamping screws is then removed and is obe needed for roo-metre reception. The
substituted by a brass rod or copper wire, condenser for tuning the secondary should
which is held in a phone -pattern terminal not be larger than .0005 microfarad, and
attached to the base of the set. This is a vernier adjustment should be provided
R. N. W.
clear from the diagrams.
for ease in tuning.
D.
CRYSTAL

N POINTER

`IF -SPACING
WASHERS

,11

Neat Dial Indicator.

The

dimensions

given

standard size bush and dial.

are

for

the

If other size

parts are used the length of the pointer
and diameter of the centre hole will have
to be modified.
R. N. W.

&r Ws
t-
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PROGRESS AND INVENTION
4

electrons are given off from the surfaces
Adding Grid Bias
certain oxide -coated metals when in a
IT is well known that to get the best of
rarefied
gas, this holding good in normal
results from a low -frequency ampli- air -pressures.
fying valve grid bias must usually be
The usual high velocity of the electron
applied. The adaptor shown in Patent is not apparent, however, for the free
No. 221,571/24 (W. E. H. Humphrys, of electrons settle on air molecules and
Hendon, Middlesex) enables the operator become ions. If the glowing oxide body

The links may be made of glazed porcelain, ebonite, or other insulating material.
If they are made to twist relatively to one
another the freeing of snow or othei
accumulations is facilitated.

Earthing Switch

TO combine as a single unit an aerial
is made the cathode, the ions will drift
earthing switch, lightning and static
comparatively slowly to the anode and spark -gap arrester, terminal block and
thus become current carriers affected by
speech waves in the air.

Aerial Insulators

E

WHETHER in reception or transmission, aerial insulation is an allimportant point. Direct conduction and
dielectric absorption losses must be
avoided. In Patent No. 221,242:24 (W. J.

Adding Grid Bias (221,571/24).

Earthing Switch (221,618/24.

to do this without making structural alterations to the set.
In use the adaptor is placed in the
valve socket proper and the valve placed
in the adaptor, the desired bias being
easily applied.

The KathQdophone
KNOWN as the kathodophone, a
recently developed German micro-

lead-in tube is the object of Patent No.

Polyblank, of the Air Ministry, London)
it is proposed to use insulators made of

221,618/24 (E. A. Brennan, of Hampstead,
N.W.6), "thus economising space and
time, reducing trouble, expense and
damage to decorations; also affording protection to operators and instruments from
lightning and static charges arriving upon

together with approximately

aerials in or out of use at any time." The
arrangement is clear from the diagrarr

Aerial Insulator (221,242,24).

a number of links in series, which ,rare
connected

phone makes use of the fact that free point, knife-edge or line contact.

reproduced above.

AROUND THE SHOWROOMS
Murray Valve Holder
THERE are a number of excellent points
about the new Murray valve holders of
which every amateur should make note.
Briefly they consist of four metal sockets,
placed in the panel separately, which are
covered by a disc of ebonite that is provided with holes for accommodating the
valve.

loops, each 5 ft. to in. long, connected
in series. 'The loops are laced on porcelain bobbins between galvanised -iron
spreaders, the lead-in being taken from the
bottom spreader. It is claimed that such

that I tested gave excellent signals, and

sensitive points were not difficult to find.
This crystal is supplied by the Bancroftiaii
Co., of 78, Bishopsgate, E.C.2.

N. wey Snrp Terminals
NOWADAYS everybody is in a hurry to get
aria

wire aerial is gradually being superseded
take

up less space. Such an aerial is shown
by the photograph; this is made by Mr.
H. Ashton, A.M.I.E.E., of 8 -to, Bull's
Head Chambers, Hopwood Avenue, Market
Place, Manchester.
This aerial comprises seventeen vertical

Mirophone Supertone Crystal

look about it that leads one to suspect that
it will give good results. Nor is one disappointed in this direction; a specimen

Novel AerI-1
IT seems that the good old too -ft. single up-to-date types which

used.

phone Supertone crystal has a "clean"

The result is that they lie prac-

more

space is lithited and only one pole can be

SUPPLIED carefully protected with cotton
wool and enclosed in a glass tube, Millo-

tically flush on the panel.
Clearing holes only have to be drilled,
and the disc acts as a template. No nuts
are required, as connections to the sockets
are kept in position by set -screws. These
holders, which sell at is. 3d. each, are
made by Murray, Son and Co., of 387A,
Each
High Road, Tottenham, N.17.
holder is supplied mounted on a card with
full directions.

by

an aerial gives excellent results where

Ashton Aerial.

things done and wireless enthusiasts are
no exception. The most pressing need is
for a device that simplifies the changing
of connections; a number of such devices
have made their appearance recently.
The latest is the Newey snap terminal,
which takes the form of a stud fixed on
to a panel and a socket connector that fits
over this. The principle is that employed
for snap dress fasteners and results in a
method of quickly changing connections
when desired.

VANGUARD.,

NOVEMBER 1, 1924
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EXPERIMENTAL TRANSMISSION. -II
AERIAL EFFICIENCY
LET us now consider aerial efficiency shown by Fig. 4, but the effect of aerial
from another point of view. Where capacity is not great, and the effects will
It = current in transmitting aerial only be touched on as found necessary.
(amperes).
The fundamental wavelength of the
Ir = current in receiving aerial (amperes). standard L -type aerial is 4.6 (approx.)

along an oscillating unloaded antenna,
for it is not generally realised that the
voltage is greatest at the free end. In
Fig. 5 E = voltage and i = current. The
distance from aerial shows increase.

Fig. 4.-11elationship
of Wavelength and
Capacity.

Fig. 5.-Voltage and Current Distribution on Unloaded Oscillating Aerial.

Fig. 6.-Arrangement of T -type Aerial with Direct
Earth Connection.

ht = effective height of transmitting aerial
(kilometres).

times its length in metres from the free Practical Considerations

end to the lower capacity. It will be seen

Sufficient theory has been now dealt with

hr = effective height of receiving aerial that at or near the fundamental, Rg and to show that the type of aerial used for
Rd are at minimum, while Rr is theo- broadcast reception is highly inefficient
(kilometres).
R = total resistance of receiver (ohms).
d = distance of stations apart (kilometres).
wavelength (kilometres).
HtIt dRIs
A

when employed for transmission purposes.

It would, of course, be futile to offer

Fig. 7. --Arrangement of
Vertical -type Aerial.

to take up the more advanced side of w ire less; but it is desirable, having enumerated
the essential points of radiating system de-

377hr

The left-hand side of this equation is
dependent on the transmitter, and it will

sign, to point out the various types and

be seen that, as in the formula for Rr, the
transmitting aerial should be as high as
possible; it will also be evident that the
transmitting current should have as large

their separate advantages.
Let us deal with the upper capacity first.
The most suitable radiation for the wavelength band allotted to the amateur would
consist of a metallic sphere having a radius
of about 70 ft. and suspended at a considerable height from the ground. The
writer annot remember having seen a garden adorned by this ideal type. Omitting
freak aerials (generally theoretically in-

a value as possible.
It would again appear from the position

that greater received current, and
hence greater range, is obtained on short
of

wavelengths. Absorption effects, however,
tend to counteract this ideal state. The

formula is correct in that for short distantes a greater value of Ir is actually

-7. -

obtained; but it cannot be increased with a retically infinite, and so it appears that if
rroportional diminution of Ir owing to ab- the transmitter can be worked on its fundasorption effects.
mental without loss, it is working at the
most effective point. In most cases, how Transmission Formula
We have as yet no proof of the validity
of the Austin transmission formula on these
short waves and for long distances.
The power actually in the aerial is equal
/
I
1
IV 1
\
to I'R, where I is the aerial current,
/
/
/

\

%

measured at the point of maximum cur-

rent, that is, the earth lead.

I

R is the

I

this I2R, the power radiated, must be as
large a percentage of the input power as
and, needless to say, should be the maxi-

I
I

.1

I
I

il

/

I

si
I

radiation resistance. AS mentioned before,
possible. This percentage is known as the
"per -cent. efficiency" of the transmitter,

/

/

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

III
I

I

I

correct and practically unworkable) and
special designs (dealt with Later), we are
left with the three types-that is, the inverted L- and T (Fig. 6) and vertical aerials
(Fig. 7). Any of the three may consist of a

number of parallel wires on horizontal
spreaders or of the cage type, so popular
in the U.S.A. Before deciding which of
these three types is most efficient let us
consider whether the flat -top or the cage
type is the more preferable.
Fig. 8 shows a diagram of the electrostatic field that surrounds a cross section
of a cage -type of antenna. Notice that all

the wires have approximately the same

I

I

i

Fig. S.-Electrostatic Field of Cage Aerial.

ever, it does not seem that any advantage
commercial stations, while 0.7 should be is gained, since the condensers generally
used are the seat of further losses..
obtained by most amateur transmitters.
It may be interesting to note the relative
The capacity of an aerial varies with the
wavelength (a fact not often realised), as magnitude of the voltage and current
mum. o.85 efficiency is obtained by many

suggestions for the actual aerial construction and erection to those who are about

number of lines of force connected to them;
all wires are worked at the same efficiency.
This type of aerial is also efficient because
of its tubular construction, for it is well

known that owing to "skin effects" the
metallic tube is the most suitable and
efficient

currents.

conductor

of

high -frequency

KENNETH ULLYET.

(To be continued)
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THE object of the writer in designing
and constructing this set was to meet
the demand of the members of his family

but which could only be
operated properly by the experimenter himself.

for a means whereby they could enjoy the
programmes broadcast from 2 L 0 without
being dependent on the rather complicated
manipulation of the four -valve experimental set already available in the house,

It was decided, therefore, to

SOLDERING TAGS
FOR CONNECTIONS
TO VALVE LEGS

construct

average -sized

L F. IIITERVALVE

FIXED

TRANSFORMER

COIL HOLDER
col f

Da
1"

PLATFORM

casting stations,
a n d possessing

the following

1

12 "
Baseboard.
Fig. 7.-Arrangement of Components on

3 (left).-Constructional Details of Case.
Fig. 5 (right).-P 1 u g

Fig.

Connectors.
.HT BATTERY

be

recom-

produce
something
similar lines.

on

For the benefit of those
this journal

set who are unable to
follow a theoretical circuit diagram (Fig. 1), a
special wiring guide

is included.

The Receiver in Use.

polishing. The loose lid or door consists
three-ply wood, framed with fancy

of

beading of sufficient thickness to allow for

the insertion of a small ball catch at the
bottom edge of the lid ; the top edge
merely rests against a thin strip of wood
fixed inside the opening of the box. By
this means the lid is easily slipped into
position when the set is not being used,
the ball catch keeping it secure. This
form of loose lid was found preferable to
a hinged door in many
ways, one being that it
can be placed right out of
the way when the set is

IP

IS

The case (see Fig. 3) is
made of
American

REACTION
COIL

00

co

win%
COIL

o

ACCUMULATOR

.005 NFD\. FIXED CONDENSER

Fig. 2.-Details of Wiring.

stained dead

black and polished with
ordinary french polish to
which has been added a
little gas black. A not
highly polished surface gives the article a
real ebony appearance.
too

Provided the wood is well

trued up, the box can be
assembled by means of
countersunk

screws,

the

holes in the wood being
neatly

filled

in

before

The Receiver Partly Open.

accumulator are illustrated in Fig.

5.

This arrangement not only provides quick
connections and a smart appearance, but
accidental short-circuiting becomes practically impossible when the accumulator

leads are hanging loose. This form of
plug is easily made from scrap ebonite,
drilled and tapped to a sufficient depth to
receive short valve pins and nuts to which

the connecting wires, after being passed
through the small hole in the centre, are
secured. The heads of the

screws fastening the panel
to the baseboard and sup-

The Panel
This is of - good -quality

is done with the white -on black variety obtainable in
celluloid
strips.
The

in. thick.

whole presents a pleasing

to the baseboard by means
of
two
metal
angle

is

black -and -white effect.
The valve window

fixed

to

the

Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram.

the position of
the coil holder;

opened for use.

It is fixed at right angles

The Box
whitewood,

tT

panel before
finally arranging

ports are also enamelled
black; and the labelling

matted ebonite
OP
OS
TRANSFORMER

f

/

fixed to the panel.
The board should

mands, to construct such
a set or, at any rate, to

2)

NT

00025

the set being

production of

(Fig.

who
.0005

all other parts of

deciding to construct this
1

2

,VERMIE

required
on the baseboard,,

hands and true
distortionless re-

of

'ire

0 P 0S
oopM

ponents

inexperienced

readers

NT. on

a

the various com-

mend other experimenters,
faced with similar de-

76!.

I=

2= HT. OFF

O

Fig. 7 shows
the distribution of

batteries
when operated by

confidently

I= I VALVE

2- OFF
3= a VALVES

fairly large diaa
meter, with
small ebonite
knob affixed
thereto.

and

can

allow for the withdrawal of the instrument

from any
piece of

metal rod of

ical in upkeep,
absence of com-

conditions, and the writer
IG

FIG. 3

made
scrap

H. T. battery.
It is obvious, therefore,
that flexible leads sufficiently long to

Baseboard

speech and music.
Truly an exacting ideal ! Nevertheless, the set described
and illustrated in this
article fulfils all these

BALL CATCJi----)"

should .be slightly shaped and

plicated controls,
proof against
damage to valves
1343

latter to allow the loose lid to fit flush
with the front, a space of about 4 in. is
reserved at the back of the box for the

turned back to facilitate the
insertion and withdrawal of
the plug. The latter can be

The Making of an Ideal Two -valuer

operation, low in
cost and econom-

board and box that when the instrument is pushed far enough inside the

the brass strips.
should be fairly wide
to

and the ends at the plug hole

ON SIMPLE FOOL -PROOF LINES

struction and

6R ID

These

BROADCAST
RECEIVER

situated

appearance,
simple in con0

- CONDENSER

VALVE

room

in

CONDENSER

34

of

advantages: Neat

Dew

0

capable

regard

A FAMILY

about thirty miles from one of
the main broad-

0

2 MFD. FIXED

set

C6211CCCISiliCKG6101.11

planation except perhaps with

operating a loud -speaker in an

001 MF D.

CONDENSER

a

Z.MGISC ...... SE

emateur Wireles3

the two -coil holder in the
writer's set is of the verti-

shown, allows for the use
of either

drilled, as shown by Fig. 4, before being ysTpanel by means of Chatterton's compound.
fixed to the baseboard. The absence of
With regard to the switches, the key
brass parts on the front of the panel enpattern with black ebonite levers has been
hances the latter's appearance, and the
adopted by the writer, but this is a matter
following devices have been adopted to
of individual taste. The circuit diagram
achieve this end.
shows the ordinary panel switch, but the
constructor desiring the most efficient and
The connections for aerial, earth, loudconvenient switch should obtain the latest
speaker and accumulator are ordinary
anti -capacity type with the black ebonite
valve sockets treated with black enamel,
lever.
except, of course, at the threaded portions
and the fronts where contact is required.
The series -parallel arrangement, illusPlug connections for the loud -speaker and
trated in Fig. 6, requires no further ex -

honeycomb or

basket coils without fouling any other component.
If any other type of holder
is

STRIPS
BTRARI5P5s

to be used, the distri-

PUG
L

S

bution of parts on the
board will probably re-

quire a little modification.
The ebonite valve platform, which is screwed to
two narrow strips of wood
of sufficient depth to raise
the ebonite just high
enough to prevent the nuts
of the valve sockets touching

merely a hole a in. in
brackets or wooden supdiameter, with a piece of
ports. The panel should, of course, be liplain glass secured at the hack of the

A. P.

cal or V -type, which,
placed in the position

the

baseboard,

Fig. 6.-Series-parallel Connections.

a

fere with the smooth with-

4

141

CarWirIDOW

-0-t

I

VARIABLE
GPtio4LEAK

HOLE

415
3

rop

3

DIA.

FILAMENT)

,

-o-

KNOB FOR
11

dimensions of the base-

COIL

MOLDER

, LT

:4_11)

Ordinary

valve legs are used, with
copper tags at their bases
to which the wire connections are soldered.
It will be seen from the

RE5i5TANCES

a

drawal of the instrument
froin its box.

2

is

secured from underneath
by means of countersunk
screws.
Care should be
taken that these, or any
other screws used on the
baseboard, do not project
underneath and so inter-

G

1<

>1 i"

.0 14- I

4t
12"
Fig. 4.-Layout of Panel.
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but which could only be
operated properly by the experimenter himself.

for a means whereby they could enjoy the
programmes broadcast from 2 L 0 without
being dependent on the rather complicated
manipulation of the four -valve experimental set already available in the house,
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something
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set who are unable to
follow a theoretical circuit diagram (Fig. 1), a
special wiring guide

is included.
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polishing. The loose lid or door consists
three-ply wood, framed with fancy

of

beading of sufficient thickness to allow for

the insertion of a small ball catch at the
bottom edge of the lid ; the top edge
merely rests against a thin strip of wood
fixed inside the opening of the box. By
this means the lid is easily slipped into
position when the set is not being used,
the ball catch keeping it secure. This
form of loose lid was found preferable to
a hinged door in many
ways, one being that it
can be placed right out of
the way when the set is
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stained dead

black and polished with
ordinary french polish to
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little gas black. A not
highly polished surface gives the article a
real ebony appearance.
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Provided the wood is well

trued up, the box can be
assembled by means of
countersunk

screws,

the

holes in the wood being
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before
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accumulator are illustrated in Fig.

5.

This arrangement not only provides quick
connections and a smart appearance, but
accidental short-circuiting becomes practically impossible when the accumulator

leads are hanging loose. This form of
plug is easily made from scrap ebonite,
drilled and tapped to a sufficient depth to
receive short valve pins and nuts to which

the connecting wires, after being passed
through the small hole in the centre, are
secured. The heads of the

screws fastening the panel
to the baseboard and sup-
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latter to allow the loose lid to fit flush
with the front, a space of about 4 in. is
reserved at the back of the box for the

turned back to facilitate the
insertion and withdrawal of
the plug. The latter can be
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enough to prevent the nuts
of the valve sockets touching

merely a hole a in. in
brackets or wooden supdiameter, with a piece of
ports. The panel should, of course, be liplain glass secured at the hack of the

A. P.

cal or V -type, which,
placed in the position

the

baseboard,

Fig. 6.-Series-parallel Connections.

a

fere with the smooth with-

4

141

CarWirIDOW

-0-t

I

VARIABLE
GPtio4LEAK

HOLE

415
3

rop

3

DIA.

FILAMENT)

,

-o-

KNOB FOR
11

dimensions of the base-

COIL

MOLDER

, LT

:4_11)

Ordinary

valve legs are used, with
copper tags at their bases
to which the wire connections are soldered.
It will be seen from the

RE5i5TANCES

a

drawal of the instrument
froin its box.

2

is

secured from underneath
by means of countersunk
screws.
Care should be
taken that these, or any
other screws used on the
baseboard, do not project
underneath and so inter-

G

1<

>1 i"

.0 14- I

4t
12"
Fig. 4.-Layout of Panel.
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must be used for the connections to the
battery. These should be three in number,

one for the negative and two for the posi-

ANOTHER EXHIBITION
AWIRELESS exhibition is to be held
at the White City, Shepherd's Bush,

BRIDGING 12,000 MILES
OF SPACE

How English Amateurs Communicated
with New Zealand
SOMETHING of the romance of Sena tore Marconi's first "S" signals across
No. r
bition at the Albert Hall were mostly the Atlantic has been recalled during the
the lower voltage, while No. 2 (feeding members of the National Association of last fortnight by the accomplishment of
the amplifier) plugs into the higher voltage Radio Manufacturers, which organised that two-way communication between English
-45 and 66 volts respectively in the case -exhibition
for its own members only. The and New Zealand amateurs. On this
of DE3 valves, as used by the writer. choice of exhibitors
the affair 'of the occasion the amateur has shown the proWhen the detector valve only- is in use, association, and theywas
were
able fessional what short-wave transmissions
wander plug can be left discon- to include or debar whom therefore
No.
can do, and, although still in the nature
they
wished.
nected and No. 2 shifted to the 45 -volt This being the case, many firms were of freaks, too much attention cannot be

tive, the two latter having their wander London', W., from November 15 tti Novemplugs numbered i and 2 respectively, as ber 29 inclusive.
shown on the circuit diagram and wiring
of our readers will be aware that
When two valves are in use, theMany
guide.
firms
who exhibited at the recent exhi(feeding the ,detector), plugs into.

x

socket of the battery.

unable to show the public their goods.

Miscellaneous Notes
A good variable condenser suitable for

assasaissasussassrfareasaraseassasweaseasaisaars

this set is Raymond's one -hole -fixing type of

to readers of

.0005 microfarad capacity, having a three -

Amateur
Wireless"

plate vernier controlled by a small knob
on top of the knob proper. This condenser is cheap, takes up little room and
is very efficient.

A Copy of

A carbon -granule type of filament resistance

(the

Microstat)

controls each

valve; and once the setting of these resistances has been found it is seldom

" The Amateur Mechanic "

necessary to touch them, as the switch on Edited by Bernard E. Jones. The contents of this

the panel puts the filament current on

or off as required. When, however, it is
desired to use the detector valve only, the
filament current to the second valve

should be turned

off

at the right-hand

resistance.

The L.F. transformer should be carefully selected. An alternative position for
the fixed condenser is across 0.P. and Ls.,

money -saving weekly for handy men are always Practical, Reliable and Straightforward. Week by week it

gives just the kind of advice on the thousand and one
domestic jobs and hobbies which every handy man'or
woman needs to ensure the best results from his or her
'Whether you own only a few simple tools
work.

or a fully equipped workshop, "The Amateur
IVIee, auk's weekly h elp will make all the difference to

your pleasure and your success, and will show

to make and save money by using your spare time
profitably.

instead of across I.P. and 0.P., but this Send a postcard with your name- and address to
depends to a great extent on the nature the Editor, "Amateur Mechanic," Room 97.
of the valve and of the transformer; Cassell's, La Belle Sausage, E.C.4, and a free copy

therefore both should be tried before
finally soldering the connections. A negative grid bias on this set is not considered
necessary.:

of this practical weekly will be forwarded to you
post free.

given to the results that have been
If short-wave signals have
achieved.

travelled 12,000 miles once there seems to
be no logical reason why they should not
do so again.
To Mr. E. J. Symonds (2 0 D), of Ger-rards Cross, goes the honour of being the
first English amateur to hear a New Zea-

land station and also the first amateur to
have his signals received in that Dominion.

For reception this enthusiast uses a four valve super -heterodyne set and transmits
with an input power of only toy watts on
a wavelength of about 90 metres.

"Z4AA Calling U6ARB"
Whilst listening at 6.3o a.m. on Thursday, October 16, Mr. Symonds heard the
call sign Z 4 A A, which was transmitted
for half an hour. Z 4 A A was calling
U 6 A R B, an American amateur station,
on a wavelength of 8o metres. The New
Zealand station is operated by a Mr. F.
Bell, of Waiheno, Dunedin.
On Friday z OD transmitted test signals
to Z 4 A A on 95 metres, and it was afterwards learnt that these were received
strongly in New Zealand. Mr. C. W.
Goyder, using the set at Mill Hill School
(Z S Z) established two-way communication with New Zealand for an hour early
Saturday morning. Thus the feat of exchanging messages across the world was

Feeling that the public desire to see
all that the industry has to show instead
of the products of a section only, Radio achieved.
Afterwards Mr. J. A. Partridge (2 K F),
last fully a.month on one charge with two Exhibitions and Wireless Conventions, of
such valves, working them from three to 46, Cannon Street, London, E.C., are of Merton Park, and Major Secretan
organising an exhibition, which will be (5 L F), established two-way communicafour hours daily.
The variable grid leak should be care- open to the entire British industry regard- cation with New Zealand. It seems that
conditions were favourable in other counfully set, having detector the valve only less of associations.
tries than England, for an amateur in the
Without
doubt
everything
that
is
new
and a pair of headphones in use when
doing so, until clear undistorted speech is will be seen on the various stands, and Pyrenees is reported to have received
After that it need not be the exhibition will be a really representa- messages regularly from New Zealand
obtained.
touched unless, of course, the valve is tive show of the entire industry. One and Australia.
point which will make a special appeal is
changed.
Dusk Overlap
A word or two in conclusion about wir- the attention that the organisers are giv- Dawn and
It is thought that communication wa,
ing the set. The amateur constructor ing to catering for the home constructor. only
because of the overlap of
who knows how to use a soldering -iron Component parts will take an important dawnpossible
and
dusk
in both countries. In
successfully is advised to solder all con- pla.c6' in the exhibition and many new
every
case
signals
were best between 6.o
ideas
will
be
shown.
nections; one not experienced in the art
a.m. and 7.0 a.m., and 6.30 a.m. in EngDull -emitter valves are recommended,

preferably of the o6 variety.

A 6 -volt
20 ampere -hours (actual) accumulator will

of soldering should confine himself to nuts
well screwed home. Soldered connections
are undoubtedly better, but a well -

tightened nut is far more reliable than
J. H. W.
a badly -soldered joint.

Please mention " AW" when you
write to Advertisers.

land is aproximately 6.o p.m. in New ZeaThe new Copenhagen station has not yet land.
definitely fixed its wavelength, but tests
The New Zealand Prime Minister, Mr.
and concerts are being given almost daily. Massey, has congratulated both Mr. Bell,
Haeren (B A V) now transmits every of New Zealand, and Mr. Goyder, of Mill
Monday at 53.0o G.M.T. a short survey Hill, on their achievement, which he
of aerial traffic with Belgium during the characterised as a very important event in
the history of wireless --as, indeed, it is.
preceding week.
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70ammo,
RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one question
at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, lay -outs, diagrams. etc., on separate sheets containing your name and
address. Always send stamped, addressed envelope and attach Coupon (p. 663).
Condenser Losses

Q.-Recently I cause across the word
" hysteresis," evidently used to cover losses
in condensers. What losses do condensers
have ?-A. K. (Wimbledon).
A.-Condenser losses may be put down to

phone lead, and the other phone lead to one is required' to alter the current from A.C. to
terminal of the dry battery. Another con- D. C -S. B. H. (Bristol).
nection must be made from the other side of
A.-The method of charging accumulators

the dry battery to the three remaining ter- from direct current is quite different from that
minals of the transformer in turn. You will of charging from alternating current. Unhear a click in the phones when a complete fortunately you have omitted to give the voltresistance losses in the plates. Resistance circuit has been made through one of the age and frequency of your supply, without
losses are very low in parallel plate condensers. windings of the transformer. Note how loud which it is impossible to give details for the
Leakage over the edges of the plates and the click is heard in the phones. Now con- construction of a suitable static transformer.
2onduction currents through the dielectric nect the phones and battery across the other Besides a transformer you will need a rectifier.
are two other losses to which condensers pair of transformer connections and note the Particulars of charging accumulators will be
loudness of the click in the phones. The found in the " Work ' Handbook " Electric
are subject.-D. R.
winding which gives the lciuder click is the Accumulators " (is. 8d. post paid).-D. C. R.
L.F. Transformer Terminals Unmarked
primary, the other winding, of course, being
Flux for Electrical Connections
Q.-I have a low -frequency transformer the secondary.-D. R.
with the four terminals mounted on a strip
Q.-What sort of flux should be used for
of ebonite on the top of the transformer. Charging Accumulators.
soldering the wires to the terminals of a
These terminals are unmarked, however. Is
Q.-With reference to your article on the wireless set ?-Q. (Islington).
there any method whereby I may find out accumulator appearing in " A.W." No. 120,
A.-Resin is the most suitable flux for all
which is the primary and which the secondary I am desirous of charging my accumulator soldered connections in electrical work. Spirits
of the transformer ?--F. F. (I,eith).
from the house mains if possible. Unfor- of salts should never be used, as the soldered
A.-You may make the following test with tunately my house is supplied with A.C. Is part will soon corrode under the chemical
a small dry battery and a pair of phones. it possible to apply the principle of your sketch action of these salts on the metal.-H. R.
Connect one transformer terminal to one to this case ? If not, please inform me what
AERIAL

SIMPLE
CRYSTAL
CIRCUITS

CRYSTAL DETECTOR

PHONE5

SLIDER

AERIAL
,CRYSTAL
DETECTOR

TUNING

CON -- -VARIABLE

ttirsinG COL.PHONE
CONDENSER

CONDENSER

WHATEVER kind of crystal circuit
is used, the aerial and earth system
is of the utmost importance, for it is almost entirely on the efficiency of this part

,

iniorte
COFIDEIISER

- EARTH
of the installation that good results depend.
2.-Here tuning is effected by means of a
-71:FrEARTH
Normally the catwhisker side of the Fig.coil
and variable condenser. The latter should
Fig. 1.-In this circuit use is made of a tuner crystal detector is connected to the aerial
have a value -of .00i or .0005 microfarad.
with one slider, which SI very simple to
It is desirable
Adjustment is made by turning a knob.
adjust. The crystal detector is first adjusted end of the tuning coil.

that the coil itself should be wound with
thick wire, so that the resistance to high -

and the slider moved up and down.
AERIAL
CRYSTAL
OETEC1 OR

frequency currents is low.
In all the circuits shown the phone condenser (which should not be omitted)

AERIAL

PRIMARY
COILS,

,CRYSTAL
DETECTOR

should have a value of approximately
.004 or

LOADING.

>0 COIL

PHONES

.002

microfarad.

Good insulation is an important factor
in getting strong crystal results, and the
cost of a few square inches of good ebonite
should not be begrudged. It is true that
dry wood is a good insulator, but it is safer
to use ebonite.

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

In wiring up any of the sets the resistance should be kept as low as possible.

SECONDARY
SECONDARY
This means that leads should be kept short PRIMARY
TONING
COIL
TUNING
CONDENSER
and made with thick wire. .Attention to CONDENSER - EARTH
EARTH
details such as these makes a great differ- Fig. 4.-This circuit should be used where interference is experienced from other stations.
Fig. 3.-Should it be desired to receive on long ence in the results obtained.
Never be
The primary tuning condenser should have a
wavelengths, a loading coil can be inserted
value of .001 microfarad and the secondary
as shown above. Note that the variable con- satisfied with signals that are merely "good
D. S. R.
enough."
condenser of .0005 micro farad.
denser is connected across both coils.

13noric
CONDENSER
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A GREAT EVENING WITH W G Y
THE AMERICAN SEASON BEGINS
4'

Having adjusted the set as nearly as
THE darker nights are, of course, by America have been obtained on the whole
far the best for 3eneral wireless re- on thoroughly dirty .nights, the kind of possible to 38o metres switch off, leaving
ception. For some reason which is at night, I mean, when rain is coming down the controls untouched. Make a note on
present unknown November and December in torrents from a pitch-black sky and the a piece of paper of the exact reading on
are out and away the best months of the wind is blowing half a gale. The baro- each scale. At midnight switch on and
year for receiving Transatlantic broadcast- meter, too, seems to give a fairly good see whether anything can be heard. Being. It is possible to hear American indication of what one may expect. If it fore you touch the condensers try very
stations at other times of the year-in fact, is quite steady, and if there have been no slight adjustments of the reaction coil, but
the writer actually picked up two of them violent variations in the temperature avoid getting the set into oscillation so
on midsummer night this year-but at no during the preceding twelve hours, atmo- far as you possibly can. Should nothing
time can you rely upon such steady and spherics are usualy not very bad. So be heard wait half an hour and try again.
uninterrupted reception as during the two much for conditions. Now a word about If the second attempt produces no result
months mentioned.

the apparatus itself.

the chances are that you will be successful

With a Single -valuer
I believe that it is now possible for anyone who possesses an efficient valve set,
even if it only a single-valver, to hear
American broadcasting, if not regularly,

Aerial Requisites

musical programme to hear.

at any rate upon specially favourable
nights. One further proviso must be
made : it is essential that both the aerial
and earth should be thoroughly good. Of

this we will speak more in detail in a
moment. There is no need to get down to

the very short waves-in fact, to reach the

68 metres upon which KDK A is now
transmitting is quite beyond the powers
of all sets but those constructed' with
special attention to the elimination of
stray capacities and unnecessary resistance.

The powerful station W G Y transmits
upon 38o metres, which brings it well with-

in the compass of any broadcast receiver.
Nor is it necessary to sit up all night, as
used to be the case, for you can now pick
up W G Y as a general thing about mid-

night, and sometimes, if he is doing an

transmission-remember
that New York time is seven hours behind
our own-you can get him almost as soon
as our own broadcasting stations close
early afternoon

down.

You can easily tell whether this

is the

case by means of your reception of British
stations during the evening.

Secondly,

there are certain nights, as you have probably noticed, when near -by stations seem
to

The aerial, in the first place, must be
as high as you can get it, and so far as
is possible unscreened by buildings or
trees. Personally I have strong preference for a single wire with at least two
shell insulators in series at each end and
a lead-in made of well insulated 7/22
cable. Care must be taken to see that
there are no leaks on the way in through
wall or window frame; a thoroughly good
lead-in tube is therefore necessary.
If you cannot get a first-rate aerial, then
pay particular attention to your earth, for
if the aerial is bad any extra resistance in
the earth makes a tremendous difference to
reception. You cannot beat an ascending
water main or a biscuit -tin buried in damp
soil. All connections should, of course, be
soldered. In the set it is desirable to use
inductances of an efficient type, so that no
losses may occur through the presence of
self -capacity or of high resistance. The
variable condensers should not be too
large-.000s is as big as should be used in
the aerial circuit and .00025 or .0003 for
tuning secondary or anode circuits. If
larger condensers are used fine tuning is
extremely difficult, since

The Conditions
What conditions make a specially
favourable night? In the first place, we
want one when atmospherics are not bad.

take on added strength and clarity

whilst distant ones, which cannot be picked

up in the ordinary way, come in quite
well.

If you are thinking of sitting up for
America one night, make preliminary tests

by tuning in the most distant British or
European station that is within your range,

and do not bother to stay awake beyond
your normal time unless you find that reception is really good. Reference to my

diary shows that the best results from

at one o'clock, when there is usually a
Strength

As an indication of the strength of
W G Y's signals I may tell you that I
have had him more than once on an in-

door aerial consisting of a piece of
double -cotton -covered bell wire slung

across the room corner -wise and uninsulated except for its own covering and the

short lengths of string by which it was
attached to nails on the picture rail.
His strength at my station, which is

thirty miles north-west of London, is about

the same as that of Aberdeen. On a good
night speech and music come through so
well on the loud -speaker that the low frequency valves must be dimmed a little
to avoid waking up other members of the
household who are all in bed and sound
asleep. There is one point, by the way,
that is of importance. Like nearly all
long-distance transmissions, W G Y is apt
to suffer from fading at times. Therefore,
if signals become faint after a period of
gOod strength, do not try to chase them
by moving your controls. If you do so

you are quite likely to lose them altoquite a small gether. Leave things alone and signals

movement of the knobs makes a big dif- will soon return to their normal loudness.
ference in the wavelength.
Though it is a little bit early in the year
yet, conditions just now are quite favourTuning
able, and W G Y may be picked up with
W G Y's wavelength of 38o metres makes a fair amount of certainty on any night.
him quite easy to find. If you can get On October 17 he was as good as I have
Bournemouth, tune your set sharply to his ever heard him.
wave earlier in the evening, and then advance your condensers a tiny bit. The A Personal Experience
reaction coil should be brought up to such
I could not try for him very early, since
a position that the set, though in a sensi- Bournemouth, who was doing an annivertive condition, is away from the oscillation sary programme, did not close down until
point. Should Bournemouth ,be outside 52.45, but I got him within two minutes
your range, either Manchester or New- of the time that 6 B M said good night. A
castle will help, the former being 20 song was in progress at the time, which
metres above W G Y and the latter 5 metres was followed by a duet. By the time that
below him. It is not usually difficult to this had finished I had switched over from
guess the adjustment which will give phones to loud -speaker, and was sitting
approximately the right difference in in the next room with the folding doors
wavelength, and as W G Y's is a very between the two rooms open.
strong transmission you can often hear
The ahnouncer then stated that W G Y
him when your tuning is not dead sharp.
(Concluded on page 656)
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Octet under Mr. S. Kneale Kelly.
7.30

II

11102111101j

1

III

p.m.

the

programme

After
consists of

comic opera items and variety turns, together with ballads.
A new site for the Leeds transmitter has
been found in Stanley Road, Harehills.
At to p.m. (S.B. to all stations), on
October 3o, Mr. A. J. Alan, the successful
raconteur who made such a success with
his "Adventure in a Flat in Jermyn
Street," and later his quaint information

11

"pLossom

Prof. Edouard Branly's eightieth bi -thday will be celebrated on November 6 by concerning the "B.B.I.," will tell of his
a great banquet, organised by the Radio adventure on Dartmoor.
There is a movement on foot to erect
factotum) gives a programme from his own Club de France.
a
wireless
station on Guernsey Island.
studio. The fun begins at 8.43 p.m.
Suitable premises for the Dundee station
Readers of AMATEUR WIRELESS may like
The Ministry of Health approves of the have been found. The studio and administo listen -in to Russia. On October 30, at
installation of broadcast receivers in work1.45 p.m., G.M.T. (wavelength 3,200
houses-apparently more for their edumetres),
the Moscow station will broadcational value than the entertainment they

ill have a busy time on
I) November 4, when John Henry (as
concert director, announcer and general

afford.

Listeners who hear a bird's song on
November 3 should not jump to the conclusion that it is another nightingale. It
will be Mde. Marie Saberonne, who is a
whistler of extraordinary ability.
On November 5 a new instrumental trio
will make its bow at a L 0 with a chamber music programme.

Provided that no interfering regulations
are adopted, an American corporation is
reported to be ready to erect a 50 -kilowatt
broadcasting station near New York.
Songs by Mr. George Parker (baritone)
and the Beethoven No. 3 Concerto in C
Minor, played by Mr. Maurice Cole, are
to be included in a L O's "Night with the
Old Masters" on Nov. 7.
Although broadcasting has only just
started there, Johannesburg already has a
bus equipped with a four -valve set.
A series of puns on musical terms forms
the foundation on which the "Roosters'"
programme on Nov. 8 is built up.
Successful experiments have been carried

out in Port Phillip between the Maloja
and a lifeboat equipped with a special
Marconi set.
At

the time

of

CHIEF EVENTS OF
THE WEEK

London

3. 0 Band of Princess Patricia's Can-

Bournemouth
Aberdeen

8.35

Glasgow

whether or not the closing ceremony at
Wembley will be broadcast. It is to be
expected, however, that, equally with the
opening, the closing of Wembley will
attract the enterprise

of

the

B.B.C.,

especially as on this occasion the Prince
Wales will make his first public
appearance since his return from the
of

United States and Canada.
It is estimated that 28,692,135 worth of
apparatus was manufactured in the U.S.A.
last year. This includes 1,889,614 pairs
of phones, 414,588 valve sets and 116,497
crystal sets.

and Choral Pieces.
3. 0 Orchestral Concert. Religious
Service.

London

"Old Times" Programme.
733

Popular Night.

TUESDAY
7.30 City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra. Popular Programme.

Birmingham

730 Symphony and Dramatic Pro-.

Bournemouth

730 Band of 2nd Battalion (Loyal

Newcastle

8.55

Glasgow
Belfast

7.45
7.30

London

WEDNESDAY
7.30 Chamber Music and Songs.
730 City of Birmingham Police Band.
8. 0 Bournemouth Municipal Or.

Birmingham
Bournemouth

gramme.

North) Lancashires.

"The Mari in the Street" (a
play in one act).
Irish Night.

Ulster Poetry in Song.

chestra.

Cardiff
Manchester
Newcastle
Aberdeen
Glasgow

going to press no

announcement has been made, nor can any
official information be obtained, as to

adian Light Infantry. Religious
Address. De Groot.
Religious Address.
Old Psalm Tunes. Anthems

MONDAY

ALL STATIONS
(Earept Baas!)
Belfast

ALL STATIONS

7.30 Two Plays.
730 Harmony-Humour-History.
7.30

Delius and Vaughan -Williams
Programme.

7.30
7.45

Special Dance Night.
Festival Prize Winners' Night.

THURSDAY
" La Cigale " (Audran).

(Except Manchester and Belfast).
7.30 Glees, Madrigals
Manchester
Humour.

London

and

Birmingham
Bournemouth

7.30

Manchester
Belfast

7.30 A Trip to Fairyland.

Glasgow

7 0

London

Birmingham
Aberdeen
Belfast

That a broadcasting company should be
formed to serve all parts of India and
that it should receive So per cent. of the
licence fees is a provisional proposal of
the Government.

Four Greek firms have installed Marconi sets as an aid to the conduct of their
business, the regulations permitting the
private use of this means of communication.

Nearly to,000 licences have been issued
in the Nottingham district already.
Wireless seems to offer the best medium

for the transmission of photographs, for
greater power can be used than can be
sent over a telegraph line. This is the
opinion of an expert in that branch.
That wireless distracted the pupils'
attention from more essential subjects and

found no real part in modern education
was a protest made at an educational committee meeting.

A seaplane built for service in British
Some

FRIDAY
730 Third Night with Old Masters.
Popular Programme.

730 Light Symphony and Operatic
Night.

730

Years' Dictatorship of the Proletariat."
be P. F. Jakovlav,
president of the Sovietland Esperanto
Union.
Some enthusiast has estimated that
2 L O's transmissions total over 15,000
hours.

The speaker will

SUNDAY (November 2)

9. 0

cast a talk in Esperanto on "The Seven

Scottish Programme.
Opening of New Studio.

SATURDAY
7.30 The " Roosters " Concert Party.
730 " A Tale of Two Cities."
7.30 Operatic Night.
730 Belfast Mayfair Glee Singers.

tration offices will be at 1, Lochee Road,
and the transmitter in rooms at Caldrum

Guiana

between_

plantations

and

the

nearest town, zoo miles distant, has been
equipped with wireless apparatus.
Two French scientists have carried out
experiments with mercury -vapour arc
amplifiers.
Recently a New York broadcasting

station "imitated the sounds of a boiler
shop." Perhaps they had their pet Ford

tied up in front of the microphone?
Compared with England and America,
France has been rather behind in manufacturing dull -emitters.

Mental patients frequently write to the
A new military band, that of Princess
Ministry of Health and complain that they
Works
(Harry
Walker
and
Sons,
Ltd.),
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, will
Are being poisoned by wireless.
perform for 2 L 0 on Nov. 2. In the St. Salvador Street.
When a rumour went round the Hyson
The afternoon programme at 4 p.m. on
evening De Groot and the Piccadilly
Orclietra will "appear "
Nov. t is being given by the Wireless Green district that a raid by the authorities
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was to be made on all houses where it
was suspected. that unlicensed apparatus
was installed, a large number of people
rushed home and took down their aerials !
Ceylon- wireless is in its infancy. No
amateur transmitting licences have yet
been issued and no receiver must tune to
more than goo metres. The Government
Telegraph Department is making experiments in broadcasting, but in Colombo
(the capital) there is only one wireless
dealer.

school shall receive broadcaSt lessons on concerns the quality of one's reception
more than two afternoons a week.
when using the set. You have probably
that if you tap one of the valves
In France furniture is always "period" - noticed
in
any
set
a "pong" is heard in the rein style, but it seems a little odd to speak
This
ceivers.
is caused by the valves
of a Louis XV five -valve set !
being to some extent microphonic. The

Most Soviet wireless stations are allo- tap which you administer jars the electrodes, causing the distance between the
Wireless "spongers" are so numerous grid, filament and plate to vary.
If the panel is not supported by stifin Germany that the authorities have
threatened a general raid on all houses feners it will be like the top of a drum
suspected of harbouring unlicensed appa- and will vibrate with the slightest shock,
cated call signs beginning with R.

communicating its vibrations to the valves
mounted upon it. Hence whatever type of

At a sitting of the Royal Commission on ratus.
In order to increase the number of
Awards to Inventors it was suggested that,
while the use of a loop for direction find- sensitive spots on a crystal it is suggested

valve is used the set, if the panel is unsupported, will be very microphonic. In
an early model of the Thousand -circuit

ing was well known to experts at home, that it should be powdered and the cat the knowledge did not seem to have pene- whisker placed in a small heap !
trated to G.H.Q. in France during the
As the result of a workman being inwar !
jured by a fallen aerial, Blyth CorporaFor over six months severe practical tion have asked a committee to consider
tests of an experimental wireless beacon the whole question of aerials with a view
have been carried out by Marconi's at to preventing such accidents.
Nash Point (between Swansea and Cardiff) with most satisfactory results.
THOUSAND -CIRCUIT BOARD" (continued
At least one French amateur is annoyed ",THEfrom
page 630)
by the clause in the new transmitting curved a little in the middle.
Even
licences that forbids English amateurs to
should it be quite flat when fastened it
work with other countries.
will tend to warp when exposed to vary"Pirating" seems to be causing trouble ing temperatures. The stiffeners flatten
in Australia in much the same way that out the pipel and prevent it from warpit did here when broadcasting started.
ing. If they are not a very tight fit for
School broadcasting facilities have been the frame they may be secured to it by
extended by the L.C.C. Education Com- screws driven in at the front and back.
The second duty of the stiffeners directly
mittee, but it has been decided that no

The mechanic
sound Variometer
Amateurs with an appreciation of soundness in design

will value the Woodhall
No, 1 Variometer as being
right mechanically.

-711111111110`

lauln

,,,,kts

perfectly

true

Further, the vibrations set up by strong

signals upon certain notes were sufficient
to cause the panel to vibrate with the most
horrible results upon reception. Should
the particular valves used be at all micro phonic this nuisance can be checked by
standing the set upon a pad of felt.
J. H. R.
(To he continued)
An automatic system of transmission and

reception, capable of reaching a speed of
Too words a minute, works by means of
musical notes, and is claimed to solve the
problem of keeping transmissions secret.

BROADCAST MESSAGE

TO THE TRADE

THERE

ARE

COMMIE IN

MANY

SO-CALLED

WEIGHT,

QUALITY,

LICHTWEGHTS

BUT

NONE

AND PRICE WITH THE --

"ALTO" LIGHTWEIGHT

12/6

screwed in; they are firmly moulded
in

The result was that when one
walked across the room the loud -speaker
registered a "pong" at each footstep.
stiffeners.

PRICE :

The spindles of the Rotor are not
in,

Board I made the mistake of using no

alignment.

They cannot come 'loose or out of
alignment, causing the Rotor to foul

TRADE ONLY

Stator.

BecauJe of the degree of accuracy in
alignment, we do not need a " safety margin ". of clearance, and therefore
the coupling between Rotor and
internally wound Stator is closer than in any other Variometer.
The spindle also has a metal bearing,
One -hole
terminals are Provided.
giving a smooth " feel " of rotation
fixing for panel mounting ; brackets
that makes extremely fine tuning
adjustable for upright or horizontal
possible.
mounting. Wave length 250 to 750
All connections are internal, by spring
contacts from Rotor to Stator. Two
metres on 100 ft. aerial.
Sold by all Tireless Dealers, who ea* obtain
supplies
through
their
usual
Factors
Sole Distributors:

SUPPLIED

4,000 ohms.

THE HEADQUARTERS OF ALL WIRELESS
ACCESSORIES, AND AT THE RIGHT PRICE
AND QUALITY.

Write for our Ulu -trated Catalogue comprising
a comprehensive list of all Wireless Accessories.

1 2/6

THE WHOLESALE FITTINGS Co., Ltd

PRESSLAND ELEC FRIC SUPPLIES LTD.,

23 25 and 27, COMMERCIAL STREET, LONDON, E.1.

HAMPTON - ON - THAMES.

The Woodhall-Wireless Manfg. Co., Ltd.

Phone: London Wall 1191.
South London Depot:

65, NEWINGTON BUTTS, LONDON, S.E.II.
Hop, 773.

MANCHESTER :
IIIIiiiiiiiIiiiiiiiiiIiiii111111111111111111111111111111!1111111111111111111111111111111111119,.1111111111

Telegrams: Cala/les, Norton. London,

78-80, High Street.

BRISTOL:

14, North Street, Stokes Croft.
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imbrpretatiotx to the I
THE process

of

not the actual singing

broadcasting is an you are listening to.
eventful one . .
Only a copy. With an
between the singer and Ediswan Valve you
.

your headphones

would probably not
several pretty drastic notice the difference.
transformations t a k e That is one of the
place. The most advantages of a really
entrancing music is good valve.
nothing but a wave

length when it leaves

the transmitting station.
And that's all your aerial
An
cares about it.
aerial is only interested
in oscillations. It rests
with the detector to

find what the waves

are saying and to interpret. But even then it's
eThe

first Val*

ever madeVas

produced iry
the EdisvOatx

laborator

Ediswan Valves are highly

sensitive and operate with a
complete absence of noise.
They are the outcome of 30
years' experience.
Ediswan Valves will bring the best
out of your wireless set --get some
on the way home and enjoy a better
programme from to -night onwards.

All dealers sell them.
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
QUEEN VICTORIA ST.. LONDON. E.C.-4,

1S

N
VALVES

An interesting study of early wireless history may be made at
the Science Museum, South Kensington, London, where the complete
series of Dr. Fleming's experimental valves can be inspected.

CDCD6tC6tEttlt.t. 6E-t(L')
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powerful transmissions are about equal,
but for weak signals and for selectivity
the former is miles ahead. -G. J. M.
(Sutton).

The Thousand -circuit Board
SIR, -Many correspondents have written
to ask questions abeout the Thousand -circuit Board, constructional details of which
arc appearing in current issues of "A.11"."
Rather than send individual replies to

each querist, I should be greatly obliged
tion,

Loud -speaker Results

1

recently carried out a

se -..es of

if you would allow me to sum up the

tests to settle the question to questions and to answer them in one
SIR, -I notice in No. 124 a letter from comparative
my
satisfaction.
aerial, situated about general letter.
Messrs. Alfred Graham and Co. which 15 miles south ofMy
(ContinneY on tare 65o)
2
L
0, is unfortunately
infers that most present -clay imperfect a poor one, but the earth connection is
results from loud -speakers are due to the
receiving set and not to the loud -speaker.
My experience until recently Was that
the average loudspeaker results obtained

by most amateurs were really not worth

listening to. Having constructed a three valve resistancecoupled receiver that
gives me wonderful volume with absolute

crystal clarity of tone and no distortion

on an Amplion junior, I have come to the
conclusion that, provided one has a good
loud -speaker, faults should be sought in
the sets themselves.
I, might mention that the only interest
I have in Alfred Graham and Co. is that
of an extremely satisfied user. --H. L. C.
(Staines).

Amplification
SIR, -Being a

firm

believer

in

the

superiority of H.F. over L.F. amplification for both range and purity of recep-

short and efficient.
On a valve detector alone 6B M, S B R,
2 B D and S F R were received at excellent phone strength; the other B.B.C.

A stage of

stations were rather weak.

MRCINESS

AffUt441/1BATOR

TROUBLES

8ANISHECt
a business devoted entirely

L.F. was then added. 6 B M, S B R, 2 B D

and S F R could be heard on the loudspeaker, but the weaker stations, owing to
Morse jamming, were not so good.
After this the L.F. valve was switched
off, and replaced by a carefully -designed
H.F.
unit
employing
tuned - anode
coupling.

There was certainly not much difference

A.M.C. is

ANCE.

A.M.C. hire charged accumulators of suitable -

size for any set, and deliver regularly every
week. Or maintain your own, and if you
have only one, lend you one alternate
weeks while your own is being re -charged.
A.M.C.- Service keeps you continuously supplied with correctly -charged accumulators

from Is. 2d. per week by quarterly sub-

far as the nearer stations were concerned, 7but for the more remote trans-

scription anywhere within

missions the improvement was remarkable;

hire and the hours they last per week for
sets using
to 5 valves, and is post free.
ACCUMULATOR MAINTENANCE 0.

so

mush and other interference were far less
troublesome with this H.F. unit
To sum up, the merits of H.F. and L.F.
amplification for the reception of fairly -

10

miles

I

267, High Street, Camden Town, N.W.
'P/tone: Hampstead 2698.

eel Masts, 20 ft. 10/, 30 It.. 14/, Wavemeters, 50/-. Recorders
Transmitting sets, 1515. Amplifiers, £2. Valve Cabinets.
Control Panel,. 10/-. SEDUCED PRICES. Bigger Stocks.
6/6 Ediswan Valves, R.A.F. " C "Type. The

IC/5.
13/-

finest

B11,431111,1

English

Valve.

Osmno

"C.R." with 4 legs
(as illustrate I)
Alternators, 200 watts. 70/- 500 watts. £9/10. Accumulators from 4/8. Hydrometers. 2/-. Milli -ammeters,
m/a, 30/-: 50 m/a, 35/-. Wire. all types, t m.
stocked.
Amplifiers.
5 -naive. £0 ;
£3
6 -valve, £7 : 7 -valve, £8. Buzzers. 1/6. 3/6. Valve

Boxes and Coil Boxes. 1/8. Cabinets, 10/-, Condensers up to 24 mid.. all topes, 001. 84. Dynamos,
6-v. and 12-v., 6 -amp., 60/. , H/T 1,000-v. Hand.
51.0. 12 to I,200 -v., £22. Earth Clips. 6d
Mats. 15/-. Spikes, 1/3. Ebonite Panels. 3/6 Ib
Meters, line selection, all sixes from millivolts to
.,
lee prices. R.A.P. insulators. lid. Loud Speaker
Unit,. 7/6. Bilerorhunen, 1/-. 'Phones, 2/- to VA. PIngs. 3d 19.

Potentiometers, 3/6. Receivers : Crystal, 5/-, 17.6. 19,6. 37.6;
2 -valve, £2
3 -valve. 63/15: 5 -valve. Z5/5. hunches, Dewar.
to 200 - amps.
Special:
-valve C.W. Transmitters. £3/10.
Ammeter Panel for do.. 17/8. 1 -Valve Trench Transmitters, £5.

Sosak Sets, 100/600 metres, 15/6. large 5213 100 watts do., 3i/-.
Telephony Seta. No. 34, £3. Toners. R.A.F., 8/- to 40/-,
Valves, all types: Dull Emit.. 17/6: Marconi Rounds. 3/8. Vert.
"meters, 3/, Sq. Panel Wire, 2d. per 24 -inch rod. Wire. Rubber
Prompt delivery
Flex, Id. per yard. Thunderstorm Arresters.
oy mall all over the a odd. Send 41. statist a for Illustrated Catalogue
of Radio Bargains

LESLIE DIXON &
Phone: Avenue

'

'

9. Fo'onoriesial A,
CO.,

Min

E Lvenue

Telegrams: Electradix, Ala.. London
Barclays 227

TELEPHONES RE -WOUND

o

Guaranteed. All makes Iv., except Brown
, Wax filled, UP. rer pair.
arm, converted to high
resistance, 2,6 each earpiece. Re-magnetis ug 94, per earpiece.
Postage extra Ed. per Pair.
to 4,000 ohms.

end

JOHN W. MILLER, 68 FARRINGDON ST., E.C,4
'Phone: CF. s/ TR A I. to.5o

THE ONE YOU ARE WAITING FOR -

THE
ECHO
VALVE
This valve
the finest yet made in two types.
is

Fil. 3'35, '55 amp , 6 9
Fil. 3-35, '06 amp, 14/6

We have the sole agency for tiles.: valves and the first
delivery is now in.

Saud 941. in .damps fr a special crystal and

Price List.

rho RADIO & GENERAL SUPPLY Co.
29, BLACKFRIARS STREET, MANCHESTER.

7/6

C.A.V. Fuller" etc. Guaranteed brand new and terfeet bat

tlightly scohd. We refund cash with carriage both ways U
retuned within 7 day&
4v-6oa
4 v --Boa

40-loca

...

21/9
2718

32/8

6v Ora
6y -Boa
6v- 8oa

...

25/.
92/6
40/

47/6

6v-looa

Special Line. Best English Slake, 6 v. 6o atop hour, 22 9 each

MAUDE RUBBER CO,, 58, Praed St., W.2.

TWICE AS LOUD
THE "PHAREE" REGENERATIVE VARIOMETER

is the only vario. in the world having two distinct
circuits tuned with one control.
With
Steps up voltage -tunes sharply -extraordinary
results -wound un ebonite one ho e fixing.
PHAREE, 114, Borough Rd., LONDON,S.E.1.

6/6

MAKES CRYSTAL FQUAL VALVE

Diagram.

Wring

from

Charing Cross.
A.M.C. Folder contains a useful chart
showing the var/au, a, ce accumulators we

ACCUMULATORS

ELECTRADIX RADIO GEMS

to

Wireless Accumulator HIRE or MAINTEN-

contains 600 ft. of wire, evenly spaced, rolls
up like a blind, and weighs 11 oz. only.
Will operate both Crystal and Valve Sets,
If your dealer do,s not stock send us his name
and one will deliver post free

The Carpax Co Ltd., 312, Deanapte, Blanches:or

RELIABLE
Every i3owyer.Lown Component

is

guaranteed

and will beexchanged a unsatisfactory. Make
successful sets by using these tested parts. which
are included in many famous designs.
LIST FREE. Complete list free on receipt
of postcard containing name and address.
Send it now.

4

HEADPHONES
4,C00 ohm..

12/6,per

HEADPHONES, LOUDSPc.AKERS

Repaired. Remagnetised, Adjusted. test up to 4.1'0 ohms. 15/. any
make; al Pamir guaranteed. Remagnetised aid adjusted only, III
pea pair.

Pas age Orl. extra.
way, 81i. 'Phone Hop 2627

MAGNETO SERVICE 00-. 4, Newington Ca

POST FREE
Sensit've,

comfortable,

and strongly made with

highly - finished nickel
earpieces (swivel action)

and adjustable leather covered headbands.

The best pones in the
market to day, at anywhere

rear the same
price.

MONEY RETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED IN 3 DAYS

THE PRINCESS ELECTRICAL Co. Ltd.
(Dept. Al 169 Princess St. MANCHESTER

iobleT'HE

LONG -LIFE BATTERY
219-229 SHAFTESBURYIWENUE
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The perfect
unison of
power and quality
T can be said that both efficient and distortionless amplification is attained for the first time

-a perfect unison of power and quality. The
Marconiphone " Ideal " Transformer gives high
and equal magnification of all notes in the musical

scale-of every tone and overtone.
4:
R VALVE

4 van /'t1

SOU

4: 1 TRAtisfoRIOR

TRANSFORMER.
80 vOILS (HA' 1

on

cum.

SUIT
3 VG VS Mt/

to.

000

FREUEVCV

ZO

C/

nowu fewer/
P49074y

)000

0000

CYCLES PER SECOND.

1000

6:1 TRANSFORMER.
5 ALM
A50 VOUS /RAY/
4.5 Ma &AI
MVO. EL, 5.5,

The sound construction of the Marconiphone
" Ideal " Transformer starts by unsparing use and
exhaustive tests of the highest grade materials,
and is completed by an entirely new method of
checking the assembled instrument for actual
amplification at various frequencies. Its perfect
design is .particularly well demonstrated in the
successful way the " Ideal " is used in multi -stage
amplification, without risk of low - frequency
oscillation.

2.7:1 TRANSFORMER.
00 v aS11, Ara
iv 44400,4. at .41..

VALVE

4 Var$ tri

The great claims of the Marconiphone " Ideal

)f.

Transformer for highly efficient and distortionless
amplification are upheld by the guarantee which
each instrument carries.

2130

5

000

0500

FR EQUENCv

IN

000

510

CYCLES PER SECOND

SOO

And apart from its excellent performance, it is
only necessary to examine the materials and
workmanship of the Marconiphone " Ideal "
Transformer to realize that in price it is moderate.

The Guarantee

IN THREE RATIOS:
2'7

to

1,

4

to

1,

to

6

1

35/-

each

which goes with each Mar-

"Ideal'' Transformer guarantees that the'
amplification curve at all
coniphone

points comes within

5

per

cent. of the examples shown

above, when used with

a

valve with the same constants
as

quoted.

The guarantee

also provides for free replace-

ment where a break in the

winding

occurs within
months.

six

Myr\

0

cRe

TRANSFORMER

GUARANTEED DISTORTIONLESS

THE MARCONI PHONE COMPANY LTD.,
Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

.

Is it necessary to use comt'onents of the makes specified? No, any
components of reliable make will answer.
It should,- however, be remembered that
Question 1.

Thousand -circuit

Board

does

not

merely exist on paper. It is the result of
practical experience and of a great many
tests with parts of all kinds. The components mentioned in the specification do

give thoroughly good results, and if the
constructor uses them he need have no
fear about the working of his set when it
is finished. The greatest care should be
exercised in the selection_ of condensers if

makes other than those mentioned are
employed. It would certainly be an improvement to use square -law condensers in

place of the ordinary type. When the
Board was *originally made up the only
square -law conden-sers on the market were

sold at a very high price.
Question 2. Can the set be .constructed
in it cabinet behind glass doors with the
panel in a vertical position? Yes, but it
must be remembered that in the original
design the condensers and rheostats arc
mounted upon the front member of the
frame. It would therefore be necessary to
make the dimensions of the panel 24 in.

by 16 in. instead of 24 in. by is in. in
order to allow the space necessary for
them.

Stiffeners

would

be

or less than the excess current whiCh will
plates will not falJ back by their own always flow from an accumulator when
first switched on, and it has nothing to
weight.
Question 3. Is it better to use ebonite do with the valves warming up.-H. P.
rather than ply -wood for the panel? Ply- (Highbury).
wood fitted with bushes of good quality Other Correspondence Summarised
answers very well, and no fear need be
W. H. B. (Co. Durham) wishes to know
entertained that if the set is made in this the identity of the station that transmitted
way the insulation will not be efficient. at 10.2o p.m. on a wavelength of about
The original set, made nine months ago 25o metres on October 6. The final word
with a ply -wood panel, has never failed spoken was "Cheerio." He would also
to work efficiently whatever circuit was like to know the identity of the station
wired up oti-it. It has been in daily which transmitted a concert, apparently
Use since that date and is in every way in French, the same evening on a waveas good as ever it was. Remember that length of about 240 metres.
the bushes must be of: the best quality
E. A. (Deptford) would like to know
and that care must be taken not to let which
station it was that transmitted
Fluxite or glue cover the under surface
Me " on October 12 at
"1`0A.4b5idpe.mN.vith
of their bosses or there will be leakS be,
tween the brass of the terminals and the
F. T. L. (Harwell) gets consistently
wood of the panel. This state of affairs
actually occurred in a circuit board made good reception of K D K A on his one -valve
dual set, and was successful in receiving
up by a friend.
Question 4. Would it not be better to Capt. Eckersley's talk on October 12.
E. H. B. (Wavertree) states that his
use Clix instead of terminals? Clix are
very handy, and if expense is no object crystal set, made from instructions given
then they may be used with advantage. in No. 121, gives as good results as a
It will be necessary to keep on the wire- one -valve set.
less table a selection of flex leads of
S. P. (Redcar) wishes to know which
different lengths fitted with,a, Clix at each station transmitted a Church service at

condensers are so adjusted that the moving

fece 648)
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Amateur Wireless

absolutely

essential with a panel of this size. If the

panel is made vertical the constructor

must be careful to see that his variable

end.-J. HARTLEY REYNOLDS.

" An Interesting Experiment "

The wavelength
used was about 380 metres.
J. C. S. (Westcliff-on-Sea) found that
12.35 a.m. on October 13.

SIR.,-Regarding the letter in "A.W.," his phone leads being wet was the cause
on page 558, under the above heading, the of the faint signals which he was reeffect referred to is due to nothing more ceiving.
immowlimmolomeoleg. ariugaiwommuts

By the- Director of Programmes
mowniniwiiiiiiillifinoniiwiffillt911111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111n1111111fillitii
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The STORY of BROADCASTING
by Arthur R. Burrows
7 IltinilillIllilliiillifininniiiiiiiiinatilinommuillifinintinlinflownTiTimintiiniiiiiiellillTITIMMITIMMTRIM11111

1st Impression exhausted on publication

2nd Large Impression now on sale

SEtRY

cc

The STORY °F
BROADCASTING

An authoritative and ,fascinating story that will strongly appeal
to every wireless enthusiast. In simple phrasing and with the
use of many homely parallels, this well-known wireless expert
sets forth the growth of broadcasting in Great Britain.

" Presents in an arresting manner just the information which
hundreds of thousands are seeking."-Nottingham Guardian. A
first-rate history of wireless."-Daily Dispatch. " Attractively
written and produced."-Glasgow Evening News. " Fascinating
stories."-Daily Mail. " Tells in. delightfully racy style of the
early experiments in broadcasting."-Nottingham Journal.

Bound in cloth,
001 illustrated
with

8

Half-

tone Plates,and
attractive 2 colour
Wrapper.

3/6
net

Published
by

Get YOUR copy to -day !

Cassell's
116=4040:2MOMAPAI
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E ENDS ON DON'T PAY MORE!
All the Best Dealers can
supply

now

SFORM

THE T
the transformers

with which they

are coupled.

with

BOWERMAN'S
(Guaranteed)

-Of vital importance to anyone employing two or more valves
are

you

It

BEST

is

universally admitted that this is a component to which special
attention should be given, for upon its efficiency depends the
results obtained. Insist, therefore, upon a good transformer.
But " good " does not necessarily mean " expensive." Although extremely low in price, because of its unique construction, we guarantee results given by our SUPRA low frequency
transformer to be the finest obtainable, and better than those
obtained with many sold at a much higher price. The secret
is in the windings which are in insulated layers, each having
six sections, giving wonderful amplification without any trace
of distortion. Obtain these results by insisting on a SUPRA

BRITISH -MADE

POWER
HEADPHONES
4,000 ohms
Stalloy Diaphragms.

Highly polished Duralu-

min Bands.
Show this advertisement to your Dealer and tell him we can

e

supply him at the right price.

BUY AND TRY A SET "ON APPROVAL."

-it cannot be equalled.

Money Back AT ONCE if these Headphones do not please
you in every way as being the biggest value on the market
to -day.

" SUPRA" L.F.

We are out for big sales at a small profit. That's our idea
of helping British Trade and industry. Is it yours ?
If any difficulty in supply, we will send to you direct.

12'6

BOWERMAN'S PHONE,

12, Ludgate Hill, London, Eng.
36 Arthur Street, BELFAST.

IRISH OFFICE

TRANSFORMER.

ellat.--1111w1b,seli,1112,n111V-Ilern1110,

HULLO,GIRLS!
HULLO, BOYS

ECONOMISE CURRENT CONSUMPTION
by getting this useful switch in your filament lighting circuit.
There is then no need to adjust your valves every time you
use the set. Adjust them ONCE, then just switch on and
off, thereby saving time and current. Neat and clean, it provides for one -hole fixing, and is heavily nickelled.
Under panel space only 11 ins.

The Best Christmas Annuals for 1924
Specially written by the Aunties and
Uncles

of

the

B. B. C.

Magnificently

Illustrated

31-

Stations

each, net.

COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTORS LTD.,
HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.2

-f- 323,
=

7 eleg rams :

Burmontn, Holb, London

-..TE

Telephone:
HotLorn 575,,

T11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111M111111111111111111111111111111111

..

1 MASTERPHONE

& PUSH SWITCH

Junior Loud Speaker
Send to -day for our 1924/5 Catalogue-bargains on every page.

Adjustable magnes. Unsurpassed
for clearness of tone and uniform
reception.

FINISHED Polish and Gilt.

22/6 EACH
12, 13, 14, Great Queen Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.
'Phone: Gerrard 575 & 576.

'Grams : Zywateseng, Westeent.

Works : LONDON, BIRMINGHAM & SOUTHEND.

.7=2

ASK YOUR WIRELESS DEALER FOR THEM
Wireless Dealers who hare not already received par- sd ticulars of TRADE TERMS should apply at once to:

" 83 - 5 - Y" PULL

2'6

-=_

C. H. HILL Type Y.

2,000 ohms

102 HIGH STREET, HARBORNE, BIRMINGHAM

=
=
-.7

BROADCAST
TELEPHONY
NOTE.-In the following list of transmissions
these abbreviations are observed: eon. for
concert; let. for lecture; arch. for orchestral
concert; irr. for irregular; m. for metres; and
sig. for signal.

GREAT BRITAIN
The times given are according to. Greenwich
Mean Time.
London (2L0), 365 M. 1-2 p.m., con. ; 3.153.45 P.m., lec. 4-5 P.m., con.; 5.30-6.15 p.m.,
children; 6.40 p.m. talk; 7-7.30 p.m., time sig.,
news, talk ; 7.30-9.3o p.m., music; 9.30-10.0
p.m., time sig., news, talk ; 10.0-1.30 p.m.,
;

(Mon., Wed.) ; 18.30, news only (Sun., Tues.,
Thurs., Sat.) ; 19.00, weather ; 22.10, weather
(etc: Sun.).

*,From Nov. r, on 1st and 15th of each
month, at 16.45.
Radio -Paris (SFR), 1,780 m. (to kw.). Sundays : 12.45, orch. ; 13.45, news; 16.45, con.;
20.30, news, con.; 22.00, dance. 12.30, news,

CONTINENT

Stock. Ex. ; 14.0o, Berlin news; 15.00, children
(Sat. and Sun.); 16.00, orch., lee. (Sun.); 18.30,
Esperanto (Mon.); 19.30, con. (Sun.); Eng.
cony. (Thurs.); con., lec. (other days).

each month, organ recital, 20.45.
Le Petit Parisien," 340 m. ( 5o0 w.).
21.30, con. (Sun., 'lace., Thurs.).
Lyons -la -Doug, 470 In. 10.30, news and con.;

sacred con. (Sun.); ro.to, news; 10.55, time sig.
and news; 14.00, children (Sun.); 15.1o, news ;
15.30, orch., lec. (Tues.) ; 18.3o, lec., Esperanto
(Fri.) ; 19.00, lec., Eng. cony. (Wed.) ; 19.30,
con., opera (Thurs.) ; 20.3o, news, weather ;
20.50, tech. lee., women's corner ; 21.00, time
sig. ; con. (exc. Sun., Mon. and Thurs.).

(PTT),, 458 m. (5oo w.). 75.00, con. (irr.);
16.30, lee. (Thurs.); 20.00, Eng. cony. and con.
(Tues.) ; 20.30, ICC. or con. On 3rd Sun. of

11.30-11.45-12.15, 16.15, Stock Ex. ; 20.0o, news
and con.
1,525 m.
Toulouse Aerodrome (MR D),
09.42, 19.42, weather.

(irr.).

o8.00 is 8 a.m. (G.M.T.).
AUSTRIA.
Vienna (Radio -Wien), 530 in. (r kw.). 10.00,
con. ; 11.50, time sig. ; 12.15, weather ; 14.25,
17.00,

children, lee.;

BELGIUM.

'

20.45,

weather ;

(2,70o

In.)

Ryvang, 1,025 m. 19.00, con. (Tues., Fri.);
11.00, con. (Thurs.).

Yorcks Passage, 440 in. New station testing almost daily, 19.00.
Viborg, 1,400 in: 19.00, con. (irr.).
Eiffel

FRANCE.
Tower, 2,650 M.

(5

kw.).

06.4o,

weather (exc. Sun.); Irmo, markets (exc. Sun.);
,1.15, time sig., weather ; 14. 3, 15.35, 16.3o,*

Stock Ex. (exc. Sun. and Mon.); 18.00, con.

Leipzig, 452 m. (r j2 kw.). 08.0o, sacred con.
(Sun.); 10.55, markets; 11.58,* time sig.;
12.00* and 15.00*, Stock Ex. news ; 15.30, C011.,
children (Wed.); 17.0o*, markets (exc. Sat.);
18.cro, lec., Esperanto (Mon.); 18.30, lec., chess
(Wed.) ; 18.45, Eng. lec. (Tues.); 19.15, lec.,
con. or opera ; 20.30, news; 21.00; dance (Sun.).
* Except Sunday.
Munich, 485 in. (i52 kw.). 09.30, sacred con.
(Sun.); 13.0o, time sig., news, weather ;
con.; 16.00, children (Wed.); 16.30, Eng. cony.
(Mon.); Esperanto (Thurs.); 17.00, markets,
news, women's hour (Tues. and Fri.); 17.30 and
18.30, con., lec.; 19.30, con., news, weather,

Nuremberg (relay), 340 in. Programme relayed from Munich (q.v.).
Stuttgart, 437 m. (15.4 kw.). 10.30, con.

(Sun.); 71.00, markets; 15.00, con., time sig.,

news (Sun.); 15.30, news ; 16.30, markets, con.,
weather, time sig., children (Wed., Sat.), women
(Fri.) ; 17.00, news, time sig. (Sun.) ; 17.30,
weather, time sig. ; 18.30, lee. (Mon. and
Tues.), Eng. lec. (Fri.); 19.00, lec., con.,
weather, time sig., news.
HOLLAND.
Amsterdam (PA5), r,o5o m. (200 w!). rt.00,
con. ; 19.40, con. (Wed.); 20. 40, news; 21.10,
con. (irr.).
(PCFF), 2,125 m. : News and
Stock Ex. almost hourly from 07.55 to 16.10.
Ymui4en (PCMM), 1,o5o m. 20.10, con.

09.30,
18.20,

(Sun.).

con., sermon (Sun ); 11.55, time sig.; 13.15,
news, Stock Ex.; 15.00, markets; 15.30,
children (Wed., Fri.); 18.0o, lec.; 19.00, con.,
weather, news; 20.10, dance (Sat.).

Sun. : 14.45 and 19.0o, con., news, dance.

m.

(2,400 tn.) 20.00, news; ri.00 and 19.10, con.

,6.00, women ; children (Sun.); 17.00, 'con., lec.;
17.30, children (Wed.); 19.0o, con. or play;
21.00, weather, markets, sport ; 21.50, news (in
English).
Konigsberg, 460 in. (ty:, kw.). 07.10, markets
(Wed., Sat.); 1o.15, markets; 10..30, sacred

news; 19.00, con., dance (Sat.); 20.15, news.

CZECHO=SLOVAKIA.

Lyngby (OXE), 2,40o m. (to kw.).

Hamburg, 387 m. (r34 kw.). 06.25, time
sig. and news (07.55, Sun.); ro.15, sacred con.
(Sun.); 10.55, markets; 11.58*, time sig..;
Stock Ex. ; 12.15, con. (Sun.); 14.00, lec.;

markets, news ; 14.45, orch. ; 18.15, weather,

Kbely (OKP), 1,150 in. (t kw.). 18.15, lec.,
news, weather, con. ; ro.00, con. (Sun.).
Komarov (OKB), 1,800 m. (r kw.). 13.00,
Stock Ex., sport, news; 09.00, con. (Sun.).
Prague (PRG), r,000 m. r8.00, weather,
orch. (irr.).
Straschnitz (near Prague). Will shortly take
over Kbely programme.

15.50,

07.00,

kW.).

news ; 11.15, Stock Ex. ; 12.00, time sig. ; 14.00,

13.0o, 14.00, 16.50,

DENMARK.
Copenhagen (Radio-Klub), about Soo
19.00, con. (irr.); 16.0o, con. (Sun.).

Frankfort -on -Main, 467 M. (I

time sig. ; 20.00, dance, news, weather, time
sig. (Sat.).
Munster, 407 in. (IN kw.). 06.55, time sig.;

Brussels (SRB), 265 in. (1 12 kw.). 17.00,
orch., children (Wed. and 'Thurs.); dance (Tues.
and Sat.); 18.00, news; 20.0o, lee., con., news
(opera, Mon. and Wed.).
Haeren (BAY), 1,roo m.
18.50, weather.

4,000 m. (10 kw.) : Express news
service, 06.00-20.00.
Breslau, 415 m. (154 kw.). ro.00, sacred con.
(Sun.); 10.15, Stock Ex., weather ; 11.55, time

news.

20.30, lec., news, con. ; 22.0o, dance (not daily).
L'Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes

The times are according to the Continental
system; for example, 16.30 is 4.3o p.m., and

18.4o, news, con.

Konigswusterhausen (LP), 68o M. (4 kw.).
con. (Sun.).
2,45o m.: 10.20, C011.
2,550 M. (5 kw). : Wolff's Miro, 06.30-19.40,
news. 2,800 in. (4 kw.): 10.50, con. (Sun.).
3,150 m.: Telegraphen Union, o6.00 -2o.00,
09.40,

Stock Ex., orch.; 16.30, markets, Stock Ex.,.
con.; 17.45, Stock Ex., news, women's hour; sig., weather (Sun.) ; 12.25, time sig., weather,

Agen, 36o rn. New high -power station testmusic. Mon. and Wed. the Savoy Bands are ing daily.
relayed until 11.0 p.m., and on Sat, until midGERMANY.
night. Sat. only, 4-5.3o p.m., con.
Berlin. (1), Vox Haus, 430 m. (700 w.); (2),
Aberdeen (2BD), 495 m. Belfast (2BE), 435
o in. (1% kw.). 09.00, markets ; 09.15, news;
rn. Birmingham (5IT), 475 in. Bournemouth
(6BM), 375 in. Cardiff. (5WA), 351 m. Glas- 10.35, markets*; 11.15, Stock Ex. ; 11.55, time
gow (5SC), 420 m. Manchester (2ZY), 375 m. sig. ; 12.05, news ; 13.15, Stock Ex.; 14.00,
Newcastle (5N0), 400 m. Much the same as markets*; 15.00, markets* ; 15.3o, orch. ; 16.00,
markets*; 17.30, lec., children (NVed., Sun.);
London times.
18.00, Eng. cony. (Mon.),
Bradford (2LS), 310 m. Edinburgh (2EH), Eng. cone. (Mon.);
325 m. Hull (6KH), 32o in. Leeds (2LS), children (Wed.), lec. ; 18.45, lec. (exc. Sun.);
19.30, con., news, time sig. ; 21.30, dance
346 in. Liverpool (61.-V), 315 M. Nottingham (Thurs.
and Sat.). Evening lee. and con. from
(5NG), 322 m. Plymouth (5PY), 335 m. Sheffield (6FL), 301 m. Stoke-on-Trent (6ST), 306 18.00 relayed by Berlin (2) on 5oo m. * On
W.L. 500 in. only.
p,. Programmes relayed.
Berlin (Telefunken Co.), 750 in. (r kw.).
10.30, con. (almost daily); 19 oo, con., tests _

Stock Ex., news, con. ;
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(Sat.).
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Hilversum (NSF), 1,05o in. (500 w.). 19.40,
con. (Sun.) ; 20.40, lec. (Fri., irr.) ; 19.45, children (Mon.).

Cassell''s

ateworefikeve

Buda-Pesth

HUNGARY.
(MTI), 950 m.

Half-hourly

from 06.45, news, Stock Ex., con. (irr.).
ITALY.
Rome

21.30, con.

Rol 422 M. (I% kw.).
(Continued cn tags 654)

19.30 to
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ggeFeafa(l volume

difioyiion

MULLARD D.E.A. VALVES give increased volume and clarity
from your loudspeaker.

Just take out your last L.F. stage valve, and insert a
You will be delighted with the immediate increase in pure volume.
Mullard D.F.A.

this marked advantage, Mullard D.E.A. Master
Valves consume LESS current than your present valves giving longer
life to your battery.

In addition to

ASK FOR THE D.F.A.O IF YOU USE A 4 -VOLT BATTERY 30/. eaei.
ASK FOR THE D.F.A.1 IF YOU USE A 6 -VOLT BATTERY 35/- each.

Leaflet V.A.3 gives full technical information.
Take greater care of your valves l -y using the Mullard Safety Disc,
free on request from your dealer. Send us his name and address if you
cannot get what you want, and we will send him the necessary supplies.

Advt.-The Mullard Valve Co., Ltd. (A.W.), Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balham, S.W.12.
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186,000 MILES PER
SECOND

BROADCAST TELEPHONY (continued from page 632)

"Decorating a Room" is the title of

an article appearing in the current issue of
" The Amateur Mechanic and Work " (3d.),
Lisbon (Aero-Lisboa), 375-410 rn.
20.30,
THIS is the speed both of light and of giVing simple designs for decorating the
tests, music, speech (irr.).
Montesanto (CTV), 2,450 ni. (15 kw.). Tests,
wireless waves through a. vacuum. It walls of a living -room. Other articles in
music (irr.); 13.00 and 23.00, weather.
also happens to be their rate of travel the same number are : "Repairing and
through the air. The speed of light when Renewing Stair Treads "; "Using a Water
SPAIN.
passing through glass or water is, how- Motor "; "Gas Troubles and Their
Madrid (Radio Iberica), 392 m. (134 kw.). ever, less than its velocity through air, Remedying "; "Design for a Carved
19.15, weather, time sig., Stock Ex., con.;
22.45, con., time sig. (23.14); 23.30, con., dance. as is shown by the well-known refraction Panel "; "Motor -cycle Practicalities ";
Barcelona, 325 m. (too w.). New station effect. The same applies to wireless waves. "Getting the Valve Set Ready for
If they are transmitted through water they Winter " ; "A Good Crystal Set "; " Imtesting. tS.00 and 21.00.
slow down somewhat. As their frequency, proving Loud -speaker Results "; "A LoudSWEDEN.
however, remains constant, the wavelength speaker Gramophone Attachment "; "The
Stockholm (TV), 440 m. 10.10, service, relayed (Sun.); 11.35, weather, time sig. ; 18.15, must necessarily diminish accordingly, so Insulation of -Wireless Component Parts ";
that, in submarine work, for example, "Notes by the Way "; "How I Built My
con., news.
Stockholm (Radio-Akt), 470 m. 19.10, con., messages sent from the land on one wave- Bungalow "; "A Simple Wall Cabinet ";
length Would be received undersea on a "A Set of Fire Irons "; " The Beginner's
news (cxc. Mon., Wed. and Fri.).
M. A. L.
Microscope "; 'Our Small Car Page."
Gothenburg, 46o m. 18.1o, con. (Tues., Fri. different wavelength.
PORTUGAL.

and Sat.).
Thurs.).

08o m.

18.10 (Mon., Wed. and

Boden, 2,500 m. 17.40, con. (Tues. and
Fri.) ; 16.40, con., news (Sun.).

SWITZERLAND.
Geneva (HBO, 2,100 m. (5oo w.).
lee. No Sun. transmissions.

12.15,

with wireless knowledge who
can contribute bright readable
matter should write to

news ; 16.00, children (Wed.); 17.55, weather,
news ; 19.15, con. (exc. Wed.), dance (Thurs.

and Sat.).

Zurich (Hongg), 65o m.
Stock Ex. ;

to advertisers
Amateur
please mention "ONO
:: Wireless.'"
In all letters

12.00 and 16.00,
27.15,

obtained than with other crystals. Price mounted in standard
size or small cup, 3,6, or complete in Ideal enclosed detector,
6/6. Satisfaction or money refunded. Particulars free.Ledsham & Co., 297, King St., Hammersmith, London

A K J, Box 346, Cassell's Adver- D'ye Ken KENITE RADIO PANELS ?
tisement Offices, La Belle Salvage, If You Don't, Get Acquainted NOW.
London, E.C.4.
Half ebonite cost. Double efficiency. No leakage. Easy

Lausanne (HB2), 83o m. (500 w.). 07.05,
weather; 12.30, weather, markets, time sig.,

weather, news,

(Permanently enAMPLICRYST
ergised
Crystal)
We guarantee that upwards of roe% greater volume is

Wireless Writers and Journalists

children

(Mon., Wed., Fri.), women's hour (Thurs.);

18.0o, weather, news; 19.15, lee., con. ; 21.00,
Sun. : 11.10 and 19.15, con. ; 21.0o,

news.
news.

to work. Black, matt finish. Prices Stock sizes,
thick
6" X 6' 1/-, 7" X 5" V.., 8" x 6" 1;4, 9" X 6" 1(6,
8" 2/3,
12' X se 3'4, post free. Larger and other sizes pro rata,
I" .5% extra, Minimum post order 1/..

Components List Post Free
CRAWFORD, 13, BIRKHALL ROAD, LONDON, S.E.6
(Late 9, Ca'entan Street, London, E.C.$).

:

Ask "A. W." for List of Technical Books

- BOOK THE DATES !-----November 15th to 29th

BRITISH

WIRELESS

EXHIBITION

Witriess
EXHIBIMN
CITY"
NOVEMBER
15-.20 2E19.:

AT THE

DAILY it

-10

WHITE CITY

---

LONDON, W.12.

---- ------

----

A gigantic show of Sets and Component Parts,

including some wonderful new ideas and improvements.

In order to make the Exhibition zepresentative of the

itotuntomilimitinitithimuel

Entire British Wireless Industry
every manufacturer of British goods has been
invited to exhibit. Come and see ALL that the
industry can offer. All goods will be on sale
at the stands

COMPETITIONS FOR AMATEURS.
DEMONSTRATIONS AND OTHER ATTRACTIONS.

Organised by Radio Exhibitions and Wireless Conventions, 46, Cannon St., London, E.C.4.

HOW
LATEST SETS
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ro9ress.

pipi
»UNYE.L DULL EMI MS
W.1 nor Detector a Id L.F. use 211- I

vt/.2 (with red top) for H.F.
use, operating at '3 volts 21/-J

1 l'ype..

12.1

and NV R.2 as

attove, but with re.istance

incorporated to operate off
2-, 4- r.6 volt accumulator 23/81

BR GHT EMITTERS

HE same spirit of progress which was responsible for
1 the design of the Cossor Valve still dominates the
research workers responsible for the new Wuncell-the
Cossor Dull Emitter.
Instead of merely producing another -Valve of similar

P.r. The standard De.
I

I

tector and L F. Valve 12/8
P.2. (with red to
The
standard H.F. Valve 12;6
Now packed in new
s,a1 d Cartons.

1

I

L___

characteristics to any already on the market, the Cossor
Research Staff went boldly to the root of the problem and
succeeded in producing a Valve which will be as popular in
its class as the wonderful P -type Cossor Bright Emitter.
Operating at a temperature of
only 800 degrees (as against the

.06 type of Valve operating at

2.000 degrees) its filament glow
is barely noticeable in daylight.
And owing to its extremely Inw
current consumption and robust
filament design (in diameter the
Wuncell

filament is

approxi-

mately the same as the standard
bright Valve) its life should be
almost indefinite.
But true progress does not end
with
Valve
.d esign-se ry ice
counts for something, too. In

111111

the new Cossor packing scheme
every Valve will be finally
packed in its wrapping of
cotton wool and sealed in its
carton. Your Dealer will not
find it necessary to break the
seal to prove to you that the
filament is intact. His Cossor
Showcard will prove it by a

flash when the carton is placed

in contact with it.

Thus every Cossor user is
guaranteed an absolutely new

and unused valve.

11
111

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Higlibury Grove, N.5.

Ilu

Gilbert Ad. 1657.
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received a tremendous, ovation, and his greeted with shouts, songs, witty remarks,

emulate Wireless
A. GREAT EVENING WITH W G Y " (continued
from page 644)

speech, which laSted for more than an with the blowing of a whistle and the ringwas switching over " to Chancellor's Hall hour, was splendid. He spoke upqn the ing of a cow bell. The chairman thumped
in Albany, New York, where `Mr. Secre- AMerican Constitution and of his country's the table heartily in vain attempts to ob-.
tary Hughes was to address a meeting. great need of personal service from all tain order. This was still going on at.
There was a slight pause and then the ranks of his citizens. When I tell you half -past three, when I decided that it was
announcer said that as it would be ten that his speech came through just as well high time for me to close down and go
minutes befOre Mr. Hughes spoke, two as that of Mr. Asquith, relayed earlier in to bed, especially as atmospherics had bemore vocal items would be given. During the evening from Paisley, you will realise come very bad indeed.
That is what we may call a sample eventhis time conditions were be&ming better something of the thrills Of Transatlantic

ing, and I have no doubt that if you go'

and better, and the second song, "If I reception.

Just before the end of the speech spark
interference became rather bad, and this
marred the next two items. Atmospherics
also were on the increase. The last part

Built a World for You," cable through as
clearly and with almost as good 'strength
as if it had been transmitted from 2 L 0.
After this the relay board, switch was
turned over, the confused murmur of the
crowd talking quietly in the hall coming

for W G Y you will succeed in picking him

up, provided that you select your night
carefully and that your apparatus is in an

J. H. R.
efficient condition.
of the programme that I heard consisted of
the relaying of the proceedings at a
Owing to the continued expansion or
There hollowed a burst of students' meeting, which was a very cheery
through.
applause as the chfairman rose to intro, business. Delegates from various places Amplion business both at home and
duce Mr. Hughes. The chief speaker were introduced first of all, each being abroad, Alfred Graham and Co. have
decided to organise an independent overseas section.

MIKRO Ltd.,

"Radio -Wien," the Vienna broadcasting

station, has made a good start, the city
already having is,000 licence holders.
relay station is to be erected at Graz.

The Proprietors and Patentees of the

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON
and

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL
SYSTEM
experimenters who wish to make their own -.:t;.
are now in

a

THE MASTER ONE -VALVE SET

position to supply parts to all

Ilas received all B.B.C. and CONTINENTAL Stations.
Operates Lcud Speaker 15.2o miles. Simple to operate.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET "The Marvels of the
Microphone "
;rd Edition. Port free 6(d (P. 0 , not ,t,ni s).
CROSS, W.C.2
32a, CRAVEN STREET, GHARIN%9ROS
Ii

43/..

Marvellous range and power.
Including B.B.C. Cods. Plus Royalty
C.enuinely worth £4.
Numerous letters of appreciation arriving from all parts of
the country. SELLING like WILDFIRE

Buy the World's Best Now.

PRICESKINDERVKNICROPHONEBTTON,

WORLD'S

WIRELESS

Packed in airtight tin.
with silver
catswhisker

STORES

WALLINGTON

FALLON'S FIXED

1/6

CONDENSERS
are made of the highest quality
mica and copper foil, each one
tested and guaranteed. Fitted

with soldering tags and nuts
for making clean connections

FIX "FALCON" CONDENSERS -Capacities up

to

they improve results for all Sets

oor, 113 each.

Capacities up to 033, 2,- each

FALLON'S VARIOMETER

TheSix-Phond

Crystal

The volume of clear bell -like reproduction yielded
by this wonderfully sensitive crystal is such that
it will effectively work six pairs of 'phones-or even
more, under suitable conditions. It is not only

no " dead spots") and
at least 5o per cent. " louder " than the hosts of
completely sensitive (with

" ites "-it is also fully guaranteed.
What Correspondents say:
Manchester (53 miles away) re.

ceived on Neutron as clear and
strong en a n -valve set. " A.E.,"
Bakewell.

Neutron is the best and
loudest crystal I have
ever known.-" H. B.,"
Liverpool.

Concert Tested and Guaranteed

EL) get1
See Stand No. Dz,

British Wireless Exhibition, White City,
Nov. 15 to 29

T. e World's Grea.est Radio Crystal

Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers. Insist on Nentron, In
the Black and Yellow Tin-or send Is. Gtl. and Dealer's name,

end this wonderful Crystal will be mailed by return.
Neutron, Ltd., Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London,
W.C.I. 'Phone-Museum 2177.
Sole Distributors: V. Zeitlin and Sons, 144, Theobald's Rd.,
London, W.C.I. 'Phone-Museum 375 and 68.11.

Inside winding, suitable for broadcast
reception on any P. M.G. Aerial, extraordinary close coupling ensuring large

tuning range. Inductance, the highest
possible -9.5 to r. Metal feet can be

adjusted to four different positions.
As used in the Single Valve receiver
for all wavelengths, described and
illustrated in " Modern \ Vireless."
July issue.

PRICE 10/

POSTAGE
611.

Write Direct for Trade Terms:

FALLON
CONDENSER Co., Ltd
The Condc.:scr

.1,

7:!!c qbans 1932

White Ribbon Works, Broad
Lane, TOTTENHAM, N.1ff.

All Correspondence and Post Orders
to above address.
City Depot: 143, FarrIngdOn Road,
G.1. Manchester Depot: 3. King

Street West, Deansgate.

Scottish
Depot: 120, Wellington, St., Glasgow,

SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS
at the price of ordinary.

Write for particulars of other
Fallon Specialities.

A
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GOLTONE

(REGD.)
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ELECANT APPEARANCE

RECEIVING SETS RICHLY StLECTIVE
SIMPLICITY IN TUNING

BRITISH MADE

Designed for rev lying cn any Wavelength. The Two -Valve Set clearly receives British
Broadcasting and Conlin ntal stations, and for Loud Speaker Reception the Three. Four -

and Five Valve Set- have proved entirely satisfactory in all arts of the Kingdom. Polished
Removable back. Ebonite Panel, fitted with Valve Holders, Filament Resistances,
Condensers tor liming Aerial and Anode Circuits, Knife Switch for High and Low Tension
Cabinet.

Circuits, etc.

Pr, sided with Plug-in Coils, to receive British Broadcasting stations. Plug-in Coils to
receive Paris, Berlin and other high -wave stations ate interchange elite and can he supplied.

Bo h the Luw Tension and 11 0-1 ension Batteries can be fitted insit e the Labn.et, and
the only woes on view ate the aerial and earth.
TWO VALVE CABINET. £7- I 0-0. Marconi Pat nt Royalties, 03,-

TH REE-VALVE CABINET £ 1 0-1 0 O. Marconi Patent Roya ties, 3716

F 0 UR-VALV CAB INF.S £ 1 3 1Q-0.
FIVE -VA LVE CABINET, £ 8-18-0.

Marconi Patent Royalties, 5o/ -

Marconi Patent Roya'ties 6a 6

.12 de ails, Together with particular., arid pr/n,cf aboz, Sets

See Cara..o..-ne

C.,totroToT:on.'

"COLTONv " (Regd. Micrometer Regu-

lating COIL HOLDER

W. & O. " EASIFIX "

P. Patent
Enables the fittest possible tuning and adds considerably I'
the etfictency,sele etiv t} and reliability of the ReceivingSe
2 Coil Type ...
9
...
... 12 6

3 Coil Type

Large u /4; i mstrated 32 pp. Ra io Cato! gse
Na 12/110 post free on revue t.
hmclose
Busi ess Card for Trade Terms.
These

lines

are stocked

zed 3 GOld310116
Pt NULE ION.

.....

by

el

,g....MANCII I SI t P., LID

all high
Radio
Stores.

Write direct
Address all communications to Head Office and Works if till°4tai.'"
able.

PENDLETON - - MANCHESTER

RADIO-High and Low

T.

sum

. nOt.TONE"
Lew
Fr,qn ncy Transformer
c, tor silence, ific ency and reliabihts P, ovides re,,,.,,k a Me a ',lineation

Tension Assembly.

F limina es all ugly louse wiring
.nil min, raises the risk or burninz out valves.
each conductor is i-tinctive y coloured and
enclosed ith in an outer brUding. Complete

LatIC OV. ALL

PO:

1711SUrpa

'

"11-1'11'.11

it,, ..:order lugs Price 3/ . Packed in attra ,ive carton

64 ins. long
over

YSIAL LEtk odo.

Improved type Ve tical
D at - t roof Detector,
of every description mooned on Ebonite
includi g
( Ot- Base, fitted with Glass
Shield.
t a, an, bin melled

RADIO WIRES

freed in !ram nix and distortion.

Equally 5uitabie with every t, pc of value

No make of Tra storm, give, hen r
rice 17 6
results

We can also supply at same price ratio/
xo to r Transto,me s recomm tided with
Unidyne ' High Tensi le, Circuit
Si .11 .01., Bronehort. Lacs.-, ani ne,y
pleased with the resultr from using, Tv&
G. Low Previte c. Trans otnters. I have
built many sets WI h the,*, au., h eve al., eyS jilti742 Mean to bet'', 1..Hasstortion
though gt eat in sedume. They give much

ires,Ae, ial Wir s, No. Ra/ra ... 119 each
Le: ding .1in wires, Parts only for Panel
Mow Ling.
Telephone Reg, iver

1/6 each
and Loud Sneaker No. R4/to
Cords, etc. Prompt Vertical Ts pc las i lusdated) and Horizontal
Delivt ries.
Type supp.ied at same
.

brier results than any other make 1

KEEN PRIC' S.

Oace tried

price.

Stocks also h id at Glasgow Dcpm. q, Pitt Street

Every Phone Its Own Amplifier !

A famous name for a famous Valve.

Von don't require valves to be able to use more phones on your crystal set.
Owing to a new discovery, tested, approved and fully explain d in
"Ante EUR WIRELESS" artic e, into et- .8th, MANY PHuN ES ON

ONE CRYSTAL SET. it is now possible to use as many phones as you
wish. irrespective of resistance, without weakening strength of signals.

THE

HON

woNDER-DETECToR

-

-

1111)L-'

Patents Pending

Designed and manufacture by the inventor
of "Amateur Wireless" systern, John W. Miller

WHAT THE

The - NELSON MULTI "

The "NELSON MULTI"

filaments, each of which
can instantly be brought
into use by a switch
device incorporated

tector, L.F. Amplifier,
or B.F. Amplifier.
Owing to its unique
construction it is
unequalled for pure

will function as a De-

contains three separate

in the valve cap.

EXTRAPHONE" DOES

clarity of tone.
Packed in specially
constructed boxes.

Adapted to fit any
standard Four -pin
socket.
No loose wires.
Three times the life

Enables phones of any resistance to be used at the same
time.

2. Enables as many phones as you want to be used without
loss of strength.
B. Equally as efficient on weak or strong signals. Every
phone in use is as strong as it would be if used alone.

Entirely

Fits any Cnstal Set without alts anon. Extranhoms fit into each other
if using more than one. No other detector necessary.

Filament Voltage

4-6

Anode Voltag
Detector 60-80
Amplifier80-120

Telopho) e:

retcyroms. " Nelsen
Wimbledon 172."

It

Mr/I./1172.

-

ON SALE EVERYWHERE 2/9

BRITISH MADE

If not obtainable locally, please send direct for one or no: re of these wonderful appliances, giving name and address of local dealer, Postage

The NELSON VALVE CO.

will be paid on all post orders.

JOHN W. MILLER
68, Farringdon Street, E.C.4.

136, KINGSTON ROAD, IisERTON 1Kttli.
Trade

British

Made.

of any other valve.

feria

Frey, all V
111111L

LONDON, S.W.19

Ire ess Tealers and Eleetr cans

-
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ELIMINATING THE

EVERYONE is aware of the splendid
advance in the technique of broadcast-

ing that has been made by the B.B.C.

within- the last year, and it is with hesita-

tion that one ventures to grumble at an
organisation which, on the whole, so ably
caters for our entertainment. But in the
matter of winter programmes, which came
into operation on September 29, there
seems to be reason for fair criticism.
Throughout the summer the B.B.C. pro-

vided excellent programmes that lasted

AMERICAN scientists have discovered

N a recent lecture before the Academie
that it is possible to extract quite a I de Marine, General Ferrie, the bead of
considerable strewn of electrons from an the French Wireless Service, pointed out
unheated filament by using 200,000 volts that although short waves of the order
on the plate. If this is boomed as a of too metres or less were rapidly proving
solution to the problem of !.`eliminating their superiority for ordinary long-range
the L.T. battery," the time will be ripe transmission, they were practically useless
for the long-suffering amateur to show for submarine work: The power of wireM. A. L.
signs of peevishness.
less energy to penetrate depths of water
increased in proportion to the wavelength
FOUR

employed.

until i t p.m. every evening, except Satur-

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"

day, when the Savoy bands were relayed

HANDBOOKS -1s. 641. EACH

fit to start their evening programmes half

WIRELESS TELEPHONY

until midnight. Now that winter is
approaching ( ), however, they have seen

an hour earlier, but, and this is the
grievance, the transmissions are also to
end half an hour earlier. That is, instead

of having something to which to listen
until II p.m. every evening, all stations
will normally close down at 10.30 p.m.
Perhaps there is a good reason for this,
but it is difficult to see. Although people

do not stay out so late in winter as in

summer, they do sit up later. Rather than
finish half an hour sooner in winter, most
listeners would appreciate an extension of
the evening programme until, say, 11.3o

EXPLAINED

SIMPLE CRYSTAL
RECEIVING SETS
WIRELESS COMPONENT
PARTS
SIMPLE VALVE
RECEIVING SETS

That at least seems to be a more

CASSELL & CO., LTD.,

logical course than the arrangement now

LA BELLE SAUVAGE, E.C.4.

p.m.

adopted.

WIRELESS

IN THE NEXT WAR

FILAMENT BATTERY

G. W.

He added that amongst the factors to be

reckoned with in the next war were the
wireless -controlled torpedo-boat and the
bombing aeroplane. These were in fact
already tat fait accompli, the control

mechanism being not only effective and
accurate, but also immune from interference by enemy jamming.
Secret systems of transmission in which

the emitted wavelength was continually
varied in an irregular manner would
remove one of the present drawbacks of
wireless signalling for war work. Directional installations would eliminate much
of the danger of secret naval movements
at night or in foggy weather, whilst the
new cable leader -gear system would prove

invaluable both for guiding aeroplanes.to
difficult landing -places and for steering

submarines through a maze of harbour
M. A. L.

mines.

HELLO! HELLO !! "UNCLE TOM" CALLING
"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling

66 T...Twor...E Tow" or 1:)116-3r1V110 tdNr XlECOELAT13"ir,

The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the Only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
TINF011...Per sheet, ad.
SCALES. -Half circle, o-1830, 2d.; complete
INSULATING TAPE, per box, 8d.
TRANSFERS.-"Easie-fix" Aerial44Earth Phones,
KNOBS -2 B.A. bushed ti in. dia., 2d.; 2 B.A., circle, 3600, black or white, 41d.
doz.,
3d.
per
set, 2d.; large sheet of Words and Scales, 9d.
STAPLES
(Insulated).
-Per
id.; 4 B.A. bushed t in. dia., lid.
VA R I 0 M ET E RS. -Small Brown, excellent value,
STAPLES (Tin). -Per doz., Id.
LOUD SPEAKERS.-Amplion
Junior, 27/6;
1/11;
G.W.
type,
L. Variometer, 2/6; L. Variometer with Ball
SLIDERS
AND
PLUNGERS,
3d.;
T.M.C. (Copper Horn), 57/6; Baby Sterling. 55/-;
Rotor, 3/6; Ebonite Variometers with Knob, 4/3
Sterling (Black and Gold), 60/-; Claritone Junior, very efficient, 8d.
led.
401
bottle,
5d.,
Td.,
&
and
5/6. Igranic and Sterling always in stock.
SHELLAC.
-Per
651.; Claritone Senior, 115/-; Sparta (Fullers),
VALVES. -Thorpe K.4 for Unidyne circuit, 1776;
SW ITCHES.-S.P.D.T. Miniature panel mount957.; and many other makes kept in stock.
Miniature
for
mountinz,
1/6.
ing,
1/.;
D.P.D.T.
Cossor, B.T.H., Marconi R., Marconi R.3V., MulLEADING IN TUBES. -6 -in., 8d.; 9 -in., 10d.;
SWITCHES (EARTH AND AERIAL). -Mounted lard-Ora, Ediswan, Myers, all at 12/6.
i2 -in. 1/..
on Ebonite, S.P.D.T., I/3 & 1/9; D.P.D.T., 3/3. DULL EMITTER VALVES -Marconi D.E.R.,
NUTS. -4 B.A., 2d. doz.; 2 B.A., 2d. doz.
21/-; Ediswan A.R.D.E., 21/-.
NAME TABS. -Circular with hole for fixing (Above fitted with Terminals.)
VALVES, DULL EMITTER, .06. -Marconi D.E.3,
under terminal, 1d.; straight type, id.' strips of SYSTOFLEX.-Per yard, 9d.
SPRING WASHERS. -(Copper), per doz., 5d.
23/-; B.T.H. B.3, _25/-; Ediswan A.R., 25/-;
in names, ed.; Aerial, Earth and Phones, id.;
SW ITCHES for Flush Panel mounting, 1/11; B.T.H. 6 Volt Power Valve B.4, 35/-; Mullard and
Pointers,
F.A.I., 35/,
PHONES.-Sketaphones, 16/6; The New T.M.C., Switches, round, (Togle), 2/..
SWITCH ARMS. -Best quality, led.; second VOLT METERS, o to Is Volts, 5/.; double read6 ozs., 22/6; Brown's Feather Weight, 25/-; Stering, o-io, o-roo volts, 12/,
ling, 25/-; G.E.C., 25/-; B.T.H., 25/-; Western quality, 6d.
TERMINALS. -Small fancy, Id.; small W.O.,
VALVE HOLDERS. -With 8 nuts and washers,
Electric, 25/-: Claritone, 25/-; Siemens, 25/... All
4,000 ohms.
SINGLE EAR PHONES. -2,000 ohms, 6/8; 4,000
ohms, 7(6.
PULLEYS. -Aerial, 6d. and ad.
POTENTIOMETERS. -Special line, 4/6; T.C.B.,

ld.; large W.O., lid. Telephone, lid.' Nickelled,
2d. (All above complete with nut and washer.)
Red and Black Terminals, per pair, 1/-; Screw
Spade Terminals, each, Id.; screw pins, each,
Id.; "Clix " Terminals, complete, ad.
TERMINAL TAGS for connecting Aerial Wire
to Earth Wire, per pair, lid.

5/.; Igranic,
Lissen, 12/6.
PHONE PLUGS.-G.E.C., 2 pin, 178.
TRANSFORMERS (Low Frequency). -General
ROTORS. -Wood, 21 in., It.; Ebonite, 21 in., 1/9.
ROTORS AND STATORS. -2 Stators and x Radio Co., 15/.; Powquip "Bucks" for Reflex
Circuits, 12/-; Powquip Shrouded, 18/6; Burndept
Rotor, complete set, 3/,
RESISTANCES (FIXED).-Mullard, zoo,000 ohms, Cheap Type, 15/-; Lissen T.2, 16/6; Lissen T.3,
25/;
Silvertown, 21/-; Igranic, 21/-; Fuller
2/6. (Clips for above, 9d. per pair.)
RESISTANCES (VARIABLE).-Woodhall roo,000 Shrouded, 22/-; R.I, new type, 25/.;, Eureka Conohms, mounted on Ebonite, 279; Allen, 50,000 to cert Grand (the finest transformer made), 30/.;
loo,000, 116; Lissen, so,000 to loo,000, 2/6; Watmel, Eureka 2nd stage, 22)6.
so,000 to too,000, 3/6.
RUBBER PHONE EAR-CAPS,-"Sorbo," per Valves and High Tension Batteries sent through
pair, 1/8.
post at purchaser's risk only and are not reMail orders dispatched same day. Please
Send ample postage. Excess will be returned.

turnable. Price Lists Free.
- 9 to 8 daily.

Business Hours

TRADE SUPPLIED.

5 Leg Valve Holders for K.4 Valves, 1/3;
Valve holders for Flush Panel Mounting, per set,
8d.; Valve Pins, id.; Valve Sockets with nut and
washer, ld.; Valve Windows, 6d.
BELL WIRE. -Single, 2 yards, lid.; Bell Wire,
Twin, per yard, id.; Bell Wire, Rubber -covered,
for connecting up, per yard, id.
WIRES. -Tinned, No. IS gauge, 3 yard's, 2d.;
Tinned, Square, 2 ft. lengths, lid.; Tinned, No. x8
gauge, for connecting up or for Aerial, too ft., 1/6.
DOUBLE COTTON -COVERED WIRE. -No. so,.
1 lb. Reels, 80.; No. 22, lb, Reels, tlid.; No. 24,
lb. Reels, 101d.; No. 26, 1 lb. Reels, llid.;
No. 28, 1 lb. Reels, 1/2; No. 3o, 1 lb. Reels, 1/4.
WIRE (Rubber -covered). -For Lead-in, Earth,
Earth or Aerial, 2d. and lid. per yard.
8d.;

All Mall Orders

to be sent to Head bWtce

and Stores:
GALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

"UNCLE TOM" PAYNE & HORNSBY, Ltd., GALLOWCATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE

Telephone: 3804 CENTRAL

Call Signs: 6 I R, 6 K W
Phone: 22267 Leeds.
CASTLE STREET, BELFAST and

10, QT -TEEN VICTORIA STREET,
LEEDS.
Shortly
ea, Camden Street, North Shields.

Reiter Avenue, Sunderland.
Russell Street, Ocean Road, South Shields.

Opening at

STONEY STREET, NOTTINGHAM.
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ASHTON'S PERFECT

AERIAL SPREADER
(protected)
PER
1 2/ - PAIR

GETS ALL STATIONS

ASHTON'S
8-10. BuI1N Head Yard,
MANCHESTER.

II ®1J 16

31EI

No callers.

with new typs headbands, very comfortable.

4,000 9 le PAIR

ohms
Postage 6,1. per pair
T. BUXTON, 10, Crofton Avenue, HILLSBORO', SHEFFIELD.

SPRING CONTROL

IS THE SECRET
of the

S.P.C. DETECTOR
Can be mounted on Valve Holder
or Valve Sockets on Panel.
Perfect micrometer adjustment, giving absolute positive pressure spring
control.
The most sensitive " spot " being
rapidly found and permanently held.

4/6 each.

,lave 804,,noticed it?

Post 3d.

SPEEDWELL PRESS CO.,

GLEBE ROAD, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.

ADJUSTABLE

LOUD
SPEAKERS 12/6
fitted with flexible connection to fit any gramophone or

10

born. Stalloy diaphragm. Adjustable magnets Brand
new, not reconditioned-. 2,000 ohms, 12/6. 120 ohms,

1316. Post free, complete in box, with money -back
EuaraMee.

Ouick delivery.

STALLOY DIAPHRAGMS, all sizes, 11 in. 4d.
to 4 in.,

1

Once you could hear gramophone music against a
background of complete silence you would never be
content to return to the obbligato of scratches and
hisses which you now cheerfully endure.

Micro -nut fitted, 8d. extra.

2.

F you listen intently to your gramophone you will
become aware of the light scratching of the
needle. But although you hardly notice it unless you
listen specially, it is there all the while.

1

LTD.,

JOHN W. MILLER, 68 FARRINCDON ST.. E.0 4. Phone: CENTRAL 1950

EVERYTHING for WIRELESS

It is the same with Wireless Reception; you hardly
notice the continuous breathing sound going on in
your loud speaker, but-unless your set is fitted with
Louden Valves-it is there, and it is preventing you
from getting the best possible results from your set.
The Louden Valve has been designed specially with

Send for new bargain list of alt components. klleadphoues

from 15/6. Loud Speakers 29/6. Crystal Sets from
19,6. Amplifiers from 42. Valve sets Iron 77,6.
Direct from actual manufacturers.

Townshend's, Ltd., Ernest Street. Birmingham.

BaerrRos WIREL ESS
This took gh 2, more practical information about buildng wireless iiistrmi,ents than others at ten times the price.
NOW TO ERECT, CONNECT AND MAKE
gl kinds of wireless apparatcs, including crystal
and dual amplification sets, one and two
valve amplifiers, also the latest two, three
!,
and four valve tuned anode receivers.
FREE ,,, ,
16o pages including vs diagrams.
,,....?..t,:i.
-,

*

1131/2,;.7.....

\

the object of eliminating all those " mush " or breathing sounds so prevalent with valves of the ordinary
type.
If you would care to know how this is
achieved, your dealer will supply you with a folder

SAXON tIAIDIO CO.

(Dept. 12). South Shore, BLACKPOOL

giving full information.

SIMPLE AND CLEAR
Wenderful results from using

the New and improved

But we feel that you are concerned with results rather
than with reasons, so our advice is that you shOuld

CATS EYE

FIXED
DETECTOR
Listen -in in comfort
at once. No wait-

PRIC

not consider your present reception perfect, but

2/6

Silver Clear Louden Valves and see how much better
it can be.

ing, no adjusting. Users are delighted. Order from
your deal, r, or send P.O. 2,6 and rid. stamp to :COMREX CO. (DEPT. 2), 119, FLEET ST., E.C.4

rritibtn
VALVES

The 'plain Louden for

detecting and Low

Frequency Amplifying.

The Slue Louden for

SINGLE RECEIVERS
2,000, ohms, British make
tested
and guaranteed

BRITISH PHONES 4,000

5

ohms,

Headband, guaranteed, 13 3 per pair.

Double

L.F. TRANSFORMERS 5
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS r hole fixing 119

H.F. Amplification.

Filament Volts.. 4.8-S
Filament Amps
0.4
Anode Volts .. ra-Co

ELL°

Ess

fit

Manufactured through out in Great 11r:tain.

All Louden* are Silver
Clear and free from

mush." The current
consumption is very
low and the life long.

s.er (Cteav
ouDen pa[boib

VARIABLE GRID LEAK *5-5 119
Trade Supplied

F. HOWE, 67, Little Heath, Charlton, 5.K 7.

ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD., PARK ROYAL, WILLESDEN, N.W.10.
E. P. S.4
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On October 14 Major R. Stanley delivered a lecture on " The Electron Theory and the Fundamental Principles -of Valve Action." He described

Eiffel Tower (F L) has altered its wavelength to 2,65o metres and also its times
of transmission, and it is not likely that
the spark set will close down yet awhile.

electrons in relation to different forms of matter;
also the theory of the valve as used in wireless receivers.

Experiments have been made with the new
valve transmitter, but this has made other
reception, even on short wavelengths, itn-

Kensington. Radio Society

Ho. Sec.-J.
Dorking and District Radio Society
Hon. Sec.-A. J. Cutto, High Street P.O.,. Dorking.
Tile opening meeting- was held on October 6, when
Mr. R. J. Hibberd gave a lecture on "-The Development of Wireless."
South Croydon and District Radio Society
Hon. See.-G. 11. TOZER, e18, Brighton Road, South
Croydon.

AT the last meeting a lecture was given by Capt.
I... F. Plugge on " My Experiences with a Portable.
Receiver in Central Europe." The society meets

every Tuesday at the headquarters, " The Swan and

Sugar Loaf Hotel."

T. P. GEE, Staple 1101.1SC, 51, Chancery

Lane, London, W.C.e.

AT the meeting of the society held on October
Capt. A. Ifinderlich delivered a lecture on " Windlie gave practical demoning with Fine Wire:"
strations showing how to solder wires together, including partial winding of telephone magnets, and
14

explained how such coils can be successfully wound
by hand.
Sale and District Radio Society
Hon. Sce.-1. L. RICHARDS, 14, John Street, Sale. ,
Tate annual general meeting of the society was
held on October 17. Councillor J. U. Thornton
gave a resume of the year's working, and the secretary presented the balance -sheet. it was, proposed
to open the society's rooms every evening on and
after October 27.
Sunderland Wireless and Scientific Association
Hon. Scc.-11. W. HODGES, Westfield (louse, Sun-

plaincd.

Coventry and District Co-operative Radio Society
Hon. Sec.-A. Cuffi-is, West Orchard, Coventry.
AT a recent meeting members submitted papers on

"Aerials and Earths," which were read and submitted to the vote for a monetary prize which had
been offered to stimulate interest in the theory of
wireless. The chairman described a one -valve set
with reaction, and component, were wired up in this
circuit and the set given a trial on the society's

4,

St.

Paul's

Wireless and Experimental Society
RECD, 73, Stafford Street, Leng-

Stoke-on-Trent

Hon. Sec.-W. II.

AT the meeting, held at the Y.M.C.A. Stanley, on
October 16 a talk was given by Mr. ft. Bishop -on
"The Broadcasting Company and the Difficulties
It has been up Against.'
Battersea and District Radio Society
Hon. Sec.-G. 1'. Pfftwes, 183, Lavender Hill, Battersea, S.W.m.
AT the headquarters on October

9

"Resistance -capacity Coupling."

.

the conditions printed at the heart of "Our Intormation Bureau " should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement

Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless,"

Cassell & Co., I Id.. La Pelle Sausage, London, E.C.4

Street,

La Belle Sausage, London, E.C.4.

'Profit

Detector

12 6

00
1 10 0

2

No. 3a. As above, but in fancy
box with lid
1 11 0
No. 5.

it the finest piece of polished ebonite

he has seen."

BRITISH
EBONITE Co. Ltd.

the panels supplied, the good effect
of which is already felt."

Hartwell, London, W.7

Mark on

The

and

1 -Valve Amplifier in one panel.
Fancy box with lid
...
No. 3. 1 -Valve Amplifier
...

associated with the manufacture of
ebonite for nearly 20 years consid.rs

Look for

this Tr,. -rte

BECOI.

Par.eis

10 6

Crystal Receiver

Do. with 5xx plug and
in fancy box with lid ...
Crystal

very pleased with the

One of our staff who has been

"We are immensely pleased with

Price 2/6 each.

3,

No. 4.

"Our client is
panel.

experience
of others.

"CABLE" CRYSTAL SETS
AND VALVE AMPLIFIER
Cable No. 1.
No. 2.

EXTRACTS FROM
RECENT TESTIMONIALS

by the

"O.
V." INDOOR AERIAL
A neat and portable indoor or outdoor aerial.

Larger Crystal Set in

fancy box with lid
15 0
" EASYFIX " CORDS H.T. and L.T. leads in one
set.

considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and

The most Practical Handbook for the
Amateur. The price is 1/6 net.

1/3 (in Glass Tubes).

...

All sketches and

drawings to be on 'sena, ire 'sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will lie promptly

"Wireless Telegraphy
:: and Telephony" ::

A perfect Crystal, sensitive in every point. Cash
refunded if riot satisfactory. All specially selected.

No insulators required

"Amateur Wireless and Electrios." Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d. ; 6 months.
Postal Orders, l'ost
Bs. 9d.: 12 months. 17s. 6d.
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co., Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on - one side of the pap -.l only.

" CRYSTAGOG "

,,

Mr. A. E. Duf-

field, chairman, gave a most interesting lecture un

7. -

Price 1,/- (per Box).

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ton, Stoke-on-Trent.

City of Belfast Y.M.C.A. Radio Club
COWLEY,

posible in many Paris districts.

and reception work, buzzer and valve wave meters, and coil winders were exhibited and exsion

THE association held its first meeting of the new
session on October iS. Mr. Jeffrey, the new president, gave a paper on " Scientific Ideals."
T.

Elm Bank Gardens,

Barnes, S.W.i3.
AT the October meeting multi -valve resistance -capacity coupled receivers, special types for transmis-

derland.

Hon. .5cc.-J.
Belfast.

33,

aerial.

Croydon Wireless and Physical Society
Hon.

MURCHIE,

Various colours to obviate mistakes.

3/-.

Wholesale Stockists For N.A.R.M. goods

I

TOOLS

Make your own

Wireless Sets
HAND DRILL

The IDEAL

Takes up to I in.
diameter powerful

Soldering Lamp

for Wireless
Amateurs
Postage

Straight

n -jaw chuck.
Postage
or I atchet

4/6 shaped Soldering

6d. extra
Irons to use with
above, rf- extra. Postage 3d. extra.

WIRELESS LIST

5/9

9d. extra
S t of Six, Twist

Drills

Post Free

21-

" SENT FOST FREE

CABLES & ELECI RICAL SUPPLIES,

RICHARD MELHUISH, LTD.,

Telegrams: "Grandchild, Kincross, London."

50, 51 & 81, FETTER LANE, HOLBORN CIRCUS, LONDON, E C.I

Cable House, 234, Pentonville Rd., LONDON, N.1

Telephone; North 3100

Tool, Machine and Electrical Experts.

EstablisInni 18,3

NOVEMBER 1, 1924

eructate Wireks

661

.%5

Get this

wireless
book-free!
The Book of M 0 V has been written and com-

piled by radio experts at Marconi House and
the Osram Lamp Works. The most interesting
and instructive work of its kind ever produced,
it is issued gratis by the proprietors of

VALVEC

MADE AT THEt4ARC01#11(LAMP WORKS

SRAM

Sold by Wireless and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, etc.

The Book of M 0 V is a work of reference
invaluable alike to the beginner and the experienced experimenter. It should be in the hands
of every wireless enthusiast. The voucher below

entitles you to a copy.
Fill in and post
this Voucher
now

.0"
4.11C)

Get the Valve in
the Purple Box

\
of11/4

d.

4p-ve.6°11.
.0*

`S'';°0set"

loosk k:ce

16.06.55.0.co°16.

srs.
v.'
00\5Se

11/4

osep

Copies of TheBook of MOV may

3

.

.0#

also be had from Wireless and
Electrical Dearers, Stores, etc.
7tt
11).

Annonncemen
of The
D1.0. Valve Com pany,Ltd.

&r Ws
-1.4""ft1.00PWS.",

NOVEMBER 1, 1924
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102.-3.002.-70003.....02,ab0Pwipa
1.7.3310.13,4010101.0.Miati.W.OPAMPA

3,Wftem
-.1.11.41133b.

RADIO STOCKS

ALL POST FREE at
Ebonite Panels
1'

Matt

b' X6'

4/6

COMPLETE

l6* Eir

5/4;9

5/6
7/6

4' X 4'

E

1' Id.

in

Cd.

1/2

FIRST - CLASS VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Terminals

BEST BRITISH MAKE. PERFECT FINISH.

413.A. Standol,

With
Vernier.

Ordinary.

.001

.0005
.0003
.0002
.0001

.00005

7/3
5/1
4/5
4/2
3/1

8/9

6/7

9/-

Idultiphone 47I.

96.

1.

6 -way

Square
Law.

51111 -Poi. nra99

16.
Spade type. dos. 3d.
elephone typo 116.

ABSOLUTELY FINEST VALUE OBTAINABLE.

Dials and Knobs included.

I' Id.

...

7/3

With
Vernier.
1 1 /-

10/9/ -

Ratty spring
Ed,
213.A. Small type:
Contact Studs
id.
Spring Washers
id,

AerialWire7/22's
Blight,4 strd

100', 3/6 2/6

1/1
1/8
ld.-in. 4d. yd.

do. Electron
14111.r.

Insulators

4d.

Reel, 2', ld. Egg, ld.

Postage 6d.

ACCUMULATORS. -Best British, 4 Vt. 4o Amp., 16/6; 4 Vt. 6o Amp.,

19/6; 4 Vt. 8o Amp., 23/6; 6 Vt. '6o Amp., 27/6; 6 Vt. 8o Amp., 33/.;
6 Vt. too Amp., 38/6.
AERIAL WIRE. -7/22; Best H.D. Copper, 1/101; Enamelled, 3/6 per
too ft.
ANODE RESISTANCES-Bretwood, variable, 3/-; Watmel, 2/6; Lissen,
2/6; Dubilicr, and all makes.
BATTERIES. -Best British H.T. Batteries, 36 Volt, 6/-; 63 Volt, 10/6;
100 Volt, 16/6.

Fixed; to ,00t, 9d.; to .005, 1./.;
to .oi, 1/9; to ,.1, 3/-; Edison Bell Fixed' Condensers, to .00t, 1/3;_
.002 upwards, 2/-; Dubilier to .00l, 2/6; .002 upwards, 3/,
TRANSFORMERS, L.F.-" Powquip," 13/6; "Bucks," 11/6; "Radstock,"
10/6; Royal, 20/ --best of all. All makes stocked..
TRANSFORMERS, H.F. ENERCO.-No. z, 2/3; 2, 2/6; 3, 2/7; 4, 2/9;
5, 3/-; 6, 3/,
SLEEVINC.-(Inulating), 3 ft. lengths, 3 for 10d., finest quality.
SWITCH ARMS. -First quality, 9d.; Nickel, 1/.; second quality, 6d.
SWITCHES.-.S.P.D.T., 1/3; D.P.D.T., 1/8. Panel mounting, S.P.D.T.,
led.; D.P.D.T., 1/..
VARIOMETERS:-Wonderful value: Special All Ebonite Moulded Ball
Rotor Double Silk Wound, extremely close coupling, one -hole fixing.
A superior article, only 58. As above, but Tubular Ebonite Rotor,
4s. All -black Double -cotton Wound, one -hole fixing, 18. 6d. to
IS. each. All are best value obtainable. Igranic and Edison Bell
Variometers, 106., post paid.
HEADPHONES. -N. & K. pattern, 118. 6d. Dr. Nesper adjustable,
CONDENSERS. -(Copper and mica).

12s. 6d.; Brown's F., 258. All makes in stock at lowest prices possible.
LOUDSPEAKERS. -Our special, 2,000 ohms, full clear 'tone, suitable for
low -power sets, £1 ; Sterling Dinkie, 308.; Amplion Junior, 27s. 6d.;

Dragonfly, 25s.; Amplion new models and all makes in stock at
lowest prices.

luster type ..

bd.

lead -Is

4/-

4" & 6" do 9d
6"

1/-. 19 & 15, lid

Valve Holders

FREE

Coil Plugs 11 bonne

10d. Superior 143
Narrow7d. Basket 1/ Moulded typo
86.
Coil Formers, 14d.

lid,

4d.

"Athol" Ebonite 1/3
Do.

Porcelain 1/ Basket Coll Sets

6-1/9. 4 -1/ -

H.T. Batteries

With Wonder Plugs
COv 8/- 86v., 4/10
50v.. 4/- 15v, 2/0v. F.L. Btry. Od.
(Gr. Ever-Rdy. 18/6
Siemens same price

!Mollies (usual
prices,
Mullard
alanabridg a 1 nkt. 1,6

2m.t I/1 -1/36 m.t.9d.

Iron Core Chokes

'hats. Je.

1-

t/-

1/6

4/6

DOM Ede.

15
20
22

1/11 21

.24

2/11

so

2/2
2/6

0/4
8/9
8/10
4/2
4N

8/4
8/9

4/10 54
U6
618/8/6

17/- 148

see.

I/5
4/2
4/7
I /1

6

lit

let
22/-

20/.

Variable Leaks
Filtron 0-7 Me;

8/-

Lissen Typo ..

5/6
2/6

Watmel 0-3

L.F. siivertcwo rv.

Radio Inst. (new) 25/laranle 21,- 15 804

Burndept (new) 24/Reliablilty10, & 12/6
17/6
Ferranti
Xtraordlnary .. 8/ Tangent 12/6 & 19/8
20/Royal
R.A.F. Modulation 8/ Telephone do.
8/-

Unldyne " 10.1r 8/H.F. McMichael's 7/ Tangent, each
2/6
Oojah 900 m.
6/8
600 & 300 m.

Formers only

4,01

1/3

Resistances 2,8
Mica, '002 Dos.
3"x2' 1/-, 2 "114'46

., Tumbler 11 1/..
1.C.0.1/6 &O.(/. 9d.
Fewer D.O.O.
D.P.S.T.
1/0
4/Utility 2 -way
xw 5/.,
Ow 8/ -

Lever Type Stocked
Miniature Turn 9d.
Limn 2 -way
2/9
Series parallel 8/9
Double -arm

do.

-

Eureka Transformers,
No. 2.
2251
Concert Grand 30/ Ffertzite

She

Bank of 2
... 1/6
Standard Plugs
1/3
Potentiometer 300
ohms Ex-Govi.

4/6
3/8

Hydrometers
Microphones ..
Tapping Keys
'dphorte Cools

2/ -

6/-

1/ -

Alum. Irdbnds.

2/6

All "Wants" 'Si, r en."

'burndept,';

Edison -Bet '"AtIaa'

"Sterling" Goods.

Coil Holders
Ashley fixed
moving

2/6
1/8
8/6

'grant:: 3 Set

3/6
2 coil
2/0
Singled ovingTyPe 1.9
Fixed .. 8d.
riee,vieri do
94.
Ebonite 3 ooll

Ell Resistance
Load quakily

1/0

Urania 4/0, Vern. 7/ Ormond 2/-, Ajw.: 4/Burndept
6/T.C.B.
4/-A 6/311erostat

New Lines
RI. Chokes

3.1.1." usual price;
Vernier. no dial 2/6
0 vane 3/3, 7 vane 3/5
" Polar" typos 10/0

Jacks -4 -contact

Transformers

Switches, Ebonite

British Wires, etc.
SW0.

10/ 1/-

Mic-Met

Detector, 61 -

1/3

Spirals 4d Formers 5d,
eta
Peerless Inr

Accessories

tial. elutes .a.AlUttl.1/
ValveSockets& Pins ld.
Valve Windows 4d.

Crystal Cup,
1.

Wax block .

value CARRIAGE PAID.
2d per 1/- packing, etc

Resin bolder oz.
Insulating 5022.

3d.
Gil.

J. H. TAYLOR 6' CO.

All sixes, yd.
Tape. yd.

Valve Template

Orders 5/4

Condensers

&

18/8

120 ohms. double
Ez.Govt. Sullivans5/8

32
36
40

1.

..

Yellows

Rd.

Coil Mounts

INVITED

LILO. 4.000 ohms.
Brown's "F," B.T.H.
Siemens,
Brander.
Sterling, all
rah.
General Radio 20/ -

26
28

Basket typo

S

Headphones

'I) pe A 7d., Polar 1/3
Screwed 8 note 8d
Ebonite ..

Do. Once Tvne

7/-

Vernier
made

Stock " Fallon " &
'F

8/- 16v., 8/6

With. 14' X 31'

461 panel type
make ..

Extra
176
Knobbed dial 1/- ex,

10d

Any Size Cut

9.'

Var. Condensers
.00073
.0005
0005
.0002

NN

5/8

8&
1/8

7'x0'
6'xeX1'

TRADE

R

819

t/9

115"x FE

STILL UNBEATEN FOR VALUE

3/16

2121/10

32'x9'
37Xl2'

CALLERS' PRICES

Under 5/6

3, Radio Rouse,
Telephone 341.
Macaulay St., HUDDERSFIELD
Thorough,"

?deg/ ems

Huddersfield.

Nu Gr,,n r

3d,
4d.
716.

N.P. Switch Sets
D.C.O.

S.0 O. 9d.

-THE GREATEST SENSATION AND SUCCESS

I -OF

"Her Daddy's Voice"

THE SEASON

The" World's Champion," the marvel "A.B." Headphone

MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS - Special Offer
New fully guaranteed, best made, with two fixing lugs. .25, 3s. 6d.;
.os, 35.; r mf., 48.; 2 mf., 3s. 10d.

which has dealt the Knock Out Blow to all others and
overshadowed them all.

PRICES

"A.B.". adjustable
17/6
for "A.B." non-adjustable

COIL HOLDERS: -All Ebonite, really fine, 2 -way, 28. 6d.; better finish
2 -way plated, 38. 6d.; ditto, 3 -way, 48. 6d. Many other makes in
stock. State your wants, we will assist you.
BASKET COIL HOLDERSI-Best quality, plug in, block base, 18. 2d.
each; ditto, no block, 10d.; Universal 2 -way, Ss. 6d.; 3 -way, Is. 6d.
VALVE HOLDERS: -Solid hand -polished Ebonite, 10d. each; Special
Anti -Capacity Legless Sunken Socket Tops, prevent valves burning
out, 18. each. Murray's Patent, very efficient, with simple fitting
showing only z in. above panel, ls. 3d. each. Highly recommended.
COILS: -Finest Duplex Basket, Waxless, most efficient for any circuit
and any position. Set of 5 -Nos. 25 to too, Is. led.; ditto, for
Chelmsford, No. rso,. IS. 3d.; No. too, 1s. 6d. As above, but extra
large air spaces, coils I in. wide, Sets of 5, Nos. 25 to too, 28. 9d.
Igranic, O'Keefe, Energo, Lissen Coils, etc., all in stock.
VALVES. -Dutch, 4s. 6d.; R. type, 58.; French R., 68. led.; French dull
Emitters, finest on market for efficiency and low consumption,
168. 6d. All makes in stock: Cossor, Mullard, Marconi, B.T.H., etc.
etc. Lowest list prices.
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS :-Microstats, 28. 13d.; Lissenstats, 38. Bd.;
Ormond, 28.; our own Extra Special Solid Ebonite of a superior
type, 28. ; for Dull Emitters, 28. 6d.; fully guaranteed. Cheapest
type, efficient and strong, 18. Ed. each.
CONSTRUCTORS: -Sets of Parts: We specialise in quoting for corn-.

Remove Soundbox From Tone Arm and Replace With

also give you technical advice.
CRYSTAL AND VALVE SETSI-Special prices.

BULLPHONE REPRODUCER

plete sets of parts. No matter how small or how large your requirements, we will be pleased to quote you our best terms and

Send for Free List.
Send ample postage: surplus refunded.

RADIO STOCKS

15/6

Ask your dealer, or send re
mittance to us for samples to
cover postage as well.

_

--- ---

AMBATIELO BROS.,

LTD.,' Even this child can recognise
"Ambatielo House,"
her celebra' ed daddy's voice
Farringdon Road.,
from across the Atlantic with
London, E.C.I.
"AB.' Headphones.
Te'efihnne, C -erleenvell 7440
7441.

WHY BUY A LOUD SPEAKER ?
To Convert Your Gramophone into a Complete Loudspeaker,

Made of best Ebonite and tested to 3,000

EVERYTHING WIRELESS AT LOWEST PRICES
All goods on 24 hours approval.

for

HA1NErietor),

Prop.
RADIO HOUSE, NEWMAN STREET,
(R.
So

New

Shone: MUSEUM 3205
OXFORD ST., LONDON. W.1
Atassonasossasaintros.-cirdsmiss- Allifigane.406m-'asiks9.9-74:2WI-.1/ le*
247.1%Z.1naNWearae.L.Sir

volts.

Cobalt steel permanent

Magnets

allowing positive wire to be fitted to either
Te-minal. Adjustable Diaphragm.
BULLPHONES are guaranteed free from
distortion. Send to -day to :-

WEST'S RADIO CO.,
34, Carysfort Road, London, N.16
Complete Loud Spe
H"oght 21',
B elimouth 14". Beautifully Burnished Aluminium 59 in Post

B ody, Unequalled for Volume and ClaryVP Free
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FAMA DUTCH VALVES xii
14

USUAL TRADE DISCOUNTS

14

Retail Prices

.. each 4/8
Amplifiers, Fil. 4 -volt Anode, 60 to 100 volt
each 4/1 1
4 -volt Anode, 30 to 100 volt
..
Detectors, ,
Dull Emitters, 0.06 amps. Fil. 1.6 -volt Anode, 40 to
..

ICO volt

f

..

..

..

..

each 14/-

I.
I:

4

Low Consumption 0.10 amps. Fib 4 -volt Anode, 30 to
each 1 1 /..
80 volt
..
..
..
..
Dr. Nesper pattern Adjustable Diaphragm 4,000 -ohm
Headphones

..
..
..
..
..
Please remit Postage.

pair

1 1 /6

BISHOPSGATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY (1924) CO.,

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.

.

Central 7361.

Phone i

IttentlIt

\ti-nrii inti-te.. tningra '

4

-11thaLPITL-;,'lialZ''-"Fljg

NO MORE CATWHISKERS
NO MORE ADJUSTMENTS

A Permanent Detector which Cannot
go Wrong. No Batteries Required.

utumn
Leaves

The " Hovimo" Crystal Valve must not be
confused with the ordinary " Permanent" Detector, neither is it to be

compared with the Silicon-bornite
or other similar combinations.

3/6

An entirely new invention,
Can be simply adjusted to
suit the individual set, and
once right remains right,
Equally excellent for crystal sets and
for circuits employing crystal rectifi-

BRITISH MADE

"HOVIMO"
CRYSTAL VALVE

cations.

Especially recommended

for use in crystal

systems, producing

loud -speaker

a

remarkably

pure tone. Ask your dealer for it, or
EVERYONE GUARANTEED
in case of difficulty write to :A. MOLBACK, 27, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

PERFECTION IN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN
No one who has heard the beautifully mellow reproduction of our NON-METALLIC SPEAKER HORNS
Bring NON-METALLIC,.. the horn is dietortionless, non -resonant,

m011131 ever listen again to a metal horn..

possesses excellent tone and renders voice and music with a degree of purity and sweetness never before
obtained -

Replace your existing hum with a " Scientific

you.

NON-METALLIC and the improvement will astound

LARGE HORN, as illustrated, height 24'' flare 15%

r

PRICE., with ferrule, 1.0/9. Post, crate, etc. 91 -

MALI, HORN, as ISustrated, height 22", flare 111'.
PRICE, with ferrule, If/S. Poet, crate, etc. 1/9
SWAN -NECK HORN, height 21", flare 12', graceful in appearance,
PRICE with ferrule, 7/9. Post, crate, etc. 1/9

ANTIQUE BRONZE FINISHED- HORNS
Having first concentrated on pert...Cog the acoustic properties of our NON-

METALLIC HORNS. we are now further improving them by finishing them with an

antique bronn appearance which, while not impaling their high efficiency, makes
them a highly artistic ornament for any room. These horns win make their special
appeal as they at in with any scheme of furnishing, and are undoubtedly the finest horn at present on the
ANTIQUE BRONZE FINISH. 2./- extra on above prices.
market.

N. & K. Pattern 'Phones. 111 Post 6d. Adjustable Headphones, 13.9. Post 6d.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,

126, Newington Causeway, Elephant and Castle. S.E.1 : 7, St. George's Circus, S.E.1 . 16, Nanette Street. Charing

Cross Road, W.1: 207, Edgware Road, W.2.

'Phone: Hop. 4177.

YOURS FOR 2O/-

Send 20/- to -day, together with your order for the " Tonyphone,"
and this wonderful set, which receives all B.B.C. stations, will be

Standing at my window the other evening watching a gusty wind whirling the

dead leaves round my sundial I was
forced to admit that our short summer
was over. All too short it seemed to
me;' ust a few bright days and before
we knew where we were, Autumn had
set in with Winter unpleasantly close
-well, not altogether unpleasantly.

-

rather look forward to long winter even-

It's a restful change from being
harried by the children to go and play
ings.

Fellows
Volutone

£4:10:0
Fellows

Junior
El :10 :

in the garden as they insist on my doing
when it's light till ten.
In the winter they seem perfectly satisfied to sit and listen to the perfect tunes
of the Volutone giving them Miss
Nobody Special's latest bedtime story or

the first part of the evening concert.
The Volutone also is powerful enough
to enable them to talk without disturbing the concert; in fact, it's proved itself
a positive blessing, and at a price well in
keeping with the Fellows policy of

delivered complete, including all accessories.

You pay a further £1 each

Quality Apparatus at Low Cost.

month afterwards. The total cost is only

£15 9s., or, if you prefer, il4 5s. cash.
TONYPHONE ' SUPER TWO VALVES
Accumulator, H.T.
Complete with
Battery, Aerial-, 1 pair 4,000 ohms

FARELEssELLOws

Headphones, and two Valves-one High All
Frequency and one Detector.
Royalties paid.
Send to -day and enjoy broadcasting NOW

BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO.

(Tonyphone Dept.), Windsor House, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1

Advt. of the Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Park Royal, London, N.W.10.
(E.r.s. 90)

S S.A.

COUPON

enuitettrWireksj

Available until Saturday,
November 8th, 1924
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ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS for "Amateur

Wireless" are accepted up to first post on Thursday
morning Icr following week's issue, providing space is
available.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements under this head are
THREEPENCE
WORD,
minimum
PER
THREE SHILLINGS.

charged
charge

PATENTS and Trade Marks obtained.-H. T. P. Gee, Patent Agent,
Member R.S.G.B., 51, 52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. Phone,

Holborn, 1523.
RETAIL DEALERS in Wireless Components should communicate
fnr sharp prices with alacradlo Wireless Supplies Co., 30, Queen's Cres[7 r
cent, London, N.W.S.
VARIOMETER FORMER SETS, with jig hardwood, 25. set delivered.
[7 r
-Sleightholme, Ingham Street, South Shields.
PANELITE will withstand 15,000 volts, black finish, will not fracture,
6 by 6 by 3/16, Is.
by 5, Is. Id. ; 8 by 5, Is. 2d.; 9 by 5, Is. 4d. ; 9 by 6.
;

Is. 6d. ; 10 by 9. 2s. 2d.; 12 by 10, 2s. 9d. ; 14 by 12, 0.6.1. Poet paid.
Other alms and thicknesses pro rata.-Radio Panel Co. (Dept. A), 143.
[8 r
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
HEADPHONE REPAIRS,-Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted.
Lowest prices quoted on receipt of telephones, delivery three days.The Varley Magnet Co., London, S.E.18.
WIRELESS parts manufactured.-Accurate capstan, Press, vice,
110 r
milling, or Lathe work. Stellar Mfg. Co., Redditch.
BATY'S TWO, The all station receiver " with a personality," from
£2 15s., plus 25s. royalty (or as components, reprints of constructional
articles, Is. 3d., post free).
BATY'S TWO "POSH CABINET " BET, 280/4,000 metres. £8 50., of
all retailers, or direct from Ernest F. Baty, 157, Dunstable Road.
Luton.
r
FREE SAMPLE of the famous Oamerium Crystal given to purchasers
of our collapsible indoor and outdoor aerial. Crystal range 5 miles.
Valves Continental stations. Is. delivered.-Garner, 8, Westmoreland
113 8
Buildings, Aldersgate Street, E.C.
AGENTS WANTED.-Wireless valve repair business. Deal with the
actual repairers. Lowest trade terms. All types repaired. A hard
vacuum guaranteed. Also old valves bought for cash 6d. each, Comore
Is. each.-M. 10 0., 60. Churchtield Road, Acton. W.3. Telephone,
Chiswick 2681.
BATTERY manufacturer has for disposal at a low price about 40 cases

Batteries made for 100 volts registering about 85 volts. Write Box
If.6.-Bertram Day's Advertising Offices, 9-10, Charing Cruse, S.W.1.
2. 4,

6, and S B.A. SPANNERS, Is. Set, pest free.-H. Carter, 113,

(4 a
Morley Avenue, N.22, London.
EXCHANGE two Marconi It valves or Fullers' L.F. transformer for
s
small power valve.-Frank Price, Chester -le -Street. Durham.
VALVE SET, complete with dull emitter, batteries, phones, polished
eabinet, wonderful value. £5 Os., stamp particulars.-A.B.C. Wireless.
[7
Cottered, Buntingford, Herts.

WHY NOT try my Indoor Aerial, rewrite will surprise you-Ss. 6d.
[8 a
complete.-T. Anty, 109. Dalyell Road, London, S.W.9.

A THOUSAND CIRCUITS WITH ONE WIRING," Simplified Systems,.

Nrarvelloushi fine tone
-without a trace of blast or blare

ing

RADIO enthusiasts are gradually appreciating the fact that 75 per cent. of

and yet retain the volume is entirely another

the responsibility for poor tone renderis due to the Transformer, with the

The Eureka Concert Grand is such an ex-

remaining 25 per cent. divided between the
Valves and the Loud Speaker.
It has been a common fallacy to believe that
the L.F. transformer merely amplifies and for
this reason many of them are badly designed.
Amplification in a transformer for Loud
Speaker use must always be considered in
relationship to tone purity. Any transformer
can be made with a high amplification factor
-that means merely a mathematical calculation as to the ratio between the number of

turns on the primary winding and those on
the

secondary.

But to eliminate distortion

ceptional Transformer because no money has
been spared on its construction. For instance
it is the only L.F. Transformer in the world
It is the
that contains 2-1- miles of wire.
only one that will stand a 14 -day total

immersion in water test. It is the only one
that can be bolted together in pairs without
interaction.

And it is the only one that will

give twice the volume of an ordinary Transformer even when used with a standard Valve

and not a power Valve.

In face of these

30/22/6
(For second stage)

SPECIAL MICROPHONES for Loud Speaker on Crystal set,

Portable

Utilities Co.,

Ltd.,

7 & 8, Fisher Street, London, W.C.1.
Scottish Agents : FULLER, BLACKIE &
RUSSELL, Ltd., 30 Gordon St., Glasgow.

55.

Remarkable results. Loud Speaker adapters for Headphone Earpieces,
Sr. Cal Wireless attachment for Deafness. Trade enquiries invited.
[16 r
-Carter and Co., IT, Webster Street, Greenheys, Manchester.
FOREIGN MANUFACTURER requires Agents with established connections. First-class 2 and 4 Valve Sets at half usual prices. Whole-

rale only. State ground and turnover.-T. S. F. Firth, 17, Rue de
[11 a
Clignancourt, Paris.
L.P. TRANSFORMERS RE -WOUND to original efficiency or any
ratio, tested before despatch. 5s. rid. Absolutely new, highest quality
L.P. Transformers, Ratio 1-5, Stalloy core insulated windings, 8s. gel.
[12 a
Only 00 left. -Hibbs, 70a, Longley Road, Tooting, S.W. 17,
WIRELESS BARGAINS. Superior lightweight headphones, 128. 6d.,
post free. Send stamp for lists-Wireless Stores, Richmond Street.
Accrington.

fi(

12/- CRYSTAL SET. 1 Valve Amplifiers. Customer writes :-" Signals strengthened beyond expectatlon."-D. Walters, 2'2, Macbell Road,
Louder:, S.E. 15.
[10 a

an K E NI T E"

11A1110
PANELS
Black matt finish. Rigid. Thoroughly insulated. 7* x 5",
8" x 5", 1 2; g* x 5 , 1 5 ; to" x g , 2 4; 12 X g', 2/.0;
" thick. Post tree.
14' x 12', 4 -,
Callers, panels cut to
a' y required size while you wait. Traoe.
;

CROXSONIA COMPANY, 10 SOUTH ST., MOORCATE, 6.0.2

a is.t r a Y V U 111 AIM I
Pickett's Insulated Cabinets for

outstanding advantages it is not surprising that
our output has had to be trebled in an
endeavour to keep pace with the demand.

Sold by all Dealers and manufactured only by

Made in two types

Concert Grand
Eureka No. 2

matter.

r
6,1 P.O.-Lynch. Bolton -le -Sands. Lancs.
ACCUMULATOR CHARGING DYNAMOS, massive. efficient, extraordinary value; Specifications. photographs list: 3d. (atate stee),
maker:-George Smith, 22, Quantock Roa I, Weston -super -Mare. [3 5
8.T. 100.-Loud speaker and all Accessories. c Ingle valve regenerative. Four L.F. Amplifiers. Several drilled panels. Large cabinet,
work table, and good deal of junk. Suit small dealer. Offers-Man[5 s
Ding, 97, Hubert Grove, Stockwell, S.W.
BRITISH MADE READPHOWES, 4,000 ohms 10s. pair, post free
(until stock is exhausted), satisfaction or cash refunded ; other lines
equally as cheap. Send postcard for list.-W. H. Defier, 77, reamed
Street, Windsor.
['2
H.T. BATTERIES, 60 volt, 8s., carriage paid.-Wholesale, 10, Peny(1 a
bryn Road, Cardiff.

1004 results. From 1,6 each Highly Polished
easily "Double the Value!" Write Row
Corral ructors Lists Free-

Cabinet .A.M.) Works, Albion Rd.,
Bexley Heath, S. c.
,its.

TELEPHONES for 2/11 each!!

Fitted with " Stalloy" d.aphragm, Every one tested on crystal
Set previous to ci spatch and butarantecti. Made b, best makers for
Government use. 2/11 each. postage 4d.
John D. GOODMAN, 78 Spencer I'd., Wealdstone, Middlesex,

0

SPENCER'S STORES
4-5, MASON'S AVENUE,

ronstarmor
Do Luxo

FAEINGHALL ST., LONDON, E.C.2
TELEPHONE -LONDON !PALL 2292

VALVES REPAIRED

616. Post free.
KENITE PANELS ARE CHEAPER
than ebonite, yet just as efficient, 6 in. by 6 in.,

Gilbert Ad. 1666.

6

1 I. post free. Any size Aro rata.

I:1
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He p
THE wonderful popularity of
Mullard H.F. and L.F. Master
Valves shows the sincere ap-

preciation of the radio public for
Master productions.

Modern Radio Engineering has produced no finer valves for those who
value perfect wireless reception than
Mullard Red and Green Ring Valves.

a

,fiEDRIWG
VALVE

1

FoRREAmpLiFic4770

,...,,

AND DETEcrioN N

the pleasure of your
winter wireless evenings by obtaining these Master Valves.

Amplify

Ask for MULLARD H.F. Red Ring Valves for H.F.
AMPLIFICATION AND DETECTION, 12/6 each.
Ask for MULLARD L.F. Green Ring Valves for L.F.
AMPLIFICATION, 12/6 each.
(These Green Ring Valves give wonderful results in reflex or dual circuits.)
Only a 4 -volt battery is required with these valves.

ullard

Leaflet M.8 can be obtained from your dealer and avoid accidents to your valves by asking for the Mullard Safety Disc, free on request.
Send us his name and address if you cannot get what you want, and we will supply him.

THE MASTERVALVE
Advt.-The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. 'A.W.), Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balham, S.W.12.

NOVEMBER 1, 1924
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LISSENIUM. Faith in Valve Control
It Is hard to realise that with those parts behind the

IS YOUR LEAK

ebonite, a glass bulb with its filament glowing, and the
turning of this simple looking LISSENSTAT knob, the

RESISTANCE

music, speech, and song of so many stations can be brought

RIGHT?

Hard to realise that from the putting of these parts

You can put a resistance in circuit whose

silence.

in.

together, one has the right to expect anything but

value will be so inaccurate and fluctuating that the leak is useless. Though
some circuits and valves are not so susceptible as others to variable grid control, it is reassuring to know that one
has the means to control grid potential
so that the correct value is obtained for
any circuit or valve, or the particular
conditions under which a valve may be
With a LISSEN VARIABLE
GRID LEAK fitted, the receiver will
yield the utmost sensitivity which corworking.

rect grid potential under all conditions
implies.

Hard to

realise, too, that LISSENSTAT control in a
receiver makes so much difference. For the eye cannot
see the minute variations that take place in its control of

electron emission.

But in use the knowledge comes to you that with the

knob of the LISSENSTAT between your fingers you can
FEEL FOR THE POINT OF CRITICAL DETECTIONand UNERRINGLY FIND IT.

Faith

in LISSENSTAT control is now so wide that out
of those being built, probably nine of every ten receivers
are being fitted with one type or other of LISSENSTAT
control.

LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING,
OF
...

2/6

LISSENSTAT

pending)-gives the most
acute tuning possible .. .

LISSEN VARIABLE ANODE RESIST-

patent

7/6

ANCE, 20,000 to 250,000 ohms, same
outward appearance as LISSEN

Variable Grid Leak ...

LISSENSTAT

2/6

pending)-is

(ratent

MINOR

replacing
of discarded acrd
efficien t rheostats.
Pr o v id es
LISSENSTAT control
at a popular price
...
thousands

SMOOTH OUT YOUR LOUD SPEAKER
DISTORTION BY PUTTING A LISSEN

VARIABLE GRID LEAK ACROSS the

secondary of the last transformer, or
across the loud speaker itself. First
position is best. The difference will be
very noticeable.

PARTS WITH

HIDDEN POWER

When you buy LISSEN parts you have
parts which you can put together knowing that even first of all your results will

be better than if you had used other

parts. BUT THERE IS THIS DIFFERENCE, TOO-YOUR RECEIVER WILL
YIELD CONTINUALLY IMPROVING
RESULTS AS YOUR OWN SKILL IMPROVES-FOR THERE IS A RESERVE
IN EACH ESSENTIAL LISSEN PART
WHICH OUTWARD APPEARANCE
GIVES NO INDICATION OF. Don't
mix your parts.
Printed and Published in England by Cassarr &

LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL
(patent

pending)-with

tective device
emitters

All types

have.

its

pro-

dull10/6

for

rt

tI

SSE% STAT

UNIVERSAL,

U

LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE.

RECEIVERS WHICH ARE FITTED WITH LISSENSTAT
CONTROL ARE EQUIPPED FOR THE FINEST DETECTION POSSIBLE.

LISSEN LIMITED
16-20, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush,
Telephoncs:-3380, 3381, 3382, 1072 Riversidc.
London, W.12.
Telegrams:-" Lisseninm, London."
PARTS THAT PULL TOGETHER-BUILD WITH THEM.

COMPANY, LIM:TED. Lud gate Hill, London. E.C.4.
AGENCY, LIMITED.
Saturday, November 1st, 1924.

Sole Agent for South Africa.

CRETE -11.

Fawn

